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FOREWORD

A number of liquid metal cooled fast reactors (LMFRs) are in operation and, a same have
already been shut down; other reactors will reach the end of their design lifetime in a few
years and become candidates for decommissioning. It is unfortunate that little consideration
was devoted to decommissioning of reactors at the plant design and construction stage. It is
with this focus that the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors (TWGFR) recommended
that the IAEA organize the exchange of information on LMFRs decommissioning technology.
It was pointed out that the decommissioning of small sodium-cooled reactors has shown that
there are two basic differences between thermal and fast reactors decommissioning: on the
one side, the treatment and disposal of radioactive sodium coolant, and on the other side, the
management of reactor components, for which the structural materials are activated in depth
by fast neutrons.

To this end, a Technical Committee Meeting on Sodium Removal and Disposal from LMFRs
in Normal Operation and in the framework of Decommissioning (Aix-en-Provence, France,
November 1997) and two Consultancies on Decommissioning of the Kazakh BN-350 LMFR
(Vienna, Austria, October 1996; Obninsk, Russian Federation, February 1998) were convened
by the IAEA. These Meetings brought together a group of experts from France, Russia,
Kazakhstan, the UK, and the USA to exchange information on, and to review current
technical knowledge and experience in the management of radioactive coolant and reactor
components following closing of LMFRs, as well as their design features and operating
experience relevant for decommissioning procedures.

The TWGFR recommended that the IAEA collect, summarize, and provide an overview of the
technical information presented and discussed at the above mentioned meetings and published
in literature, which would provide a valuable reference for the planning of closing of other
LMFRs. In response to the TWGFR and the Kazakh Atomic Energy Committee (KAEC)
recommendations the IAEA produced this report.

The report provides general and detailed information on activation characteristics of the
primary coolant; treatment and disposal of the spent sodium; removal of the residual sodium
deposits and decontamination; the activation characteristics of the reactor components and the
management of the latter. The recurring theme is finding solutions to the problems and
difficulties associated with the management of radioactive sodium.

This report has been structured into two parts. In the first part, the special aspects and
considerations relevant to the shut down LMFR BN-350 are discussed. The second part
contains a survey of the decommissioning R&D activities being pursued on Rapsodie and
Superphenix (France), KNK-II (Germany), PFR (UK), and EBR-H (USA).

The Agency would like to express its appreciation to all who took part in the Meetings and in
the preparation of this report. Special thanks go to E.R. Adam (UKAEA) and G. Heusener
(FZK, Germany) who served as chairpersons of the Consultants Meetings, and to A. Rineiskii
who served as a consultant to the IAEA.

The IAEA officer responsible for this work was A. Stanculescu of the Division of Nuclear
Power.
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SUMMARY

1. TECHNOLOGIES AND INPUT DATA FOR SODIUM AND REACTOR
COMPONENTS MANAGEMENT AFTER SHUT DOWN OF THE BN-350 LMFR

The status of the BN-350 plant before shut down is as follows: BN-350 had been operated at
420 MWth (50 MWe), producing 45 000 t of distilled water per day. Although the plant is
located in Kazakhstan, it was stated that Russian regulatory documentation is used, which
requires the preparation of a relevant document 5 years before shutdown. Although work on
closing planning started in 1990, substantial progress has not been made due to lack of funds.
A proposal to increase the unit price for all power produced in Kazakhstan to cover the
BN-350 decommissioning cost had been rejected by the Government, although a modest
increase in the BN-350 unit price had been agreed.

When decommissioning the BN-350 reactor, there arises the problem of the utilization of
500 t of primary sodium with a specific activity of- 300 MBq/kg and of 480 t of secondary
sodium with a specific activity of- 0.5 Bq/kg. hi principle, sodium can be used in the nuclear
industry for newly constructed LMFRs, and in the chemical, metallurgical, engineering
industries as well. In the former case, some limitations both on radioactive and non-
radioactive impurities are imposed upon sodium. The rules applying to the transport of
radioactive materials limit the radiation rate on the container surface to 0.55 Sv/s and at a
distance of 1 m from it to 0.028 Sv/s. On the basis of calculations performed it has been
shown that when using tank cars for sodium transportation these requirements are met by
sodium with a specific activities of Na22 < 6*105 Bq/kg and Cs137 < 3.7xl05 Bq/kg. Taking
into account the initial sodium activity of these isotopes of 3X107 Bq/kg and 2.5X108 Bq/kg,
respectively, the BN-350 primary sodium needs to have the caesium nuclides reduced by a
factor of ~ 700; to reduce Na activity, a decay storage duration of ~ 15 years is required.
Another approach to coolant activity limitation is connected with non-admission of
NPP personnel overirradiation in the course of equipment maintenance at start-up and
adjustment activities on a new reactor with reused coolant. Calculations have shown that
these requirements are met by sodium with Na22 activity < 4.5 xlO6 Bq/kg and with
Cs137 activity <2.5*106 Bq/kg. To meet these less stringent requirements, the spent sodium
needs to have the activity from caesium nuclides reduced by a factor of 100, and must be
stored for 6 years to reach the required Na22 level.

For primary sodium utilization in the chemical industry, more rigid requirements are posed:
reduction of caesium nuclides by a factor of 20 000 is required. For inactive impurities the
following requirements are posed: carbon < 30 ppm, oxygen <10 ppm, nitrogen < 10 ppm,
potassium < 200/1000 ppm (primary/secondary circuit, respectively), and
hydrogen < 0.5 ppm. The spent coolant from BN-350 satisfies these impurities,
requirements, except for potassium that is 400 ppm in the primary circuit and 2000 ppm in the
secondary circuit. Cleaning of the potassium impurities is possible by means of a single
distillation at 250°C or of dilution with pure sodium.

The sodium from the BN-350 secondary circuits can be used in a new LMFR without
purification. Overall only a small amount of so-called "sub-standard sodium", ~ 20 t of
BN-350 radioactive waste sodium coolant, is unsuited for re-use, and after reprocessing must
be dispatched for burial. It includes sodium strongly polluted with the products of interaction
with air or water, with fire extinguishing means, and sodium removed from cold traps and
cesium traps. The analysis of the methods for processing this sodium for safe burial has
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revealed that the methods of waste sodium processing by means of sodium injection into
water or alkali developed in France and the UK cannot be used for the processing of the "sub-
standard sodium". The development of a new safe experimental tests should be initiated. In
order to identify the best procedure to process the "sub-standard sodium" it is recommended
to test the following four methods of sodium processing: burning in air, gas-phase (C>2 or
COi), solid-phase (metal oxides), and liquid-phase (with water under vacuum). The
experimental studies performed at EPPE on a laboratory scale confirmed the feasibility of
these methods for the processing of the BN-350 "sub-standard sodium" radioactive waste.
Semi-industrial tests will allow the development of the technology to be used at the BN-350
reactor.

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE, Obninsk, Russia) has carried out the
experimental substantiation of R&D works on new technology development aiming at
rendering harmless medium level liquid radioactive waste (LRW). This new technology has
been developed based on the absorption extraction of caesium and strontium radionuclides,
and the formation of a new type of cement, namely geocement, by means of radioactive
sorbent immobilization into the mineral-like alkaline and earth-alkaline
hydroaluminosilicates. Studies have been pursued on the followings: i) principal absorbtion
laws of caesium and strontium radionuclides by the natural zeolite-clinoptilolite both under
steady state and transient conditions from low and medium LRWs, and ii) the immobilization
of the sorbent, containing Cs137, Cs134 and Sr90 into the geocement stones. It has been shown
in the studies that clinoptilolite, modified by sodium ions, is an effective sorbent for the
extraction of Cs137, Cs134 and Sr radionuclides from the medium LRW. In addition, the
clinoptiolite has been manifested to be capable, provided that the prescribed parameters of the
process are observed, of assuring high quality LRW cleaned from caesium and strontium
(cleaning degree up to 99.98%, distribution coefficient up to IxlO6 ml/g) and the transfer of
medium LRW to the non-radioactive category with respect to Cs137, Cs134 and Sr90 content,
with their concentration lower than that for Sr90 permissible in water. In the process of
immobilization of the sorbent containing caesium and strontium radionuclides by grouting
under normal humidity conditions, samples of geocement were obtained with the sorbent
content up to 40 mass.%, high moisture resistance 106-107g/cm2 day value (close to that for
the glass-like materials), and high compressive strength (10-25 MPa). The process has been
developed on the basis of accessible, low price natural materials, such as clinoptilolite as a
sorbent, and metallurgical slag, clays and solutions of compositions of alkaline elements as
components of the binding system. The stability of the slag-alkaline geocement, obtained as a
result of hydration solidification of the binding system - the analogues of the rock forming
minerals, provides readiness for environmentally safe disposal or long-term storage. The
proposed method permits to convert caesium and strontium containing radionuclides LRW of
magnitude into the solid form with more than two orders of magnitude reduction in volume,
and the consumption of the clinoptilolite being relatively low (2-3 kg/m3). After the caesium
and strontium radionuclides are extracted from the LRW salt solutions, the radioactivity of
these solutions is decreased down to zero or to an insignificant level (if some other
radionuclides are present), thus simplifying considerably their further management.

The total volume of the remaining in the circuits after draining the sodium from the
primary and secondary circuits and the NaK drained from the cold traps has been estimated to
be ~ 100 t. Considerations have been given how to remove this remaining sodium, and ensure
remaining volumes allowing the safe conduction of washing and decontamination operations
of the circuits and equipment (i.e., 150 1 in the reactor vessel, and 15 1 in the cold trap).
As the main method for the residual sodium removal in the Russian Federation is the usage
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of the steam-gaseous procedure. This procedure has been successfully employed three times in
washing of the BR-10 reactor primary circuit. Preliminarily, for the primary and secondary
circuits it is recommended to carry out vacuum distillation of sodium. For the
decontamination of the primary circuit there are solutions and procedures that have proved
their effectiveness at carrying out decontamination of equipment:

0.5% KMnO4 at 70°C; 5% HNO3 + 1 % H2C2 O4 at 70°C.

It is recommended to perform the cleaning of the cold traps using the technology developed by
BPPE that had been already employed at reprocessing of the BN-350 sodium from the
secondary circuit cold traps.

A considerable amount of data on the evaluation of accumulated activity in BN-350 structural
materials as well as in the reactor cavity has been produced using the relevant computer code.
Steel structure activity is dependent on the level of impurities, e.g., manganese, europium, and
cobalt, decay times of which are ~ 10 years, -100 years, and ~ 150 years, respectively.
Calcium dominates in concrete for 100 years, and in graphite C14 dominates for 10-12 years.
Therefore radioactive waste in future reactors can be reduced by reducing or eliminating
certain impurities, e.g., replacing nickel with manganese in standard steels, reducing the
amount of cobalt to 0.01 ppm, and reducing niobium and europium content.

After assessing the conditions at the start of decommissioning works, and the measures that
would have to be taken for the reduction of radiation levels in empty pipes from the reactor
vessel and for the replacement of safety and monitoring equipment, it was clear, that it would
not be possible to disassemble the primary circuit without robotics in 100 years, although
limited access to structures should be possible in 50 years. Limited access could be gained in
10 years, provided chemical decontamination would be carried out on the primary circuit.

2. LMFR DECOMMISSIONING R&D ACTIVITIES

France. The NOAH process for disposal of large quantities of both primary and secondary
sodium coolant has been applied successfully with the DESORA equipment used to dispose of
the primary sodium from the Rapsodie reactor. The process has been selected for the plant to
be used to dispose of all the coolant from the other reactors. Primary sodium of French fast
reactors is mainly contaminated by caesium. Other radio contaminants as Mn5 , Co or
tritium have shorter radioactive half-life and a lower solubility in sodium (in deposed
contamination). In Rapsodie, Cs137 was the most important radioactive isotope. In order to
reduce the activity of the primary sodium, it is possible to trap caesium on carbonaceous
materials. This method was used for Rapsodie, but also on CEA experimental loops. The
activity can be lowered by a factor of about 12 for each removal operation (at 200°C). At
lower temperature, the efficiency decreases. Due to the fact that the sodium destruction
occurred ten years after the caesium removal operation, the Na22 activity decreased by a factor
of 10, whereas the Cs137 activity decay was negligible. Thus the best strategy is to reduce the
Cs137 activity at the same level of the Na22 activity as much as possible, hi order to verify if it
is possible and to totally remove and to design such devices, basic studies and modelling
works are still being carried out at CEA. The aim is to limit biological shieldings and dose
rates on sodium destruction devices, to reduce the activity level of sodium hydroxide
produced, to optimize the type of final waste, and to enhance carriage or release of the sodium
hydroxide.
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The washing of the Rapsodie primary system components was performed using a "heavy"
alcohol (EC: ethylcarbitol) instead of water for neutralizing the sodium. In March 1994 it was
decided to wash the sodium storage tank using EC as was done 8 years earlier with the
previous storage tank. Several days after the beginning of this operation a violent explosion
occurred causing casualties and heavy damage to the gallery. Only slight radioactive
contamination was detected on the scene of the accident resulting from the caesium content of
the tank. The accident was due to the tank's pneumatic bursting under an internal pressure of
~ 15 bar, 8 days after its cleaning started. Investigation of the circumstances and possible
causes of this accident have been completed in May 1999. After several years of studies, and
notably after reproducing experimentally several chemical runaways, this extremely sudden
pressure increase was explained by a catalytic decomposition of the EC poured in a
sufficiently hot medium (~ 80°C), containing ethylcarbitolate decomposition products.

UK. The LMFR decommissioning activities in the UK are in accordance with the policy that
redundant nuclear facilities would be decommissioned in a safe, timely and cost effective
manner. In UK it is not policy to dismantle in the early stages if there is no safety or economic
justification. The decommissioning programmes had been divided into three active stages
separated by periods of core defuelling and maintenance. The aim during Stage 1 was to have
staff with the necessary expertise available to operate, maintain and monitor the plant.
Normally these staff will be the former operators. The current status of the DFR
decommissioning programme and tasks is as follows: furbishment and decommissioning of
the NaK disposal plant, used for the secondary coolant, are being done to enable to use the
disposal plant for the disposal of the primary coolant. A special equipment is required to
remove the remaining fuel (997 breeder elements) from the primary circuit following
treatment of the primary coolant. The current programme schedules completion of Stage 3 at
the end of this century. The current status of the PFR decommissioning programme is as
follows: defuelling of the reactor and removal of the turbine and auxiliary equipment have
been successfully completed and it enabled the liquid metal disposal plant to be sited in the
turbine hall. The current main task is the preparation for disposal of the primary and
secondary sodium coolant and intimated that commission of the plant and transfer system was
scheduled to start in the near future.

USA. The Argonne National Laboratory-West's (ANL-W's) plans for the deactivation of the
EBR-n provide for an industrially and radiologically safe complex, requiring minimal
surveillance during the interim period prior to decontamination and decommissioning. The
deactivation of LMFRs presents unique concerns. Residual amounts of sodium remaining in
the primary and secondary systems must be either reacted or inerted to preclude future
concerns with sodium-air reactions that generate explosive mixtures of hydrogen and leave
corrosive compounds. Residual amounts of sodium on components will effectively "solder"
components in place, making future operation or removal unfeasible. The sequence of events
used to "lay-up" sodium wetted systems is thus crucial in assuring these concerns to occur.
After removal of selected components, unique methods, potentially employing unique robotic
applications, will be employed to assure complete reaction of the residual sodium. Specialized
components/systems exist within the primary system, include primary cold traps, a cover gas
condenser, and miscellaneous systems containing a sodium-potassium (Na-K) alloy. The
sodium or sodium-potassium alloy in these components must be reacted in place or the
components physically removed in order to achieve a radiologically and industrially safe
condition. The sodium components Maintenance Shop, a facility at ANL-W, provides the
capability for washing primary components, removing residual quantities of sodium or NaK
while providing some decontamination capacity. The decontamination and decommissioning
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procedures have been developed. Major primary components will be removed from the
primary tank for cleaning and disposition. An integral part of the primary component removal
provides the necessary access to primary tank internal components for decontamination and
decommissioning activities, removal of hazardous materials, and removal of stored energy
sources.

The sodium process facility (SPF) was designed to react elemental sodium to sodium
carbonate through two stages involving caustic process and carbonate process steps. The
sodium is first reacted to sodium hydroxide in the caustic process step. The caustic process
step involves the injection of sodium into a nickel reaction vessel filled with a 50wt% solution
of sodium hydroxide. Water is also injected, controlling the boiling point of the solution. In
the carbonate process, the sodium hydroxide is reacted with carbon dioxide to form sodium
carbonate. His dry powder, similar in consistency to baking soda, is a waste form acceptable
for burial in the State of Idaho as a non-hazardous, radioactive waste. Sodium will be
processed in three separate and distinct campaigns: the 290 000 1 of Fermi-1 primary sodium,
the 50 000 1 of the EBR-H secondary sodium, and the 330 000 1 of the EBR-H primary
sodium. The Fermi-1 and the EBR-II secondary sodium contain only low-levels of radiation,
while the EBR-II primary sodium had radiation levels up to 0.5 mSv (50 mrem) per hour at 1
m. The EBR-II primary sodium will be processed last, allowing the operating experience to be
gained with the less radioactive sodium prior to reacting the most radioactive sodium.

Germany. Under the decommissioning concept, the KNK II LMFR is to be decommissioned
completely to green field conditions in ten steps, i.e. under the corresponding ten
decommissioning permits. To this day, nine decommissioning permits have been issued, the
first one in 1993 and the most recent one, number nine, in 2001. As a result of a competitive
tendering exercise, AEA Technology at Dounrey (UK) won a contract to dispose of sodium
from the KNK II reactor. To fulfill this contract a sodium disposal plant has been designed,
constructed, commissioned and put into operation to dispose of the 88 tonnes of sodium from
this reactor. This sodium comprises of 36 tonnes of "primary" sodium containing traces of
caesium-137 and sodium-22 and 52 tonnes of lightly tritiated "secondary" sodium. Under the
10th and last decommissioning permit, the remaining auxiliary systems (sodium washing
plant, ventilation plant, liquid effluent system, gaseous effluent system, etc.) are to be
dismantled and any buildings remaining are to be decontaminated, measured for clearance,
and then demolished, if necessary. Then the site is to be recultivated. The safety report on
which the application for the 10th decommissioning permit is based is being completed at the
present time and is to be submitted to the authority probably around mid-2001. Work is to be
finished probably in 2004.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1) The following strategies have been considered for the management of radioactive sodium
coolant:
— separation of radioactive products from the sodium, reuse of the purified sodium and

conversion of the concentrated waste into an inert form for permanent repository;
— as before, but conversion of the sodium into inert form for burial;
— conversion of the total sodium into an inert form for permanent repository.
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2) For the BN-350 sodium processing, the goal is to minimize burial disposal and maximize
reuse of sodium, which will be pursued grounded on the folio wings:
— to obtain the required purity levels, existing techniques should be refined and, if needed,

new technologies, developed;
— storage options for reusable sodium should be investigated, including the use of

the BN-350 dump tank, barrels, etc;
— usage for sodium other than for current and future LMFRs should be investigated;
— continue to evaluate disposal possibilities, comparing different options with different

technologies. Costs and schedules associated with the deployment of these options need to
be established;

— BN-350 has a NaK/mineral oil mixture. Technologies need to be identified/developed for
reprocessing this mixture. Applications for use of the clean NaK need to be considered;

— identify and/or develop a technology for dealing with liquid waste. The goal in dealing
with liquid waste is waste volume minimization and final waste form stabilization.

3) The coolant activity reduction can be achieved by the following means:
— for caesium isotopes - by means of purification with the use of carbon-graphite filters;
— for tritium, hydrogen and oxygen - by means of purification with the use of the cold filter

traps;
— for corrosion products - by means of purification with the use of the getter traps.

4) Two technologies have been developed for disposal of large quantities of both primary and
secondary sodium coolant:
— the NOAH technology developed and tested by Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique

(France). In this process, aqueous caustic soda is produced, which can be sent to the
appropriate effluent treatment plants;

— the two-stages technology involving caustic process and carbonate process steps
developed by ANL-West (USA). In the carbonate process, the sodium hydroxide is reacted
with carbon dioxide to form sodium carbonate. A dry powder, similar in consistency to
baking soda, is a waste form acceptable for burial.

5) Under certain circumstances (e.g. closed geometries, sodium puddles), the use of alcohol to
clean components or to destroy sodium can be dangerous. This is proven for ethycarbitol, but
can at present not be excluded completely for other alcohols. It is therefore strongly
recommended to perform appropriate studies prior to the use of alcohol together with sodium.

6) The statistics from the Rapsodie decommissioning to level 2 are as follows:
total dose uptake - 312 mSv; total cost - 170 M (FF), which consist of:33% - maintenance &
safety; 25% - dismantling; 13% - organization; 11% - equipment; 10% - waste; 1% - R&D.
For level 3 decommissioning, the total estimated cost is 200 M(FF) over a period of 6 years.
However, start of level 3 decommissioning work is not deemed to be necessary for 30 more
years.

7) For future reactor systems wherever possible modular construction methods (i.e. readily
assembled-disassembled) should be used for equipment and shielding. Designers must address
the draining of the coolant circuits and as appropriate engineering the necessary means to
maximize drainage. Designers must always address the decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) issues that will relate to equipment or system before manufacture is
completed.
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8) Experience with the D&D of small sodium-cooled reactors has shown that there are two
basic differences between thermal and fast reactors D&D: the treatment and disposal of
radioactive sodium coolant; the management of reactor components, for which the structure
materials are activated in depth by fast neutrons.

This is the first IAEA report devoted to these issues. As is the case with thermal reactors,
decommissioning of LMFRs involves the removal of equipment components, sealing the plant
against any radioactive leakage; occupational and public impacts; cost and funding; schedules,
etc. These and other issues, common for all types of reactors decommissioning, have been
comprehensively considered in the publications on thermal reactors decommissioning
presented below (bibliography).
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PART I.

TECHNOLOGIES AND INPUT DATA FOR SODIUM AND
REACTOR COMPONENTS MANAGEMENT AFTER SHUT

DOWN OF THE BN-350 LMFR

Introduction

The first-in-the-world demonstration commercial liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor BN-
350 was designed and built by the former USSR in the Republic of Kazakhstan for an
estimated 20 year life-time, which was reached in 1993. Considering the importance of the
reactor for the region, both as a source of desalinated water and electricity, it was the intention
of the Kazakhstan Government to extend the useful life of the reactor and continue to operate
it as long as safety conditions permitted.

In 1995, as a result of its limited experience in decommissioning, and its limited financial
resources, the Republic of Kazakhstan requested IAEA's assistance in improving safety for
the extension of the life of the reactor and in preparation of the proper technological
procedures for the eventual decommissioning. To this end, the IAEA organized a mission to
review the safety status of the reactor and a Consultancy (CS) on "Harmonization of
international assistance to ensure stable operation during the remaining life-time and the
development of an effective decommissioning programme for the BN-350 fast reactor" in
October 1996. A composite programme for the prolongation of operation, and safety assurance
of the BN-350 plant, which included modernization and replacement of some reactor systems,
was developed by design organizations of the Russian MINATOM and the Kazakh Atomic
Energy Committee (KAEC). Some features to improve reactor safety were installed; but
financial difficulties delayed full implementation. Taking into account the large expenditures
needed for fulfilment of the programme, a Government decision to shut down the BN-350
plant was taken in April 1999: that is, after ~ 25 years of reliably supplying fresh water and
energy to Aktau (former Shevchenko) and the adjoining region, a large city and industrial
centre in the desert, that had quickly grown following construction of the reactor.

A CS on "Technical options for the decommissioning of the BN-350 LMFR" was convened
by the IAEA at Obninsk, Russian Federation, in February 1998. This CS brought together a
group of experts from France, Russia, Kazakhstan, the UK, and the USA to exchange
information on, and to review current technical knowledge and experience in the
decommissioning technology of LMFRs, and to discuss and review technical options for the
decommissioning of the BN-350 reactor. The basic material on technology and input data for
the BN-350 reactor decommissioning, which were provided by the experts from the Russian
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (the Chief Scientific Supervisor of the BN-350
reactor) and discussed at the meeting, are summarized in the part one (Sections 1-6) of this
document.
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1. DESIGN AND OPERATIONALFEATURES, RADIOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REACTOR PLANT

1.1. DESIGN FEATURES AND OPERATING EXPERIENCE RELEVANT
FORDECOMMISSIONIG PROCEDURES

The BN-350 reactor plant is located near the city Aktau (former Shevchenko), Mangyshlak
Region of Republic of Kazakhstan on the shore of the Caspian Sea (Mangyshlak peninsula). It
was designed and constructed as a two-purpose pilot-industrial power plant (for electricity
generation and heat production for seawater desalination) by organizations of the former
Soviet Union, under the supervision of the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM).

The BN-350 sodium cooled fast reactor has been operated by the Mangushlak Power
Generation Company (MAEK) as a part of the industrial complex including the large capacity
co-generation power plant and the distillate production works providing electricity and fresh
water for Aktau and the adjoining industrial region, where natural fresh water resources were
unavailable. A particularity of the plant was that the reactor for electricity production was
physically separate from the desalination plant. BN-350 has a dispersed (loop) arrangement of
the primary circuit components, i.e. the primary sodium pumps, intermediate heat exchangers,
and valves are housed in separate compartments (cells) and are connected with the reactor and
by interconnected pipelines. The temperature expansions of the pipelines are accommodated
by the bends (Figs 1.1-1.3). The reactor plant includes the following main components: fast
sodium-cooled reactor, six primary loops, six intermediate (secondary) loops, steam
generators, refuelling complex (integrated mechanical system), primary and secondary sodium
purification system, and automated process control system, including the reactor control and
protection system (CPS) and diagnostic systems for monitoring the operating state of the
safety-related components and systems.

During power operation core heat removal and transport to the working medium (steam/water)
are provided by a three-circuit flow scheme (Fig. 1.3). The primary circuit is composed of six
intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs), six primary sodium pumps (PSPs), and sodium
pipelines with gate and non-return valves. The pressure chamber with the core diagrid and the
upper mixing plenum above the core are the common sections of primary sodium flow path.
Sodium flow is distributed from the diagrid into the core and the radial blanket fuel
assemblies. A portion of the primary sodium (250 t/h) is removed from the pressure chamber
through throttles and utilized for cooling the reactor vessel and its outlet nozzles. There is a
capability to isolate each primary loop from the reactor using two gate valves on the suction
and pressure pipelines of the circuit. On the pressure pipeline of each loop downstream of the
PSP - a flap-type check valve is provided eliminating coolant backflow in the event of a PSP
trip in one loop when the other PSPs are operative.

At a heat output of 750 MW the reactor produces -100 000 t per day of desalinated water and
generates -135 MWe. Basic data for the BN-350 reactor plant are given in Tab. 1.1 for a
nominal power of 750 MW.

The BN-350 reactor (Figs 1.4-1.6) includes: the reactor vessel which contains the core diagrid
with neutron reflector and a set of core and blanket fuel assemblies; the reactor refuelling
system; the above core structure with CPS drive mechanisms and in-core instrumentation
guides. The diameter of the cylindrical part of the reactor vessel is 6000 mm, and the wall
thickness is 30 mm. In the middle section of the vessel there is a support belt by which the
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/ - Reactor,
2 - Primary pump,
3 - Heat exchanger

FIG. 1.1. Nuclear island, vertical and horizontal section
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1 - reactor vessel; 2 - core diagrid; 3 - reactor core; 4 - reactor well liner; 5 - lateral shield; 6 •
upper-stationary shield; 7 - elevator,8 - refuelling mechanism; 9 -FAa tranefer mechanism; 10
fuel transfer cell; 11 -protective dome; 12 - control rod drive mechanism; 13 - above core
stucture; 14 - rotating plugs.

FIG. 1.2. BN-350 reactor
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reactor is located on 16 roller bearings arranged on a support shell of 5850 mm diameter
transmitting the reactor weight load onto the foundations. The reactor vessel is enclosed in a
guard vessel. The reactor unit is set in a concrete well covered by the upper stationary shield,
which is composed of steel shot and serpentinite concrete layers. Between the reactor and the
wall of the well is a radiation shield consisting of an iron ore concentrate-filled cage. Six cells
enclosing the primary circuit thermo-mechanical equipment are attached to the reactor well.

TABLE 1.1. BN-350 BASIC OPERATING PARAMETERS

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Characteristics
Reactor thermal output, MW
Primary sodium temperature, °C
- at reactor inlet
- at reactor outlet
Sodium flow through reactor, t/h
Secondary coolant temperature, °C
- at SG inlet
- at SG outlet
Sodium flow in secondary loop, t/h
Number of operating loops(one-reserve)
Main steam parameters:
- temperature, °C
- pressure, Mpa
Steam flow, t/h
Volume of primary sodium, m3

Maximum electric output of power unit, MW
Distilled water output per day, t
Maximum neutron flux in core, n-cm"2 s"1

Design service life, year

Value
750

288
437
420

420
260
3400
5

405
4.5
1070
500
125-150
100000
6xl015

20

General results of operation

For more than twenty five years, the operation of the power unit associated with the BN-350
reactor have promoted the exploration of the new industrial region of Kazakhstan which is
rather rich in natural resources. The reactor first criticality date was 29 November 1972, and
power start-up was carried out on 16 July 1973. The extended start-up was due to loss-of-
integrity events in four evaporators (detected by the appearance of hydrogen in the gas
plenum) when the SGs were filled with water. For that reason the power start-up was carried
out with three loops available at a superheated steam pressure of 3.0 MPa (compared with the
design value of 5.0 MPa), with a reactor thermal power of approx. 200 MW. The reactor was
designed for thermal output of 1000 MW, but in the early periods of operation its power level
was limited by unsatisfactory operation of the steam generators. To give of less demanding
conditions for the operation of evaporators with Field tubes a maximum power of 130 MWth
was specified for each SG. For the Czech-produced SGs "Nadjozhnost" the allowable power
level was set somewhat higher - at 200 MWe. In addition, from an experiment carried out in
1976 on plant emergency cooling with loss-of-normal power it was found that the available
capacity of the steam/water system under these conditions restricted reactor to 750 MWth.
This power level was not exceeded during subsequent power operation periods, taking into
account the power limitations imposed by the SGs as well. During its operating life the reactor
has operated at various power levels (Fig. 1.7). The average load factor in respect to allowed
power levels was 85%. Reduction in the load factor was due to outages for refuelling and
planned maintenance of the equipment. The reactor was normally shutdown for scheduled
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refuelling and maintenance two or three times a year with outage durations of 20-30 days. The
main factor limiting the reactor power level were failures of the steam generators. The reactor
components and main circulating pumps have demonstrated stable fault-free operation. In the
first years of plant operation the reactor core posed certain problems due to the excessive heat
rating of the fuel rods and considerable shape variation of the core structural items.
Modernization of the core and changing to new structural materials allowed these problems to
be solved. The availability of stand-by components (six loops) and the ability to operate with
different numbers of loops (from three to five) provided for stable operation of the reactor
plant and production of electricity and fresh water. As a result, repair and replacement work
on the steam generators (as necessary) were carried out without shutting down the reactor.

Radiological safety

Radiation doses to the BN-350 personnel have been associated mainly with repair and
maintenance activities for sodium components in the primary circuit boxes. Radiation
conditions in the rooms (except the reactor well) depended substantially on the state of fuel
rods in the core. In the initial period of the reactor plant operation when the first type core was
used numerous cladding failures caused a significant rise of fission products activity in the
primary system. In 1979 the gamma-radiation dose rate on the surface of the sodium
equipment at reactor shutdown reached 8.90 ^Sv/s, 80% of which was attributed to caesium
nuclides. Radiological conditions were improved significantly after completion (in 1979) of
the core change over to the second type fuel design. This was provided not only by reduction
in the number of failed fuel rods, but also by clean up of caesium from the primary coolant
using a special trap with a graphite absorber. Since 1984 the gamma-radiation dose rate in the
primary circuit rooms during outages has not exceed of 1.5 (iSv/s. Due to the loop design of
the reactor primary system the reactor well is virtually inaccessible even at outages because of
high radiation-induced activity of the reactor vessel structures. Transport of gaseous fission
products into the upper part of the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) and to the oil
system of the reactor coolant pumps turned out to be one of the reactor operating peculiarities,
which degraded radiological conditions in the reactor servicing zones. The major source of the
reactor radiological impact to the environment was gaseous discharges from the equipment
air-cooling system and from the reactor plant rooms through the vent stack. Improvements in
the fuel design and the associated reduction in the number of failed fuel rods in the core
(which became quite rare in later operation periods) resulted in radioactivity of the plant
discharges to the atmosphere being determined by the radiation-induced activation of air in the
reactor well cooling system. Daily release of gaseous nuclides was 0.55-0.74 TBq while that
for aerosols was 1.9X10"6 TBq. Observations over many years of radioactivity of the flora and
fauna, and radiological conditions in the local populated areas and in the sanitary restricted
zone around the NPP, showed that those characteristics affected by natural and man-induced
radiation sources corresponded to background radiation levels.

Reactor core

The reactor central part contains a set of core and blanket Fuel Assemblies (FAs) (Figs 1.6,
1.8 and 1.9), guide sleeves for CPS rods and neutron reflectors installed in the diagrid. The
diagrid is attached to the sodium pressure chamber. The internal plenum of the diagrid is
divided into two chambers: high and low pressure. The sodium from the high-pressure
chamber is distributed for cooling the core FAs, control rods and FAs of the inner blanket.
From the low pressure chamber the coolant goes for cooling FAs of the outer blanket. Core
FAs transferred to the internal store around the outer blanket periphery are cooled by natural
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convection of coolant in the reactor vessel. During the initial period of the reactor operation
until 1979, when the first design core (fuel rod of 6.1 mm OD) was used, large number of fuel
failures (loss-of-clad integrity events) occurred that caused a significant increase in fission
fragment activity in the primary circuit and consequently resulted in deterioration of radiation
conditions in the reactor plant rooms. Therefore the second design of core fuel assembly was
developed with fuel rods of 6.9 mm OD. This advanced core provided for increased fuel burn-
up and more reliable operation of the fuel rods, mainly due to the following improvements:

— the gas plenum height in the fuel rod was increased at the expense of integration in one
clad tube (6.9x0.4 mm) of core and axial blankets material (fissile and fertile) and
reduction of the lower blanket height;

— the fuel assembly duct material CrlSNilOTi (austenitic steel) was replaced by stabilized
austenitic steel Crl6Nil !Mo3 in a heat-treated state;

— the coolant pressure in the middle plane inside the duct was diminished by approx. 35%
resulting in a decrease in duct deformation by radiation-induced creep;

— the power distribution over the core radius was flattened by the incorporation of a
medium fuel enrichment (21%) zone between the existing core zones with "low" (17%)
and "high" (26%) enrichment of fuel, resulting in a decrease of the fuel rod specific heat
rating.

The above measures and reactor operation under derated power conditions resulted in a
significant reduction in the number of defective fuel rods in the core. Further increase in fuel
burn-up was achieved through utilization of the ferritic steel EP-450 for ducts and improved
austenitic steel in cold-worked state for cladding.

Refuelling equipment

The BN-350 refuelling system consists of two components:

— complex of in-reactor refuelling mechanisms;

— complex of out-of-reactor refuelling mechanisms.

The first complex is a constituent of the reactor and includes: two rotating plugs (large and
small), refuelling mechanisms and loading-unloading elevators. This complex provides for
loading and unloading of the main core items and their re-arrangement inside the reactor. The
rotating plugs are disposed eccentrically to each other. On the small rotating plug the
refuelling mechanisms are mounted eccentrically. By rotating the plugs the refuelling
mechanism is guided to any position in the core, radial blanket and in-vessel store, or to any
control rod. The refuelling mechanism simultaneously with reshuffling of FAs rotates them
for alignment with the hexagonal cells in the core.

The complex of out-of-reactor refuelling mechanisms includes (Figs 1.10 and 1.11):

— fresh FAs drums;

— fuel transfer cell transfer mechanism;

— spent fuel drum;

— washing cell fuel transfer mechanism;

— loading-unloading elevator plug lifting mechanism;
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Spent FAs and other items are transported into sockets in the washing cell and then transferred
into the spent fuel water pool for decay. The fuel transfer cell with its transfer mechanism and
the washing cell adjoin the reactor (Fig. 1.10). New fuel assemblies are loaded into the reactor
from the new fuel storage drum located beneath the refueling cell. New fuel loading
operations have not posed any difficulties during the reactor operating life. The design intent
was that irradiated fuel assemblies were to be transported from the fuel transfer cell to the
washing cell through the spent fuel storage drum located in a tank filled with Na-K alloy
beneath the junction between the cells. Due to failure of the spent fuel storage drum (1976) a
special lead-shielded flask was designed and manufactured for transporting spent fuel
assemblies from the transfer cell to the washing cell.

Minor disturbances were remedied through replacement and modernization of individual
items. To improve the reliability of the mechanisms a system to control installation and
withdrawal forces was incorporated. During the period of reactor operation (up to October
1995), 56 planned refuelling cycles have been completed. The time spent for one fuel
assembly replacement was one hour. The total number of loading-unloading operating cycles
of the elevators and fuel transfer mechanisms is ~ 3200.

1.2. PRE-SHUT DOWN RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COOLANT AND
EQUIPMENT

By the end of life-in-service of the BN-350 reactor the following main radioactive waste will
be formed:

— fuel assemblies(FAs), blanket assemblies(BAs) and control rods;

— reactor;

— primary sodium;

— pipelines and equipment of the primary circuit in the rooms, adjacent to the reactor
vessel cavity;

— pipelines and equipment of the air cooling system of the reactor vessel cavity and
primary circuit cells;

— secondary sodium;

— cover gas system of the primary sodium tanks;

— drainage tanks - primary circuit pressure compensators;

— system of lubrication of the main sodium pumps;

— structural elements of the reactor vessel cavity;

— route of the spent fuel movement, spent fuel intermediate storage tank and their cooling
systems; washing systems of the fuel subassemblies, control rods and equipment.

Below data are presented on the characteristics of the main radioactive waste of the BN-350
reactor facility from the point of view of the problem of its decommissioning.

1.2.1. Primary sodium activity

The volume of the radioactive sodium in the primary circuit is equal to about 550 m ,
including ~ 150 m3 in the reactor vessel, 170 m3 in the pipelines of the primary six loops, 6 m
in six primary sodium pumps (PSP), 16 m3 in six primary sodium pumps (PSP) overflow
tanks, 30 m3 in five cold traps (CT) and ~ 130 m3 in six IHX. During reactor operation on
power the high activity of the primary coolant is determined by Na24 (Ti/2 = 15 h). By the end
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of the reactor life after decay of Na24, the specific activity of the main radionuclides in
sodium, determining radiological conditions for the sodium handling systems, is as follows:

Na22 (Ti/2 = 2.6 years) - 30 MBq/kg

Cs137 (T,/2 = 30 years) - 250 MBq/kg

Cs134 (T,/2 = 2.2 years) - 30 MBq/kg

Mn22 (Ti/2 = 2.6 days) - 0.3 MBq/kg

Zn65 (T,/2 = 245 days) - 0.2 MBq/kg

Co60 (Ti/2= 5.27 years) - 0.1 MBq/kg

Plutonium - 1 kBq/kg

Tritium (T1/2 = 12.3 years) - 10 MBq/kg

1.2.2. Activated equipment of the primary circuit in the area adjacent to the reactor
vessel cavity

The radiological conditions when handling the primary circuit equipment circuit in the rooms
adjacent to the reactor vessel cavity is mainly determined by three components:

— activity of the radionuclides in sodium;

— deposits of radioactive products on internal surfaces of the equipment;

— activation of structural elements of the equipment and cells.

1.2.2.1. Radiological situation in the primary circuit cells (Na remains in the circuit)

In this case the radiological conditions in the cells will be determined by the radionuclides
contained in sodium, first of all by Na22, Cs137and Cs134. For specific activities presented in
Section 1.2.1, the expected calculated dose rate on the surface of thermal insulation 10 days
after the reactor shutdown will be as follows:

— for 0 600 mm pipeline - 3.5 fiSv/s, including 0.9 u.Sv/s caused by Na22; 1.9 |_iSv/s
caused by Cs137 and 0.7 jaSv/s caused by Cs134 ;

— for 0 500 mm pipeline - 3.1 uSv/s, including 0.8 |aSv/s caused by Na22; 1.7 jaSv/s
caused by Cs137 and 0.6 |j.Sv/s caused by Cs134 ;

— for the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) - 1.2 (j,Sv/s, including 0.4 (j.Sv/s caused by
Na22; 0.6 |aSv/s caused by Cs137 and 0.2 uSv/s caused by Cs134

Presented values correlate satisfactorily with the results of measurements made in the
cells. The experimental data on the dose rates of gamma-radiation in the cells of six loops of
the BN-350 are shown in Table 1.2.1. Significant dose rates (up to 102 uSv/s) on the PSP
overflow pipeline are caused by the increased deposits of caesium radionuclides on the
surfaces adjacent to the cover gas/sodium interface of the pipelines and components.
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TABLE 1.2.1. DOSE RATES OF GAMMA-RADIATION IN THE CELLS OF THE BN-350
PRIMARY CIRCUIT, ^SV/S (MEASUREMENTS MADE IN 1995)

Measurement
Points

Cell entrance area
Center of cell, 1 m above the floor
IHX - PSP 0 600 mm piping (reference point)
0 500mm"cold"piping (PSP - reactor)
0 600 mm" hot" piping (reactor - IHX)
PSP sodium overflow dump tank
PSP sodium overflow dump pipeline
(PSP - dump tank)
PSP
IHX

Primary circuit cells
318/1
0.40
0.58
2.80
-
-
-
-

-
-

318/2
0.50
0.70
2.20
-
-

-
-

318/3
0.45
0.65
2.50
-
-
-
-

-
-

318/4 318/5
0.36
0.55
1.70
1.80
1.40
3.80

-

-
0.92

318/6
0.80
0.90
2.90
2.80
2.50
3.80
60-160

3.80
1.00

Note: dose rates were measured on the surface of thermal insulation of pipes and equipment.

In Table 1.2.2 data are given showing dynamics of change of gamma-radiation dose rates in
the reference point (IHX-PSP pipeline) for the long period of reactor operation (after the
reactor shutdown and Na22 decay).

TABLE 1.2.2. DOSE RATES IN THE REFERENCE POINTS OF THE PRIMARY
CIRCUIT CELLS, ^Sv/s

Year

1974
1976
1977
1978
1979
1981
1993
1995

Primary circuit cells
318/1
-
0.90

7.50
9.40
3.00
-
2.80

318/2
0.04
-

10.00
7.30
3.00
-
2.20

318/3
0.04
-
3.00*
10.00
6.00
3.20
-
2.50

318/4
-
-

5.00
6.00
2.00
-
-

318/5
-
0.67

6.80
5.40
1.90
2.90
1.70

318/6
-
0.78

5.00
5.50
1.80
2.80
2.90

* average value over all boxes

1.2.2.2. Deposits of radioactive products on the inner surfaces of the equipment

The radiological situation during dismantling of the equipment, such as heat exchangers, gate
valves and pumps of the primary circuit, located beyond the biological shielding of the
reactor, so that they practically have no induced activity, will be determined by the surface
contamination. After the coolant is drained, different sorbed chemical elements and their
combinations, containing long-lived radionuclides (~ 100 g/m2), which determine the
radiation situation during dismantling of the equipment, remain on the surface in addition to
the sodium film.

On the basis of data, obtained as a result of experiments made during the BN-350 reactor
operation, estimations of surface contamination of the primary circuit equipment at the
moment of the reactor shutdown were carried out. The appropriate data are presented
in Table 1.2.3. It was supposed, that the surface activity of Cs137 and Cs134 fission products is
the same for all elements of the primary circuit being in contact with sodium. For the
structural elements, located in the gas cavities above the sodium surface, specific surface
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activity of Cs'37and Cs134 is about 10 times higher, than that for the surfaces, which are in
contact with sodium. Except for the radionuclides specified in the Table 1.2.3, Sb125 and Nb94

isotopes may be present in amounts of respectively up to 5.3 MBq/m2 and 0.8 MBq/m2on the
surface of the equipment of the primary circuit by the end of the reactor life.

Gamma-radiation dose rates on the surface of thermal insulation of 0 500 mm
and 0 600 mm pipelines after the coolant drainage, evaluated for the values of the surface
contamination of the primary circuit equipment given in Table 1.2.3 can make:

for 0 500 mm pipeline - 0.24 jaSv/s;
for 0 600 mm pipeline - 0.36 |j,Sv/s;
(the fflX surface is 0.9 jiSv/s).

The presented values could be even exceeded because of the increased deposit rate of
radionuclides in gaps, dead-ends ("pockets") of sodium piping, and also on some sections of
gas systems.

TABLE 1.2.3. SURFACE CONTAMINATION OF THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT
EQUIPMENT

Source of activity Specific surface
activity, MBq/m2

Na22

Cs137

Cs137

Cs134

Cs134

Mn54

Mn54

Co60

On the surface being in contact with Na
On the surface above Na level
On the surface being in contact with Na
On the surface above Na level
Hot Na area
Cold Na area

3.0
500.0
5000.0
50.0
500.0
1500.0
750.0
100.0

Total surface activity of
the equipment, TBq

0.03
5.0
0.9
0.5
0.09
13.0
1.1
1.0

1.2.2.3. Induced activity of structural materials in the primary circuit cells

The in-pile experimental studies have shown, that the activation of the main sodium
equipment in the primary circuit cells would be low. It was shown, that the activity of
stainless steel caused by Co at the time of reactor dismantling would not exceed 1 Bq/g of
steel in the cells, adjacent to the reactor.

The only exception could be the steel of a limited part of sodium pipelines of the primary
circuit, passing through the rooms, which are intermediate between biological shielding of the
reactor vessel cavity and the cells containing the main primary sodium components. The
activation will mainly take place in the area of an outlet of these pipelines from the openings
in the biological shielding of the reactor vessel cavity, and also in the area of the piping inlet
into the shielding. By the end of the reactor life, specific activity of steel caused by Co60 would
be ~ 5 Bq/g for the pipelines sections most remote from the biological shielding openings. The
maximum specific activity of steel caused by the above-indicated radionuclide in the area of
the openings may be 50-500 Bq/g. Length of the pipelines in this sections is ~ 1 m. The dose
rate of gamma-radiation on these sections caused only by the induced activity of Co can
reach ~3xlO'2nSv/s.
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1.2.3. Activity of the radionuclides in the primary cold traps

In the cold traps (CT) of the primary circuit significant amount of long-lived radionuclides
will be accumulated by the end of the reactor life. In Table 1.2.4 the results of estimations of
the content of radionuclides in all five CTs are given. The estimation was made using results
of measurements of gamma-radiation rate patterns in the cells where CT are located. The dose
rate of gamma-radiation on the surface of thermal insulation of CT after the reactor shutdown
and Na24 decay is expected to be at the level of ~ 4.00 fj.Sv/s.

TABLE 1.2.4. ACTIVITY OF THE MAIN RADIONUCLIDES IN ALL COLD TRAPS OF
THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

Radionuclides Activity, Bq
Cs137 2.2xl013

Cs134 2.2xl012

Na22 3.3x10"
Mn54 l.SxlO12

Tritium 1.7xlQ15

1.2.4. Activity of air cooling system of reactor vessel cavity and the primary circuit cells

On the BN-350 reactor closed circulation circuit is provided for the cooling of the biological
shielding of the reactor cavity. Air is used as a coolant. During planned shutdowns after decay
of Ar dose rates of gamma-radiation in the rooms of this system were analyzed, and also
gamma-spectral analysis of wet smears, taken from the external surfaces of heat exchangers
and floor and from the internal surfaces of air ducts was carried out.

The dose rates on the surface of the equipment of this system were:

— on air ducts: 5x 10~3 |iSv/s;

— on the floor and heat exchangers: 6* 10~3-2.5* 10"2 (iSv/s.

In Table 1.2.5. specific activity values, obtained as a result of gamma-spectrometer
measurements of smears are presented.

TABLE 1.2.5. MEASURED VALUES OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF SURFACE
CONTAMINATION

Radionuclides
Cs137

Cs134

Sb125

Co60

Activity, MBq/m2

0.5-2.5
0.1
0.06
0.03-0.10

On the basis of these specific activities the dose rates of gamma radiation on
the surface of the equipment were calculated. The total calculated dose rate was at the level
of lx103-3x10"3^Sv/s. The difference between evaluated and measured dose rates can be
explained by that using smear technique makes it possible to determine only removable
activity, but not the total amount. On the basis of presented data it is possible to make a
conclusion that the equipment of the system for air cooling of the reactor vessel cavity will be
related the category of solid radioactive wastes. On the basis of radiological measurements it
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will be possible to attribute also the equipment of air cooling system of the cell of one primary
sodium loop (No. 3 loop) to the category of solid radwastes. The dose rate of gamma-radiation
on the equipment of this system is 5.3xlO"3 |j.Sv/s. The radioactive contamination of this
system mainly caused by Cs137 has resulted from earlier repair work for replacement of the
drainage valve in the cell of No. 3 sodium loop.

1.2.5. The activity of the equipment of the secondary circuit

In the secondary circuit of the BN-350 reactor practically only one long lived radionuclide
tritium (Ti/2 = 12.3 years) will be present by the end of the reactor life. The specific activity of
tritium in sodium by the time of shutdown will be 0.5 MBq/kg. The activity of tritium in the
total volume of the secondary sodium will be equal to 2.4xlOu Bq, ~ 1.7><1014Bq of tritium
being contained in the cold traps.
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2. HANDLING OF SPENT FUEL ACCUMULATED DURING REACTOR
OPERATION

2.1. DESIGN BASIS OF SPENT FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

The spent fuel of the BN-350 reactor is understood as the fuel, contained in the core fuel
subassemblies, having achieved certain bum-up value, and the blanket (outer and inner)
subassemblies containing accumulated plutonium. As it was mentioned above, during reactor
operation, especially in the initial period, fuel cladding failures were experienced. The size of
cladding failures varied from small rupture with release of fission gas products to significant
cladding damage, when the fuel got in contact with the coolant.

During operation of the BN-350 reactor all spent fuel is unloaded from the reactor by the
design refueling system and transported to the storage pool filled with water (Fig. 1.10). The
water serves both as the biological shielding, and as the means of heat removal from the
subassemblies, unloaded from the reactor. The design intent was for preliminary storage of
spent fuel subassemblies in the intermediate tank, filled with sodium-potassium coolant.
However subsequently as a result of malfunctions occurred in this intermediate storage and
analytical and experimental studies, the decision was made to put the unloaded fuel
subassemblies directly into the water pool.

Unloading core subassemblies from the reactor is carried out after they are stored in the
in-vessel storage during 2 refuelling intervals, i.e. in ~ 160 days. It is necessary to hold the
core subassemblies in the in-vessel storage until the decay heat in the subassemblies has
reduced to the value, which allows safe transportation by the design refuelling system to the
ex-vessel storage facility. The blanket subassemblies are unloaded from the reactor directly to
the ex-vessel facility without using the in-vessel storage facility.

During the defuelling process core and blanket subassemblies are subject to the inspection for
cladding failure. The subassemblies having no failed fuel elements are stored in the pool in
the inner containers without cans. The subassemblies with the failed fuel elements are stored
in sealed filled with water. The cans with subassemblies are also placed in the inner
containers.

Storage period of spent fuel subassemblies in the pool ranges from three to ten years. Storage
period is determined by the necessity of decrease of decay heat in the subassemblies down to
the value, allowing their transportation to the chemical reprocessing plant in the transport
shielded container without forced cooling system and water filling.

2.2. CURRENT CONDITION

For the period 1973-1997 the total number of planned core refuelling was 59, total number of
the fuel subassemblies unloaded from the reactor being equal to ~ 3500. hi 1985 scheduled
systematic shipment of spent fuel subassemblies to the RT radio-chemical plant for their
reprocessing was set up, which proceeded until the USSR disintegration (1991). Spent fuel
subassemblies of the core were set off to the chemical plant in the transport container (Fig.
2.1) together with the fuel subassembly storage cans. During transportation the container was
filled with nitrogen under pressure. After the subassemblies are received by the reprocessing
plant, the cans in the container are returned to the BN-350 reactor facility.
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Currently the subassemblies are not sent to the chemical plant. The failed fuel subassemblies
were not sent to the chemical plant. The control rods are also stored in the pool.

2.3. POSSIBLE VARIANTS OF THE BN-350 REACTOR SPENT FUEL HANDLING

By the time of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning there should be two places on the NPP
site for the nuclear fuel storage:

— storage pool, in which the fuel of the core and blanket not sent to the chemical plant is
stored;

— the reactor itself, where the last spent core and blanket (inner and outer) subassemblies
as well as core subassemblies in the in-vessel storage are located.

After the time of their storage is exhausted the fuel subassemblies from the reactor and the
inner storage will be transported to the storage pool by the design fuel transfer system.

The core fuel subassemblies after being stored in the pool during three-year period can be
taken out for reprocessing if the appropriate arrangement between Russia and Kazakhstan is
made. Thus, using design system of the BN-350 reactor spent fuel transfer system, it is
possible to remove the spent fuel from the BN-350 NPP site not earlier than in 3.5-4 years
from the time of the reactor shutdown for its decommissioning. It means, that the systems,
ensuring serviceability of the pool of storage and reactor facility, must function in an ensuring
mode during at least 3.5-4 years after the reactor shutdown. The problems concerning failed
fuel subassemblies shipment and receiving by the chemical plant have not been resolved so
far, although there are no insoluble problems concerning their reprocessing. As the solution of
a problem of the handling of the BN-350 reactor spent fuel, which was not sent to the
reprocessing, variant of creation of dry storage is possible.

2.4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ANL (USA) - KAEC (KAZAKHSTAN) PROJECT OF THE
SPENT FUEL HANDLING

A dry storage in non-deep pits has been chosen for a long-term reactor BN-350 spent fuel
storage. Realizing the method the spent fuel assemblies storage (SFAS) are placed in sealed canes.
The SFAS are packed into the canes in the plant's repository on reactor BN-350 (Figs 2.2 and
2.3). In conformity with the agreed technology the assemblies, by six items, are, first, installed
into the inner canes, which, in their turn, by six, are loaded in the baskets. The baskets are
located in the pool of the reactor spent fuel pool. The assemblies are stored in such a way for
some period up to the shipping cask arrival to reactor BN-350.

After shipping cask arriving the inner cases with the assemblies are taken away from the
baskets, washed, dried and installed into the outer case. The case is closed with a lid welded to
the case's housing providing for sealing and eliminating an unauthorized access to the fuel. A
corresponding calibration is made on the case, and then a check sealing is made. The sealing
allows controlling the fuel preservation and guarantees that any unauthorized try to open the case
and to take the fuel away will be detected and suppressed timely.

The SFAS canes are loaded into the shipping cask and transferred to the STS «Baikal-l» stand
complex site. Here their conditions are examined. They are unloaded from the shipping cask and
installed into the pits for a long-term storage.

The pit is a vertical drifting into the earth from the ground surface. The drifting's diameter is
630-650 mm and 5500 mm in depth. The pit is cased with a carbonic steel tube. The tube diameter is
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630 mm, and wall thickness - 10 mm. To prevent the casing tube corrosion every pit is equipped with
a cathode protection system. After the SFAS case installation in the pit the tube is closed with a
welded lid. A concrete plug providing for additional radiation protection and making difficult an
unauthorized access to the pit and to the case with the fuel is installed on the pit.

The offered technology for the spent fuel storage and the design of the case and the pit are allowed
for the formation of some sequential barriers on the path of the radioactive products release and
scattering of ionizing irradiation. This approach provides a high safety for the repository complex,
personnel, population, and also, with the required reliability rate, eliminates environmental
pollution.

The technology for packaging spent assemblies with unsealed and failed pins somewhat differs
from the described above because each assembly with failed pins is placed into a separate sealed
cask. The casks with failed pins SFAS are installed into the inner can by four. In other
respects the technology for packaging the assemblies with failed pins is the same as for the
assemblies with un-failed pins. The individual sealed can is an extra protection barrier instead of
the failed pins' cladding. This approach provides with a presence of three protection barriers on the
radioactive products release path in shipping and storage the reactor BN-350 spent fuel.

The neutron and physical calculation (NPC) and the calculation of temperature fields of the
spent assembly cases for various loading configurations and external boundary conditions have been
made. The conservative approaches and estimates were used during the statement of calculation
problems and construction of the design models. To raise the reliability and results validity the NPC
was made by two independent expert groups using various calculation codes. The calculations
were made for packaging and interim storage in the reactor repository pool on BN-350 site, because
the package configuration providing for nuclear safety in the specified conditions, will be absolutely
sub critical under fuel storage conditions in non-deep repository pits. The thermal calculations have
been made, on the contrary, for the conditions of the assembly cases location in the repository pit
complex when the worst mode for fuel cooling is taken place. The design parameters of BN-350
driver and blanket assemblies are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

TABLE 2.1. DESIGN AND PARAMETERS OF BN-350 DRIVER ASSEMBLIES

Parameter Assembly type
Type I Type II Type HI

Years of usage: 1974-1980 1978-1990 1987-1998
Hexagonal duct material 12-18Cr-10Ni-Ti 08-16Cr-llNi-3Mo 12-13Cr-2Mo-Nb-V-B
Duct flat-to-flatdistance x 96x2 96x2 96x2
Wall thickness, mm
Number of fuel elements 169 127 127
(FE) per assembly
FE length, mm 1140 1790 2440
FE cladding diameter x 6.1x0.4 6.9x0.4 6.9x0.4
wall thickness, mm
Cladding material O-16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb O-16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb O-16Cr-15Ni-2Mo-2Mn-Ti-V-B
Fuel column height, mm 1060 1060 1000
Gas plenum length, mm 25 250 720
UO2 Enrichment (%U235) 17 and 26 17 and 26 17,21 and 26
Burnup, % 5.6-5.8 13 13
Dose (displacements 50-60 85 90
per atom) ___
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TABLE 2.2. DESIGN PARAMETERS OF BN-350 BLANKET ASSEMBLIES

Parameter

Years of usage:
Hexagonal duct material
Flat-to-flat distance x wall thickness, mm
Number of fuel elements (FE) per assembly
FE column height, mm
FE Cladding diameter x wall thickness
Cladding material
Fuel pellet outer/inner diameter, mm
Fuel length, mm
Gas plenum length, mm
UO2 enrichment (%U235)

Assembly Type
Type I
1974-1992
12-18Cr-10Ni-Ti
96x2
37
2492
14.0x0.4
0-16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb
13.0/0.0
2410
18
0.4

Modernized
1 992 onwards
08-16Cr-llNi-3Mo
96x2
37

14.0x0.4
0-16Cr-15Ni-3Mo-Nb
13.0/0.0
1580
18
0.4
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3. PURIFICATION AND UTILIZATION OF SPENT SODIUM COOLANT OF
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CIRCUITS

Once decommissioning of the BN-350 reactor has commenced there will be the problem of
disposing of the spent sodium coolant. About 500 t of sodium will remain in the primary
circuit of the reactor, which after decay of sodium-24 will be in the category of intermediate
activity radwaste (~ 300 MBq/kg). In the secondary circuit ~ 480 t of sodium remains with
low specific activity (~ 0.5 MBq/kg).

The calculated content of the main impurities in the primary and secondary sodium of the
BN-350 reactor are presented in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1. THE CONTENTS OF THE MAIN IMPURITIES IN SPENT SODIUM
COOLANT OF THE BN-350 REACTOR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Impurities

Sodium-22 (MBq/kg)
Caesium- 137 (MBq/kg)
Caesium- 134 (MBq/kg)
Tritium (MBq/kg)
a-nuclides (kBq/kg)
Manganese-54 (MBq/kg)
Carbon (ppm)
Oxygen (ppm)
Nitrogen (ppm)
Chlorine (ppm)
Potassium (ppm)
Iron (ppm)
Hydrogen (ppm)

Impurities

I circuit
30
250
30
10
1
0,3
27
2
3
9
400
3
-

concentration

II circuit
Absent
Absent
Absent
0.5
Absent
Absent
26
2
3
9
2000
2
0.2

The spent coolant of the BN-350 reactor could be used, first of all, in the nuclear industry for
newly constructed fast reactors with sodium coolant. It could also be used in other industries
as well (chemistry, metallurgy, mechanical engineering). In the chemical industry metal
sodium is used widely for production of both inorganic (NaaOi, NaNHi, NaCN, NaH), and
organic (C2H5)4Pb, synthetic washing means, dyes, plastics, etc.) compositions. In the
metallurgy and mechanical engineering sodium is used for production of high-strength cast
irons, steels and various alloys. As it can be seen from Table 3.1, the principal contribution to
the activity of sodium coolant of the primary circuit is made by caesium-137 (134) and
sodium-22 nuclides. In case of secondary circuit use of the spent sodium coolant certain
recommendations on its radioactivity and impurities content will be made. This section is
devoted to the analysis of these recommendations.

3.1. REQUIREMENTS TO THE COOLANT QUALITY FOR ITS REUSE IN NEWLY
CONSTRUCTED LMFR

3.1.1. Radioactive impurities content

The permissible levels of activity of the coolant for its use on the new reactor will be limited,
on the one hand, by the requirements to the transportation of radioactive substances [1], and
on the other hand by the requirement of non-admittance of the NPP staffing overexposure
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during operation with the equipment at the stage of sodium receiving, purification and
realization of initial testing activity on the new NPP.

3.1.1.1. Transportation

When transporting outside the NPP site, the level of gamma-radiation on a surface of the
transport shielded container and at 1 m distance from the container should not exceed
respectively 0.55 (iSv/s and 0.028 p,Sv/s. If transportation is made within the site, these values
are respectively 2.8 |iSv/s and 0.14

In order to evaluate the dose rates of gamma-radiation during transportation of spent primary
sodium it was assumed, that transportation would be carried out in the 32 m3 (25 t of sodium)
capacity railway cistern, the activity of the coolant being defined by three nuclides:

sodium-22 (Ti/2 = 2.6 years; a = 3*107 Bq/kg)
caesium- 137 (Ti/2 = 30 years; a = 2.5x1 08 Bq/kg)
caesium- 134 (Ti/2 = 2.1 years; a = 3. Ox 107 Bq/kg)

The calculations were carried out using techniques, presented in publications [2,3] for two
moments of time: just after the reactor shutdown and 6 years after shutdown.

TABLE 3.2. GAMMA-RADIATION DOSE RATES FROM THE TRANSPORT RAILWAY
TANK (L = 10.5 m; D = 2.2 m; wall thickness 5Fe = 12 mm; insulation
thickness 8js = 250mm; sodium mass = 25 t)

Points of measurement

D, t = 0
1 = 6 years

D2 i = 0
1 = 6 years

D3 t = 0
1 = 6 years

D4 T = 0
T = 6 years

D5 t = 0
1 = 6 years

Dose rate, jxSv/s
Na-22
0.97
0.19
1.10
0.22
0.66
0.13
1.76
0.35
1.06
0.22

Cs-137
2.29
1.94
2.64
2.29
1.67
1.50
3.96
3.34
1.89
1.63

Cs-134
1.14
0.18
1.41
0.22
0.70
0.11
2.11
0.31
1.23
0.18

Total
4.40
2.31
5.15
2.73
3.03
1.74
7.83
4.00
4.18
2.03

DI - filling pipe flange;
D2 - on the surface of insulation (top of the cistern);
DS - at 1 m distance from point D2;
D4 - on a surface of insulation (sideways on center of the cistern);
DS - at 1m distance from point D4.

One can see from the Table 3.2, that the total dose rates of gamma-radiation on a surface of
the cistern and at 1m distance exceed permissible levels, stipulated by the rules of radioactive
substances transport [1] even 6 years after the reactor shutdown.

Thus the maximum levels of radiation will be observed on a side surface of thermal insulation
at the center of the tank (4.0 u.Sv/s on a surface and 2.02 ^iSv/s at 1 m distance from thermal
insulation surface).
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In order to decrease radiation rate down to permissible level (respectively: 0.55 (aSv/s and
0.028 jiSv/s) it is necessary to lower specific activity of the coolant down to the following
values:

on sodium-22: <6xl05Bq/kg;
on caesium-137: < 3.7*105 Bq/kg.

The estimations are carried out using the above-mentioned technique [2,3]. hi this case 1:0.1
ratio of the contributions in dose rate made by isotopes of Na22 and Cs137 isotopes is assumed
beforehand, taking into account, that the spent coolant can be cleaned from caesium activity
(as it will be shown below), while it is impossible to separate sodium-22 from the total mass
of the coolant; the decrease of Na22 activity is possible by radioactive decay during storage.

3.1.1.2. A new NPP start-up

For the sake of estimation of permissible levels of the coolant activity on the preliminary stage
of works the following operations were considered:

— delivery of sodium from the railway cisterns to the sodium dump tanks;

— purification of sodium from impurities in the sodium dump tanks;

— filling main circuits with sodium;

— run-in of the main and auxiliary sodium systems equipment;

— refuelling works on the reactor.

For calculations of restrictions of coolant activity with regard to maintenance and repair of the
equipment in the NPP start-up period it was assumed, that the working time of the personnel
does not exceed two hours (based on the experience of realization of these work), and that the
dose to the worker obtained during this time is equivalent to the weekly dose (1.0X10"3 Sv).

Thus the radiological situation will be defined mainly by Cs137. After 6 years storage and ~
100 times reduction of caesium nuclides content the radiological situation will be defined by
sodium-22 (Table 3.3, row T'). As it can be seen from the Table 3.3, dose rate in the vicinity
of the surface of the equipment (0,5 m) after 6 years of sodium storage is estimated by
0.15-0.31 jaSv/s, which enables work on maintenance and repair of the equipment to be
carried out for 1-2 hours.

In connection with all stated above, it is possible to consider acceptable variant of filling of
the primary circuit of new FBR with the spent primary sodium of the BN-350 reactor with its
preliminary cleaning resulting in 100 times reduction of caesium isotopes content and ~ 6
years storage.
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TABLE 3.3. GAMMA-RADIATION DOSE RATES FROM THE EQUIPMENT IN
SERVICE

Points of
Name of Features of measure-

equipment equipment ment

Sodium railway
Cistern

Cold trap
of primary circuit

Lateral surface of
the reactor vessel

Open hole in a
cover of reactor

Dump tank
of primary circuit

L=10,5 m
D=2,2 m
5Fe=12 mm
Sjsoi — 25 nm

H=7m
D=l,2m
8Fe =25 m
5jSoi =30 nm

L=19m
D=7m
5Fe =100 mm
D=300 mm

L=14m
D=4m

8Fe=20 mm
5iSoi=40 nm

On the
surface of
thermal
insulation

At 0.5 m
distance

On the trap
surface

At 0.5 m
distance

On the
reactor
surface
Above the
hole

On tank
surface

At 0.5 m
distance

Time
Storage

years
•c=0
T=6

x'=6

i=0
1=6
1=6

T=0

1=6
t'=6

T=0

T=6

T=6

T=0

T=6

T=6

T=0

1=6
T=6

T=0

T=6

T=6

i=0
-c=6
T=6

Dose rate, (iSv/s

Na-22
1.76
0.35
0.35

1.40
0.28
0.28

0.97
0.19
0.19

0.69
0.14
0.14

0.18
0.035
0.035

0.022
0.004
0.004

1.18
0.24
0.24
0.79
0.15
0.15

Cs-137
3.96
3.34

0.035

2.95
2.55
0.028

2.02
1.76

0.018

1.58
1.40

0.014

0.35
0.31
0.003
0.06
0.05

0.0005

2.77
2.37
0.024
2.02
1.76

0.018

Cs-134
2.11
0.31

-

1.62
0.24

-

1.10
0.17

-

0.86
0.13

-

0.20
0.035

-

0.026
0.004

-

1.52
0.23

-
1.18
0.17

-

Sum
7.83
4.00
0.38

5.97
3.07
0.31

4.09
2.12
0.19

3.13
1.67
0.15

0.73
0.38
0.04

0.11
0.06

0.005

5.47
2.84
0.26
3.99
2.08
0.17

Activity of the coolant thus will be as follows:
22— on radionuclide Na/z < 4,5x 10° Bq/kg;

— on caesium nuclides < 2,5 x 106 Bq/kg.

Although the permissible specific activity in case of equipment maintenance is higher, than
that for transportation of the coolant, this limiting value is acceptable for the following
reasons:

1. The transportation of sodium outside the NPP site is a single operation;
2. It is possible to equip the transport means with biological shielding (~ 8 cm steel layer is
required).

Thus, in order to achieve permissible activity level of the spent coolant of the primary circuit
of the BN-350 (on Na22 < 4.5*106 Bq/kg and Cs137 < 2.5*106 Bq/kg) ~ 100 times reduction of
caesium content in sodium and 6 years storage for the decay of Na22 is required.
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As regards the secondary sodium, there are no restrictions for its reuse in the new LMFRs
from the standpoint of radioactivity.

3.1.2. Non-radioactive impurities content

The necessity of restriction on the content of some impurities in the sodium coolant is
determined by their negative influence on the coolant quality. Among these impurities are
carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, nitrogen, potassium and iron. Sources of these impurities
are:

— for iron - structural materials;

— for carbon - sodium pump lubrication system, structural materials and atmospheric air;

— for hydrogen - atmospheric air, corrosion processes in the third circuit, sodium water
interactions;

— for oxygen and nitrogen - atmospheric air.

Below the influence of some impurities on the properties of sodium coolant is considered and
grounds for their permissible contents are given.

3.1.2.1. Carbon concentration

Presence of carbon in sodium results in the embitterment of the chromium-nickel steels of
austenitic grade, loss of their ductility and as a consequence, decrease of their useful life. If
austenitic and pearlitic steels are used in the same sodium system, carbon transfer from
pearlitic steel to austenitic steel takes place. On the basis of the analysis of data on the changes
of mechanical properties of steels caused by the processes of their decarburization and
carburization it is recommended to establish the following maximum permissible values of
the carbon content for reactor sodium:

— for the primary circuit, consisting of only austenitic steel structures, operating at
temperatures up to 700°C - 30 ppm;

— for the secondary circuit, including structures of both austenitic and pearlitic steels,
operating at temperatures up to 550°C - 50 ppm.

3.1.2.2. Oxygen concentration

Oxygen, contained in the sodium as sodium oxide, makes significant effect on the corrosion
of structural materials. For instance, the increase of concentration of oxygen from 5-10 ppm
for the conditions of the BN-350 primary circuit results in ~ 80 kg/year additional corrosion
products yield rate. The concentration of oxygen in sodium is normally maintained at the level
of 2-3 ppm by the operation of a cold trap, however in some periods of work (repair works
carried out on the open circuit, etc.) an increase up to 10 ppm is authorized. On the stage of
sodium delivery, taking into account low temperatures and possibility of the subsequent
additional cleaning by cold traps, the level of the content of oxygen in sodium is
recommended < 10 ppm.

3.1.2.3. Nitrogen content

The presence of nitrogen containing impurities in sodium makes under certain conditions
negative effect on the properties of structural materials (nitriding, loss of ductility and
reduction of material life). On the basis of the analysis of data on the influence of the impurity
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of nitrogen on the characteristics of structural materials it is recommended the level of the
contents of nitrogen in sodium should be <10 ppm.

3.1.2.4. Potassium content

The restriction on the content of the potassium impurity is caused mainly by two factors:

— potassium activation due to (n-p) - reaction with formation Ar41, which has hard gamma
radiation;

— ability to favour carbon transfer from the source to the austenitic steels.

On the basis of calculations of potassium activation (as compared to the activity of gaseous
fission product Kr88) it is recommended to establish the level of the potassium contents in the
primary sodium should be < 200 ppm and < 1000 ppm in the secondary sodium. On the BN-
350 reactor potassium content in the secondary sodium coolant is higher than the above
presented value (~ 2000 ppm), however the influence of potassium on carbon transfer process
is limited because of low temperature of sodium (< 420°C). Potassium content in the primary
sodium also exceeds recommended value by a factor of 2.

3.1.2.5. Hydrogen content

The restriction on the content of hydrogen is caused by the influence of sodium hydride on the
corrosion processes, sensitivity of the monitoring system for inter-circuit leakage, reactivity
and neutrons spectrum. Recommended level of the content of hydrogen in the primary and
secondary sodium is < 0.5 ppm.

3.2. REQUIREMENT FOR QUALITY OF THE COOLANT TO BE USED IN INDUSTRY

Except for the radionuclides with the hard gamma-radiation (Na22, Cs137, Cs134), spent sodium
coolant contains impurities, which are dangerous for the human organism by their physical
effect (tritium, plutonium, polonium, strontium). According to the Russian standards of
radiation safety [4] there are levels of activity, below which substance content may not be
regulated. For gama-active long-live isotopes (Na22, Cs137, Cs134) this level is Ix lO 4 Bq/kg.
Proceeding from these standards, 3000 times reduction of the BN-350 reactor primary sodium
activity caused by Na22 is required (storage for 32 years) in order to use this sodium in
industry. By that time Cs13 decays down to the level much lower than permissible activity, and
for Cs137 isotope cleaning is required in order to decrease its content by ~ 2><104 times.

Permissible specific values are as follows:

— for (3-active tritium - 1 x 109 Bq/kg;

— for a-active isotopes:
polonium-210-IxlO4 Bq/kg;
plutonium-239 - IxlO3 Bq/kg.

Besides, according to [4] it is required that the total activity doesn't exceed IxlO4 Bq for the
listed isotopes, except tritium, for which this value is IxlO9 Bq. Thus, if the standard
capacities of 100 1 volume are used for the sodium transport, minimum levels of isotopes
activity are:

— for tritium - I x l O 7 Bq/kg;

— for plutonium and polonium - IxlO 2 Bq/kg,
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i.e. neither primary nor secondary sodium of the BN-350 NPP would require purification to
remove tritium; and 10 times decrease of oc-nuclides content is required for the primary
sodium. The secondary sodium of the BN-350 reactor can be used in industry without its any
purification.

3.3. CLEANING OF THE BN-350 SPENT SODIUM COOLANT FROM IMPURITIES

It follows from the previous section, that the use of the spent sodium coolant of the BN-350
reactor in the atomic engineering and industries requires the reduction of impurities of
potassium and radionuclides of caesium, sodium-22, plutonium-239 and polonium-210. The
possibility of reducing these impurities within the necessary limits is now considered.

3.3.1. Potassium impurity

Sodium, containing increased concentration of potassium, can be rather effectively cleaned by
a method of unitary distillation [5]. Table 3.4 gives theoretical value of high purity sodium
output calculated using Relay equation for various maximum contents of the potassium
impurity depending on distillation temperature. In the experiments the distilled metal was kept
at temperatures 250-290°C, potassium being mainly sublimated. The output of sodium was at
the average above 90%, content of potassium being at the level of 50-70 ppm. When cleaning
spent sodium coolant of the BN-350 secondary circuit to reduce potassium impurity content
from 2000 ppm down to 200 ppm, in case of its use in the primary circuit, it is not necessary
to increase the sodium temperature above 250°C, while insignificant loss of sodium (no more
than 5%) can be expected. It is expedient to dilute sodium of the BN-350 primary circuit with
pure sodium for the reduction of potassium concentration from 400 ppm down to 200 ppm. It
is also reasonable to dilute sodium of the BN-350 secondary circuit with pure sodium, in case
of its use in the secondary circuits of future LMFRs, in order to reduce potassium
concentration from 2000 ppm down to 1000 ppm.

TABLE 3.4. OUTPUT OF PURE SODIUM IN THE PROCESS OF DISTILLATION OF
COMMERCIAL SODIUM, CONTAINING UP TO 2000 PPM OF POTASSIUM

Distillation
temperature, °C

250
300

Output in fractions with potassium content not exceeding
100 ppm 50 ppm 10 ppm 5 ppm
94.2% 92.9% 89.9% 88.7%
87.6% 84.9% 79.1% 76.7%

3.3.2. Radionuclides

Various devices were applied for cleaning sodium coolant from radionuclides of caesium,
such as: cold traps of impurities, traps with the mesh made of steel, nickel, etc. However the
traps with carbon-graphite materials (Russian names - MPG-6, PG, VPG, etc.) turned out to
be the most efficient. Alongside with laboratory studies, cleaning of the primary circuit
coolant from caesium nuclides with the help of graphite traps was carried out on the Rapsodie,
EBR-II, BR-10, BOR-60, BN-350 and BN-600 reactors. The efficiency of cleaning varied
from 2 times on the BN-600 reactor up to 8 times on the EBR-II reactor. During
decommissioning of Rapsodie reactor, 37 tons of the primary sodium drained from the reactor
with total activity 220 GBq (~ 6 MBq/1) were cleaned down to the level of 1.5 MBq/1 during
12 days [6]. Recently studies on deep cleaning of sodium from caesium radionuclides [7] have
been carried out at the SSC RF IPPE. The idea of the technique consists in step-by-step
cleaning of the coolant, i.e. consecutive pumping (storage) of sodium through each trap till
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equilibrium distribution of caesium between sodium and graphite is achieved. The method
allows to reach required level of cleaning of sodium from caesium radionuclides with
significant reduction of amount of the sorbed material as compared to the case of the single
loading. The method has not yet been developed for the use on industrial scale. Improvement
of this technique on experimental rigs and in the reactor will allow carrying out cleaning of
sodium coolant up to the required extent for its reuse in nuclear power engineering and
chemical industry.

3.3.3. Tritium

Tritium, present in sodium circuits as NaT, NaOT compositions, is easily removed from
sodium by cold traps, the flow rate of tritium in the cold trap depending on concentration of
hydrogen in sodium. The cleaning rate is usually calculated using the following equation
(without taking into account isotope exchange with a crystal phase in a cold trap) [8]:

J = Qs.CT(l-CtH/CH)
where:
J - intensity of cleaning of tritium in cold trap, kg/s;
Qs - flow rate of sodium through cold trap, kg/s;
CH - hydrogen concentration in the circuit, ppm;
CtH - concentration of hydrogen in a trap, ppm;
CT - concentration of tritium in sodium, ppm.

The practice of studies of tritium distribution in the reactor systems shows, that more than
90% of tritium formed in the core is transferred to the coolant and caught by cold traps.
Injection of the adjustable flow rate of hydrogen into the circuit makes it possible to achieve
greater tritium supply to the cold trap. Thus, the cleaning of the spent sodium from tritium
impurity after the BN-350 reactor decommissioning is feasible with the help of cold traps, i.e.
the operation of cold traps can ensure required minimum levels of tritium in sodium, intended
for the reuse.

3.3.4. Other radioactive isotopes

Metal radioactive impurities, including Mn54, Co60 and Pu239, have rather low solubility in
sodium (about lO^-lO"4 ppm), because in principle it is possible to catch them using methods
of settling-out at reduced sodium temperature or by setting up sodium flow through the cold
traps. Feasibility of cold trapping of some radioactive products (Mn54, Co60, Sn113, Sb12 , etc.)
has been confirmed experimentally [9].

The radioactive metal impurities were also effectively caught by nickel traps, where nickel foil
was used as a getter. These traps have demonstrated rather high efficiency in catching
corrosion products and fuel. There are also other methods of cleaning, for example, vacuum
gauge separation, which can give high efficiency of cleaning. Applying these methods of
cleaning of spent sodium coolant one can hope reaching required minimum level of
concentration of the radioactive isotopes in sodium, intended for reuse, although today there is
not yet experimental approval of this method. The only impurity, posing extremely great
problems when physical methods of cleaning are applied, is radioactive isotope of sodium-22
with half-life period of 2.6 years. In order to decrease activity of this isotope, methods of
storage during the time required for its decay, or dilution of the active coolant with pure
sodium are applied. Taking into account values of required degree of sodium cleaning
indicated above, it is necessary to store the BN-350 primary sodium during the following
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period of time: for the safe shipment - 14 years, for realization of commissioning works on
newly constructed NPP ~ 6 years, for use in chemical industry ~ 32 years. Thus, applying
various methods of sodium cleaning from impurities (distillation, pumping through cold traps
and absorption traps, settling-out and storage, dilution with pure sodium), it is possible to
lower the content of impurities down to the required limits, hi order to make final decision on
the method of the BN-350 spent sodium coolant management during NPP decommissioning,
two options should be compared from the point of view of cost effectiveness and
environmental impact, namely:

— cleaning of sodium coolant for its reuse in the newly constructed fast neutron reactors or
in the industry;

— reprocessing of large amounts of sodium coolant for safe disposal;

— reuse of the secondary circuit sodium on the new LMFRs and in the industry does not
make problems, and no cleaning of this sodium is required.
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4. REPROCESSING OF RADIOACTIVE SODIUM WASTES INTO SAFE
CONDITION FOR DISPOSAL

Beside the spent sodium coolant, by the time of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning there
will be some radioactive wastes, containing so-called sub-standard sodium, unsuitable for
reuse. This sodium is strongly polluted by the products of its interaction with water or air,
substances used for fire fighting, and sodium, removed from cold traps, caesium traps, etc.
According to our estimations a few tens of tons of sub-standard radioactive sodium can be
accumulated in the BN-350 reactor. Such sodium should be disposed under condition safe for
the environment, i.e. it should be previously transferred into the solid state, chemically passive
and steady with respect to water leaching.

Methods of radioactive sodium reprocessing by water (Rapsodie reactor [1]) and sodium
hydroxide (EBR-1 and DFR reactors [2]), developed by today, cannot be applied for
sub-standard sodium, since it would quickly plug sodium injecting devices used for these
methods, hi this connection other ways of reprocessing are considered which can be used for
sub-standard sodium.

4.1. BURNING IN AIR

This method, as well as many others, is based on preliminary transformation of sodium into a
less active chemical condition by its oxidation. It is widely applied for non-radioactive sodium
and characterized by sufficient productivity. The rate of reaction is easily adjusted by
controlling supply of sodium or air. The disadvantages of this method are high temperature
and necessity of cleaning of large amounts of damped air from sodium aerosols. In case of
radioactive sodium, cleaning of discharged air from radioactivity is required. When cleaning
air in the water scrubber, alkali and hydrogen will be formed, and the damped air needs in
addition to be dried, since the moisture contains alkali and radioactive substances.

hi order to ensure complete sodium burning, occurring in the tray, the proper mixing of
sodium is required. Periodic clearing of the tray from the solid residues is also necessary.
Wastes of the burning process should not be considered as a final product, suitable for the
long storage or disposal. Sodium oxide, filters polluted by sodium oxides and alkali, trays and
other equipment located in the room where sodium will be burnt, the room itself and water
solutions - all these will be polluted by the radioactive products, and therefore development of
methods of the their further handling is required, hi case of the use of scrubbers attention
should be paid to the hydrogen produced.

4.2. REPROCESSING USING STEAM AND WATER

Method of steam/gas/water washing was offered earlier for pre-repair washing of the
equipment from sodium, ensuring insignificant corrosion impact on the equipment. This
method is rather simple and it was widely used in national practice for washing the equipment
and circuits from the residues of non-drained sodium. It is sufficient to mention, that the
primary circuit of the BR-10 (BR-5) reactor was washed three times using this method.

The steam/gas/water method was used for washing of the standard components of the BR-10,
BN-350 and BN-600 reactors, such as fuel subassemblies, control rods and removable parts of
PSP. Modified evaporator modules of the BN-350 steam generators were also washed by this
method. Basically this method can be used for destruction of the small amounts of sub-
standard sodium by the steam or steam/gas mixture. However, this method is rather insidious,
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especially if the necessity of destruction of thick layer of sodium rather than the thin film is
considered. The fact is, that the interaction of sodium with steam would result in alkali and
hydrogen appearance. The safe method of hydrogen permanent removal and its cleaning from
radioactive impurities is required. In cases when it is not possible to provide its permanent
reliable drainage, the alkali formed can block, as the crust, access to the inner layers of
sodium. Further, in the end of the process, when the equipment is filled with water, the crust
is dissolved, and vigorous, practically uncontrolled process of interaction of sodium and water
becomes probable.

In the recent years modified version of this method has been developed and tested by the
OKBM and IPPE, namely washout of the equipment from sodium by water under vacuum.
This method can be used as well for destruction of sodium. Advantage of this method is its
relative simplicity and insignificant corrosion effect on the structural materials. However, in
case of loss of the vacuum there exists the possibility of the creation of the explosive mixture
[3,4]. The rate of the process is controlled by a combination of temperature and vacuum value
and water flow rate. During destruction of sodium, as well as in the previous case, hydrogen
and water solution of alkali are formed.

In 1977 one more modification of the water method, so-called method of water-oil emulsion
was developed and tested on the BN-350 reactor. It was assumed, that this technology would
improve safety. However, it was found, that under certain conditions water-oil emulsion can
be destroyed. It is necessary to emphasize once again, that in all these cases - destruction of
sodium by steam, water under vacuum or water-oil emulsion, development of a safe way of
permanent removal of hydrogen and alkali is required.

Water radioactive solutions of alkali will require additional reprocessing for their
transformation into the form, suitable for long-lived storage. With this aim, the process of
immobilization of alkali into solid mineral-like cements [7] has been developed at the SSC RF
IPPE.

4.3. GAS-PHASE OXIDATION OF SODIUM

Oxygen, carbon dioxide or their mixtures can be used as oxidizers of sodium [5]. If the
oxygen is used, dry sodium oxide is formed, which is then processed by water, to be turned
into alkali, hi case of the use of carbon dioxide, dry powder, consisting of sodium carbonate
and carbon, will be formed. The process of gas-phase oxidation will be carried
out at 300-350°C , this being easily controlled by varying gas flow rate.

The absence of hydrogen release - in case of completeness of oxidizing reaction, increases
safety of the process. The completeness of sodium oxidation reaction is provided by sodium
blending in the mixture with the mineral additives. Using technology developed at the SSC
RF IPPE, sodium carbonate and carbon powder is further transformed into water-proof slag-
alkaline cement stone, suitable for safe disposal.

4.4. SOLID STATE SODIUM OXIDATION

Sodium oxidation can be carried out by metal oxides (CuO, Fe2O3, A^Os, etc.). As a result of
the reaction going at ~ 800°C stone-like product will be formed, suitable for disposal. This
high rate reaction cannot be controlled. For the complete sodium oxidizing good sodium
mixing with the oxides of metal and uniformity of reaction process over the entire volume
should be provided [6].
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4.5. REPROCESSING OF RADIOACTIVE ALKALINE WASTES USING LIQUID STATE
OXIDATION METHOD

The technology of this method assumes the realization of reprocessing of sodium and sodium-
potassium alloy in two main stages [7j:

Stage 1: Dispersion of radwastes of the alkaline metal on the solid inert carrier with the
aim of obtaining dry, loose cement-like mixture;

Stage 2: Tempering of the obtained mixture together with solid clay additives by water
solution by metering out the mixture in turn with the water solution, formed
solution-cement mass being mixed.

Composition and ratio of components used in these two operations (alkali metal radwastes,
inert filler, clay additives and tempering water solution) have been determined taking into
account, that spontaneous solidification of obtained solution-cement mass would result in the
final product of reprocessing, namely high stability slag-alkaline cement stone suitable for
environmentally safe disposal.

On the first stage maximum increase of the alkali metal surface is achieved, allowing to
provide required kinetic parameters and completeness of the reaction on the second stage.

On the tempering stage chemical transformation of alkali metal into alkali with its
simultaneous immobilization into aluminosilicate binder product is reached. Liquid radwastes
can be used as tempering water solution, thus enabling the reprocess two kinds of wastes
simultaneously. The process is controlled by varying input flows of the appropriate
components (slag-alkaline mixture and tempering solution), its monitoring being implemented
by the content of hydrogen in gas cavity. The process temperature is < 150°C.

The process requires safe removal and decontamination of hydrogen released. Final product of
reprocessing, namely alkaline aluminosilicate stone contains 10-12wt% of alkali metals
radwastes and has high strength parameters (10~5-10"6 kg/m2 per day water stability and
15-20 MPa compression strength).

If sodium solid wastes, mixed with fire fighting means, are reprocessed by any method, they
should be previously well continuated. In order to ensure completeness of sodium reaction
permanent mixing of wastes should be provided during their reprocessing and subsequent
grouting.

None of the methods of reprocessing of sub-standard sodium, mentioned above, have been
developed for industrial scale application. Therefore in order to improve technology and select
the optimum variant creation of the experimental facility is required to perform the necessary
scope of experimental studies with subsequent development on their basis of industrial
technology and means for its realization. The fulfilment of this work is supposed to be carried
out during decommissioning of the BR-10 test reactor.
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5. WASHING THE RESIDUAL SODIUM DEPOSITS AND DECONTAMINATION
OF REACTOR CIRCUITS, EQUIPMENT ANDSTRUCTURAL MATERIALS

After sodium coolant is drained from the BN-350 reactor systems in the process of its
decommissioning, some sodium will still remain as a film on the inner surfaces of circuits, as
well as in some places where complete drainage is impeded. In connection with its high
chemical and radiation activity sodium should be removed before the secondary use or
disposal of sodium equipment.

The equipment of sodium circuits and systems of LMFRs is made of the expensive stainless
steel. Therefore it is expedient from the economical standpoint not to dispose this equipment,
thereby increasing the amount of radwastes, but to reuse it wherever possible in industry or to
remelt it in the metallurgy. For this purpose after washing components from sodium it is
necessary to carry out their decontamination from radioactive deposit, sorbed on the inner
surfaces.

Below possible methods of the LMFR pipelines and components removal - cleaning and
washing from sodium, sodium-potassium and decontamination are discussed.

5.1. INPUT DATA FOR THE CHOICE OF METHODS

5.1.1. Primary circuit

Primary circuit of the BN-350 reactor consists of the reactor itself and six identical loops.
According the estimates made, after the sodium draining ~ 3.5 m3 of it remain on the inner
surfaces of the reactor, including those of fuel subassembly mock-ups. About 1X10~2 m3 of
sodium remain on the inner surfaces of pipelines of the primary circuit systems of impurity
indication and removal after draining, while each one of five cold traps will contain ~ 3.2 m3

of sodium residues. After removal of sodium from 10 primary circuit drain tanks in each of
them would contain on the inner surface and on the bottom ~ 2><10"2 m3 of sodium, hi
total, ~ 22.0 m3 of sodium remain in the primary circuits of the BN-350 reactor after draining
of the coolant.

5.1.2. Secondary circuit

Each one of six independent loops of the secondary circuit of the BN-350 reactor would
contain ~ 0.65 m3 sodium with specific activity ~ 5*105 Bq/kg remaining on the inner
surfaces after the coolant draining. Besides ~ 6.7 m3 of sodium would remain in the non-
drained tube bundles on the secondary circuit side of the intermediate heat-exchanger of each
loop. About 1*10~2 m3 of sodium would remain on the inner surfaces of the pipelines of the
system of impurity indication and removal of each one of six loops of the secondary circuit
after the coolant is drained, while ~ 3.2 m3 of sodium remain in the cold trap. Each of four
drain tanks of the secondary circuit after removal of the coolant would contain ~ 2*10~2 m3 of
sodium residues, hi total, ~ 63 m3 of sodium would still remain in the secondary circuit of the
BN-350 reactor after the coolant draining.

5.1.3. System of cold traps cooling by sodium-potassium alloy

After the coolant is drained from the system, ~ 0.4 m3 of non-radioactive sodium-potassium
eutectic would still remain in the pipelines of the system. Each one of two cold traps of the
system would contain ~ 0.16 m3 of sodium-potassium alloy, while ~ 0.35 m3 of sodium-
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potassium alloy are kept in the casing and coil of cooling system of each one of 14 cold traps.
Five drain tanks of the system would contain ~ 0.12 m3 of sodium-potassium alloy after the
coolant removal. In total, ~ 5.7 m3 of sodium-potassium alloy are kept in the system of
cooling of the cold traps of the BN-350 reactor after coolant draining.

5.1.4. Cold traps of spent fuel storage cooling system and coolant processing system

In the cold trap of dismantled cooling system of spent fuel storage ~ 3.2 m3 of the sodium-
potassium alloy is contained. On the stage of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning, each one
of two cold traps of the coolant processing system would contain ~ 3.2 m3

of non-radioactive sodium.

5.2. METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF COOLANT FROM UNDRAINABLE PARTS OF
REACTOR AND EQUIPMENT

There are no effective and safe methods of washing and decontamination of the systems,
having elements with the located significant masses of coolant. Therefore coolant removal
from the undrainable equipment is necessary in order to reduce the amount of residual sodium
so that it would be possible from the standpoint of safety to apply some washing technique,
this being necessary condition for the development of particular technologies. One shall
consider the possibilities of removal of local mass of Na from the pipelines and equipment.

5.2.1. Core diagrid and pressure plenum

It is required to remove sodium remaining on the bottom of the core diagrid (Fig. 5.1) of the
reactor vessel (~ 3 m3) using draining pipe, reaching to the bottom. The requirement of the
draining device is that it should provide < 200 1 sodium residual volume after its removal.
This requirement is based on the assumption of instantaneous interaction of sodium mass with
the excess of water, when the pressure in the reactor vessel (~ 150 m3), filled with the inert
gas at 0.1 MPa, should not exceed permissible value of 0.17 MPa.

5.2.2. Cold traps

5.2.2.1. Cold traps of secondary circuit and coolant processing system

The contents of cold traps can be released from contents using technology, developed and
applied for the regeneration of cold traps of the secondary circuit of the BN-350 reactor [1].
Firstly, ~ 2/3 of the total amount of sodium is pressed out of the trap from the inlet pipe by the
inert gas, supplied under pressure through the outlet pipe. The transformation of impurities,
accumulated in the trap as Na2O and NaH, into the sodium hydroxide NaOH is based on the
following reaction:

Na2O + NaH <H> NaOH + 2Na (1)
The process is realized by heating of a cold trap up to 470-500°C during two days. The
products of regeneration have melting temperature of 390-400°C and can be removed from
the trap at the temperatures higher than that indicated above. In order to ensure complete
removal of sodium and products of the reaction (1) the trap should be equipped with a special
line providing the possibility of removal of sodium, its residual amount being within
permissible limits to guarantee the safety, i.e. that the internal pressure of the cold trap should
not exceed permissible value (1.0 MPa) in case of instantaneous sodium interaction residues
(~ 20 kg of sodium) with the excess water.
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5.2.2.2. Cold traps of the primary circuit

The work with cold traps of the primary circuit is complicated by a high radiation background,
created by the accumulated radionuclides. The feature of the primary cold traps is in that they
mainly accumulate sodium oxide Na2O. Therefore, in order to make hydration supply of
hydrogen from outside is necessary. The experiments made under special conditions [2] have
shown the possibility of realization of operation of complete draining of a cold trap of the
primary circuit from accumulated impurities. The technology of the draining of cold traps of
the primary circuit should be developed on the basis of existing method developed for the
secondary circuit traps, taking into account high radioactivity.

5.2.2.3. Cold traps ofNa-K cooling systems of cold traps and spent fuel storage

The technology of draining of the cold traps of these systems should be proved out
experimentally under special conditions using principal approach, described in Sections
5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2. For realization of such approach it is necessary to ensure electrical heating
of traps, since electrical heating has not been provided by the design of sodium-potassium
alloy cooling systems.

5.2.3. Intermediate heat exchangers

Draining, washing and decontamination of the intermediate heat exchanger sections is carried
out using design technology in the rotary decontamination pit of the BN-350 reactor washing
and decontamination system. First, sodium draining (pouring out) is made from the U-shaped
tube bundle by its 93° tilting.

5.2.4. Na-K alloy in casings and coils of cold traps cooling systems

It is assumed that sodium-potassium alloy will be removed from casings and coils of the cold
traps cooling systems using method of vacuum distillation with the use of standard systems of
electrical heating of cold traps. The technology of distillation should be tested on the models
under test rig conditions.

5.2.5. Drainage tanks

It is expedient to remove sodium residues from drainage tanks using method of vacuum
distillation. This technology should be tested under special conditions on models, taking into
account tanks design and volume.

5.3. METHODS FOR WASHING AND DECONTAMINATION OF CIRCUITS AND
EQUIPMENT

5.3.1. Washing the residual sodium deposits

Steam and gas washing method and subsequent decontamination by demineralized water
solutions is considered as the principal method of washing and decontamination of pipelines
and equipment of the BN-350. Such conclusion has been proved by the following reasons:

— presence of designed systems for washing and decontamination of the BN-350
equipment;

— experience gained on this method application under reactor conditions (BR-10, BOR-60,
BN-350, BN-600) [3] and presence of the skilled personnel for its implementation;
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— efficiency, profitability and relative safety of the method;

— presence of design systems of primary processing of wastes (including radioactive) and
experience gained on its operation;

— successful experience (three times) of application of the method for washing and
decontamination of primary circuit of experimental reactor BR-10 [3].

It is reasonable to apply vacuum distillation method as an auxiliary process (used before
steam/gas washing) of clearing of circuits and equipment from sodium. This method is
remarkable for the high safety, since it is not accompanied by the release of hydrogen. All
necessary conditions for its implementation are available on the BN-350 reactor, namely the
presence of design vacuum and heating systems on the most part of the equipment and
pipelines. As a result of application of this method will be the reduction of total mass of
sodium to be removed from the pipelines and equipment and improvement of safety of
procedures using water methods.

Washing of the equipment by light spirits cannot be recommended for use on large scale
because of high fire risk, although this method is still used sometimes for washing the
experimental fuel subassemblies from sodium.

The method of washing of the equipment and pipelines from sodium using heavy spirits
(butylcellosolve, carbitol) is considered [4]. However, these methods have their
disadvantages. In this case, as well as in steam/gas/water washing, there is a danger, connected
with the release of hydrogen; moreover, it is necessary to take into account hypothetical
possibility of decomposition of organic compositions at high temperatures. It is well known,
that washing procedure carried out on with the help of carbitol on the drain tank on the
Rapsodie reactor, resulted in the burst of the tank wall.

The IWGFR at its Meeting in May 1999 summarizing results of the discussions took note of a
presentation of the French delegation on the above mentioned accident made the following
conclusion: Under certain circumstances, (e.g. closed geometries, sodium puddles), the use of
alcohol to clean components or to destroy sodium can be dangerous. This is proven for
ethylcarbitol, but can at present not be excluded completely for other alcohols. It was therefore
strongly recommended to perform appropriate studies prior to the use of alcohol together with
sodium (more details in Section 6.2).

Rather promising technology being developed, is the use of water under vacuum for washing
equipment from sodium [5]. Advantages of this method are simplicity, low level of
temperatures and controllability. Danger caused by the use of this method is related to
possible loss of vacuum and the subsequent filling of the circuit with the atmospheric air that
can lead to formation of explosive mixture.

5.3.2. Decontamination

As regards decontamination procedures, application of solutions, tested in fast reactors under
operation [3] is expedient. The general tendency of perfection of decontamination processes is
aimed at "softening" of their corrosive influence on structural materials, if reuse of the
equipment or the whole circuits is assumed. The main purpose of decontamination of the
equipment and pipelines of the primary circuit on the stage of the BN-350 reactor
decommissioning will probably consist in assurance of removal to as great as possible extent
of a superficial layer, polluted by radionuclides of sorption/diffusion nature, with subsequent
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utilization of decontaminated structural material. Therefore at least on the initial stage of
decontamination of the primary circuit equipment it is expedient to use solutions, used
on BR-10, BN-350 and BN-600 reactors [3]. More aggressive solutions could be used for the
final decontamination with the purpose of utilization of metal in the national industry. The
possibility of additional cleaning of superficially polluted metals by their melting has been
demonstrated by tests that could be taken into account when making choice of final
technology of decontamination.

5.4. TECHNOLOGY FOR WASHING AND DECONTAMINATION OF REACTOR
CIRCUITS AND EQUIPMENT

5.4.1. Primary circuit

Technology of washing and decontamination of the primary circuit of the BN-350 reactor
should be developed on the basis of experience gained on washing and decontamination of the
primary circuit of the BR-10 experimental reactor [3] taking into account the scale factor. This
technology assumes the use of vacuum distillation of sodium with subsequent steam/gas
washing, after sodium is drained from the circuit and undrainable sections (reactor, impurity
indication and removal system and drain tanks) are isolated, hi order to implement this
method on the BN-350 reactor, it is necessary to dismantle sections of the intermediate heat
exchangers. The procedures are as follows: the circuit is heated up to 130-150°C; the
steam/gas mixture is then supplied to the top of the primary circuit loops at ~ 130°C as well;
the steam together with alkali is dumped from the drainage pipelines to the condenser.
Permanent hydrogen release is provided from the top of the circuit. The process is monitored
by the hydrogen release into gas phase and by alkali content in the steam condensate. The next
operation i.e. controllable batch filling of the circuit, which is filled with the inert gas at the
bottom, with demineralized water and its subsequent circulation in turn through all loops by
the standard pumps. It is also reasonable to consider the safety requirements for the case of
using method of washing by water under vacuum for this purpose. After washing the loops of
the primary circuit except for the reactor vessel, they are subject to several cycles of
decontamination using the following solutions:

— 0.5% KMnO4 at 70°C,

— 5% HNO3 + 1 % H2C2O4 at 70°C,

— demineralized water at 60-80°C.

Time and the number of decontamination cycles should be determined using model tests,
taking into account the scale factor and measurements of gamma-background, carried out
during decontamination process. Final washing of the equipment by demineralized water will
be carried out until the neutral reaction of the washing water is obtained. The washing
procedure is followed by drying of the primary circuit by its heating under vacuum and
blowdown by dry nitrogen.

5.4.2. Secondary circuit

Before starting dismantling on the secondary circuit, sections of the intermediate heat
exchangers should be replaced by pipelines. Washing of the secondary circuit is made in the
order, similar to that used for the primary circuit (except for decontamination), including the
following operations:

— drainage of sodium;
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— isolation of the undrainable sections (systems of impurities control, drainage tanks);

— vacuum distillation of sodium;

— steam/gas washing;

— gradual fillings of the circuit, filled with the inert gas, with demineralized water with its
subsequent circulation in closed circuit of each loop. It is expedient to consider the
possibility of safe washing method using water under vacuum;

— drying of loops.

Application of such approach would allow washing of sodium cavities of the steam generators
before their dismantling. However it is necessary to consider more carefully the expediency of
preliminary washing of the steam generator, to be made independently of the rest part of the
circuit.

5.4.3. Cold trap Na-K cooling system and spent fuel storage coolant cleaning system

Washing of the drainable equipment and pipelines of systems of cooling of the cold traps and
cleaning of the cooling circuit of the spent fuel storage can be carried out using available
technology with step-by-step dismantling with subsequent washing in decontamination pits.
This can be done after the discharge of the drainable sections of the circuit. Washing method
based on cleaning media circulation is inexpedient in view of absence of electrical heating of
the pipelines, valves and equipment, absence of centrifugal pumps in the circuit and necessity
of preliminary removal of undrainable amounts of sodium-potassium alloy from casings and
coils of the cold traps.

5.4.4. Washing of the undrainable equipment (with decontamination of the primary
circuit components)

Washing and decontamination of the undrainable equipment of the primary and secondary
circuits, cooling alloy system of spent fuel storage and cold trap of the cooling circuit of spent
fuel storage can be carried out after removal of the coolant and impurities in order that their
residual amounts would allow safe washing and decontamination procedures to be fulfilled by
the methods, mentioned above. For these purposes special technological system of washing
and decontamination should be created on the basis of design washing and decontamination
system. Those components which cannot be processed using design means of washing
(decontamination pit), should be connected in turn to the special system. Washing and
decontamination of these components have to be made by means of design technologies,
namely: vacuum distillation, washing by steam/gas, demineralized water or possibly by water
under vacuum, and decontamination.

5.4.5. Washing of the reactor

The clearing (washing) of the reactor becomes necessary sooner or later to eliminate the
possibility of uncontrollable interaction of the sodium remaining in the reactor vessel and
water with the subsequent probable formation of an explosive mixture. However,
decontamination of the inner surfaces makes no sense because of high induced activity. Initial
condition of the reactor assumes unloaded core, reactor vessel being isolated from the circuits,
filled with the inert gas and cooled down. The process of cleaning of the reactor will include
the following procedures:
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— development and installation of special system of removal of the main amount of
sodium residues;

— heating up of the reactor and drainage of the main amount of sodium;

— vacuum distillation of sodium (if the method of reactor heating is worked out);

— installation of system of supply of water and steam/gas mixture and removal of water
alkali solution;

— final destruction of the sodium residues by water in the inert atmosphere, water being
supplied in measured portions into the reactor vessel at low temperature.

Instead of three former operations it is necessary to consider:

— possibility of exclusion of the third operation, or

— its replacement by washing of the sodium residues with butylcellosolve, mixed with
indifferent diluent.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS

It is necessary to emphasize once more, that this section gives results of preliminary
development on the system of washing of the equipment and pipelines of the primary,
secondary and auxiliary (sodium-potassium) circuits. This system is based on rather large
industrial experience and results of special experiments, some of which are completed, while
others are still under way. Taking into account the scale factor, hydrogen related danger,
accompanying washing processes, poor development and comparative evaluation of the
alternative methods, the work on substantiation of the optimum and the most safe washing
methods will be continued.

As a result of washing and decontamination of the equipment and pipelines of the primary
circuit considerable amount of liquid radioactive wastes will be accumulated. Evaluation of
their amount (without results of washing of the reactor and undrainable sections) is shown in
Table 5.5.1, and their total activity is shown in Table 5.5.2. As it can be seen from the Tables,
the total liquid radwastes amount according to these assumptions is equal to 9000 H- 12000 t,
their activity consisting ~ 4 TBq (-110 Ci).

TABLE 5.5.1. LIQUID RADWASTES AFTER WASHING AND DECONTAMINATION
OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT OF (REACTOR VESSEL AND UNDRAINABLE ELEMENTS
ARE NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT)

Surface, m2

Volume, m3

Steam- Steam, t
gas Distillate, t

Deconta- D-solutions
mination Distillate, t

BR-10,
measurement
100
2
30
2
30
30

BN-350, estimation
1 loop
1800
70
540*71050**
70
420
420

6 loops
10800
420
3240*76300**
420
2520
2520

Total
-
-
3660*76720**

5040

Note: Estimations are given in the assumption of application of washing and decontamination technology, tested
on the BR-10 reactor. The initial data on the BR-10 reactor are taken from the results of maximum washing;
* calculation was made on the basis of the ratio of the processed areas of surface;
** calculation was made on the basis of ratio of circuit volumes.
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TABLE 5.5.2. TOTAL ACTIVITY OF LIQUID WASTE AFTER STEAM/WATER
WASHING AND CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION OF ONE LOOP OF THE BN-350
REACTOR (COLD TRAP AND EQUIPMENT OF REACTOR VESSEL CAVITY ARE
EXCLUDED) ["Hot" surface ~ 1220 m2 (50 m2 pipes, 1170 m2 IHX), "Cold" surface
~ 110m2 (90 m2 pipes, 20 m2 PSP, valves)]

Nuclides

Surface
contami-
nation

MBq/m2

Total
activity of

1 loop

GBq

Total activity of water
after steam/water

washing, GBq

t = 0
Na-22 13 4 14
Cs-137 1500 660 i 590
Cs-134 150 70 160
Mn-54 | 1500 1820 i
Hot I !
Cold 1750 +82=1900 1=1420
Co-60 I 100 1 1 00
Total 2760

(75Ci)
2170
(58Ci)

5 years

Total activity of water
after chemical

decontamination, GBq

t = 0 5 years

Total
activity of

water *
GBq

5 years
1 10 10 10
520 170 160 1580
12 j 10 j 2 |14

: : :

18.5 1470 |5 123.5
50 |30 115 165
-600
(16.2Ci)

580 ~ 82
(15.5C1) (2.2C1)

-682
(18.4Ci)

Notes: Total activity of liquid radwastes in case of washing of all six loops will be
* after steam/water washing and chemical decontamination
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6. RADIATION CONDITIONS IN THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT CELLS, ACTIVITY OF
THE REACTOR BLOCK ELEMENTS

Activity values of various coolants and equipment of the reactor installation presented in
Section 1, demonstrate the possibility of the selective approach from the point of view of
radiological safety assurance, if some works on the reactor decommissioning are under way.
The following points can have influence on the choice of technical approaches (for example,
remote or usual methods of the equipment handling, etc.):

— wide range of low and high activities of the equipment;

— possibility of realization of technological operations after short or long storage;

— possibility of realization of decontamination of the polluted equipment.
Below data on radiological conditions of realization of dismantling work in the main

rooms of the primary circuit (sodium loops cells, reactor vessel cavity, etc.) are presented.

6.1. RADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF DISMANTLING WORKS IN THE PRIMARY
CIRCUIT CELLS

In this section calculated data on the radiological conditions are presented in case of
dismantling work carried out in the primary circuit loops cells. It was assumed, that the only
those radioactive sources were considered, which were located in the sodium coolant or on the
inner surfaces of the equipment. The radioactive pollution of outer surfaces of the equipment
is absent. In the Table 6.1.1 dose rates of gamma-radiation in the cells and on the surface of
the equipment of the primary circuit after reactor shutdown and decay of Na24 are shown for
both sodium filled circuit and drained circuit conditions. The data are presented for various
times after final reactor shutdown. Let us estimate permissible time of group A1 personnel
staying in the cells of the primary circuit under radiological conditions indicated in Table
6.1.1. In this case, let us take 90 p.Sv value as permissible dose limit for one shift. The dose
rates of gamma-radiation in the cells of the primary circuit after reactor shutdown and decay
of Na24 are within the range of 0.5-4 uSv/s. During one shift the time permissible for the
personnel to stay in the vicinity of the cell entrance is ~ 3 minutes, while ~ 0.3 minutes is the
time permissible for staying near the components. Only visual examination can be made
during these short times. As it can be seen from Table 6.1.1, the storage during 5-10 years
results in only 1.5-2 times increase of permissible operating times for the primary circuit cells
without drainage of the coolant. The work of the personnel of the A category in the primary
circuit cells during whole shift (8 hours) can be permitted only after ~ 150 years. The coolant
drainage reduces by about 10 times dose rate of the gamma-radiation from the pipelines and
pumps, while the dose rate from heat exchangers and cold traps is reduced by 1.2-2 times.
After coolant drainage the permissible operating times of personnel in the cells during one
shift are estimated as follows:

— at the entrance of the cell-30 min;

— in the vicinity of pipelines and PSP ~ 7-10 min;

— in the vicinity of IHX and cold trap ~ 1 -2 min.

As has been already stated, high dose rate of gamma-radiation (50-100 uSv/s) will
remain on the short sections of the PSP sodium overflow pipeline. The storage during
5-10 years reduces dose rates of gamma-radiation on the drained equipment (pipelines, PSP,

1 Equivalent dose for the personnel of group A dealing directly with industrial sources, in accordance with
Radioactive Safety Standards (NRB-96) is 20 mSv per year.
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IHX) by about 5-7 times, while for the cold traps this reduction is only ~ 30%. Apparently, the
work of the personnel of the A category in the cells of the primary circuit during total shift
time (8 hours) can be permitted only about 100 years after shutdown of the reactor, hi order to
increase significantly permissible time of staying of working time of the personnel in the
primary circuit cells, steam/water washing and chemical decontamination of the inner surfaces
of pipelines and equipment are required. For this purpose it is necessary first of all to isolate
reactor from the circuit. The cold traps should be isolated after the drainage of the coolant
before steam/water washing of the sodium loop.

Chemical decontamination, as well as steam/gas/water washing of the sodium loops, should
be carried out after their isolation from the reactor. This is necessary in order to avoid transfer
of radioactive products of corrosion of the in-vessel elements of the reactor, and for the
reasons of washing process safety, hi order to reduce pollution of the air in the cells, caused by
the "dusting" operations (cutting and welding of metal, etc.) during preparatory stage of
decontamination and also during the general dismantling work, the working places should be
equipped with local ventilation, and the personnel should have individual means of protection
of the respiration organs.

For the estimation of the radiological conditions in the sodium loops cells after steam/water
washing and chemical decontamination of the inner surfaces of the pipelines and equipment
decontamination factors were used which were observed already when similar works were
carried out on the BR-10, BN-350 and BN-600 reactors. These factors are given in Table
6.1.2. It is also possible, that during decommissioning it is possible to apply more effective
decontamination solutions and achieve considerable reduction of activity. Table 6.1.3 presents
levels of superficial pollution of the primary components, caused by the main radionuclides,
after steam/water washing and chemical decontamination. The dose rates of gamma-radiation
on the equipment of the primary circuit in the sodium loops cells after steam/water washing
and chemical decontamination are shown in Table 6.1.4.

TABLE 6.1.1. DOSE RATES OF GAMMA-RADIATION ON THE EQUIPMENT OF THE
PRIMARY CIRCUIT, ^Sv/s

Time average gamma-
after background

reactor in the cell
stop, y

0
5
10
50
100
150

F
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.03
0.01

D
0.07
0.015
0.01
0.002
0.0005
0.0001

Surface of
thermal ins.

of 0600 mm
pipeline

F
3.5
2.0
1.6
0.5
0.15
0.05

D
0.35
0.075
0.055
0.015
0.005
0.001

Surface of
thermal

insulation of
PSP

F
3.8
2.2
1.7
0.55
0.15
0.05

D
0.38
0.08
0.06
0.015
0.005
0.001

Surface of
thermal

insulation of
fflX

F
1.2
0.7
0.5
0.18
0.05
0.013

D
0.9
0.2
0.15
0.03
0.009
0.003

Surface of
thermal

insulation
of cold traps

F
4.0
3.0
2.0
0.6
0.15
0.05

D
2.0
1.9
1.5
0.5
0.13
0.04

Note: F - the circuit filled with sodium; D - the circuit drained.

Dose rates at 0.5 m distance from the surface of thermal insulation of the pipelines and
equipment will be about 1.5 times less, than those on the surface. After steam/water washing
and chemical decontamination the permissible operating time of the operators for one shift
inside the cells of the primary circuit is estimated as follows:
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After steam/water washing:

— at the cell entrance and in the middle area - 1.5-2 hours;

— in the area of pipelines and PSP - 0.3 hours;

— in the vicinity of IHX - 0.25 hours.

After chemical decontamination:

— at the cell entrance and in the middle area - without restriction;

— in the area of pipelines and PSP - 4 hours;

— in the vicinity of - 2 hours.

Additional storage of the equipment during 5-10 years (after the steam/water washing and
chemical decontamination) can practically eliminate the restriction on working time of the A
category in the cells of the primary circuit. Of course, these procedures would result in
formation of certain liquid wastes, requiring additional efforts for their solidification. The
dose rates of gamma-radiation on a surface of the equipment will be about two times higher
than those on the surface of thermal insulation.

TABLE 6.1.2. ACTIVITY REDUCTION RATIO OF SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS CAUSED
BY STEAM/WATER WASHING AND CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION OF SMOOTH
SURFACES OF THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT

Environment
of the primary
circuit
components

Gas
Gas
Sodium
Sodium

Radionuclides

Cs137, Cs134

Mn54, Co60

Cs137, Cs134

Mn54, Co60

After steam/water
washing

100
2
10
4

After chemical
decontamination

50
30
300
50

Total reduction

5000
60
3000
200

TABLE 6.1.3. SUPERFICIAL POLLUTION OF THE EQUIPMENT OF THE PRIMARY
CIRCUIT AFTER STEAM/WATER WASHING AND CHEMICAL
DECONTAMINATION, kBq/m2

Time after
reactor On the surface in contact with sodium

shutdown
Years

On the surface
in contact with gas

0
5
10
50
100
150

Cs137

160
140
125
40
12
3

Cs134

16
3
0.07
0.006
-
-

Co60

500
260
135
20
0.7
0.001

Mn54*
7500
100
1.5
-
-
-

Cs137

1000
900
800
300
70
20

Cs134

100
20
5
0.05
-
-

* Hot sodium section
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TABLE 6.1.4. DOSE RATES OF GAMMA-RADIATION ON THE SURFACE OF
THERMAL INSULATION OF THE EQUIPMENT OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT AFTER
STEAM/WATER WASHING AND CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION, kBq/m2

Time
after

reactor
shut-
down
years

0
5
10
50
100
150

Average gamma-
background in the cell

0600mm
pipelines

PSP fflX
Local point

(pipe of sodium
overflow

drainage from
PSP)

SW
0.015
0.0025
0.0015
0.00025
0.0001
2xlO'5

CD
0.001
0.0002
0.00006
2xlO'6

_
-

SW
0.08
0.012
0.0075
0.0015
0.0005
0.0001

CD
0.005
0.001
0.0003
IxlO'5

.

-

SW
0.09
0.015
0.008
0.0015
0.0005
0.0001

CD
0.006
0.001
0.0003
IxlO"5

_

-

SW
0.2
0.03
0.02
0.003
0.0009
0.0002

CD
0.013
0.0015
0.0008
5xlO'6

-
-

SW
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.3
0.07
0.02

CD
0.02
0.018
0.016
0.005
0.0015
0.0004

Note: SW - after steam/water washing; CD - after chemical decontamination.

6.2. RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTIVATED
STRUCTURES, REACTOR VESSEL AND REACTOR CAVITY

IN-VESSEL

After final reactor shutdown, -5-10 years is required for the development of the project of the
BN-350 decommissioning, fulfilment of preparatory work, unloading of all fuel assemblies
and control rods from the reactor, drainage of the coolant and washing of the equipment and
pipelines from the residues of sodium. Further it will be possible to commence the initial
stages of dismantling of some reactor structures. It is necessary to take into account, that the
unloading of the fuel subassemblies is accompanied by their replacement with the non-
radioactive steel dummy subassemblies, which should require in the future washing from the
sodium residues and decontamination.

The main amount of solid radioactive wastes is caused by the activated structural materials of
the reactor and shielding materials, located in the reactor vessel cavity. Reactor vessel (Fig.
1.4) is located in the concrete cavity and is separated from the concrete cavity walls by the
lateral radiation shielding, consisting of steel plates and the reinforcing cage, filled by the iron
ore concentrate. On the foundation concrete beam under the reactor vessel the bottom
shielding is located made of materials, similar to those used for the lateral shielding. In the
neck of the reactor vessel rotating plugs made of steel sheets, graphite and thermal insulation
are located, playing a role of thermal and biological shielding. The upper section of the cavity
beyond the reactor vessel neck is blocked by the upper stationary shielding, consisting of steel
sheets, space between them being filled with the serpentinite concrete. The activity of the
above mentioned structure was estimated for 2003 as a conditional date of expiration of the
reactor life. Until 1st of December 1997, the real history of the reactor operation was taken
into account, while after this date average capacity of the reactor for the previous period was
used.

6.2.1. Calculation codes of spatial-power distributions of neutrons and activation of
materials

The spatial-power distribution of neutrons in the reactor and in the ex-vessel shielding
structures was calculated by the TWODANT code [2] in RZ-geometry with the use
of26-groupdata base library BNAB-93 [3]. Analytical studies on accumulation of the
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radionuclides in the main structures of the reactor, shielding and building materials was
carried out by the FISPACT code [1], taking into account irradiation history of materials
during 30 years of the reactor operation.

6.2.2. Initial contents of elements in structural materials

Impurities were taken into account in the calculations of the radionuclides accumulation in the
materials. The experimental data on the impurities contents in the iron ore filling and Crl 8Ni9
steel of the BN-350 reactor are presented in Tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. These Tables also give
expertise estimated data on the contents of some impurities, which were not determined by the
experiments, although they can influence the total value of the induced activity. Experimental
studies were not made on the contents of the impurities in standard and serpentinite concrete,
thermal insulation of plugs and graphite and 3-grade steel of the BN-350 reactor. The most
complete data on the contents of the impurities in concrete were published in the article [5]
and are presented in Table 2.3. These data on the impurities were taken as the basis for the
serpentinite concrete and thermal insulation of the plugs, the composition of the main
elements for these materials being presented in Table 6.2.4.

In Tables 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 the expertise estimated contents of the impurity elements in graphite
and 3-grade steel are presented.

TABLE 6.2.1. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC ELEMENTS AND IMPURITIES IN IRON
ORE FILLING (wt%)

Elements

O
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
K

Concen-
trations

26.9
0.096
0.170E-2
0.036
3.3
0.022
0.001
0.11

Elements

Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co

Concen-
trations

0.079
0.580E-4
0.10
0.650E-2
0.072
0.210
68.6
0.380E-2

Elements

Cu
As
Zn
Mo
Ag
In
Sb
W

Concen-
trations

0.015
0.270E-2
0.081
0.170E-2
0.110E-3
0.013
0.110E-2
0.800E-2

Elements

Eu*
Nb*
Ni*
Cs*
Sm*
N*

Concen-
trations

0.1E-4
0.1 E-3
0.1E-2
0.1 E-3
0.1E-3
0.01

* Elements which were taken into account in calculation in addition to those measured.

TABLE 6.2.2. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC ELEMENTS AND IMPURITIES IN 1CR18NI9
STAINLESS STEEL (wt%)

Elements

C
N

Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Ti
V

Concen-
trations
0.08
0.027
0.4E-2
0.011
0.43
0.01
0.01
0.013
0.75E-2

Elements

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
As
Nb

Concen-
trations

18.0
1.36
70.5
0.021
9.4
0.064
0.017
0.21E-2
0.25E-2

Elements

Mo
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
W
Pb

Concen-
trations

0.11E-2
0.71E-4
0.11E-2
0.021
0.45E-2
0.34E-2
0.42E-2
0.20E-3

Elements

Eu*
Cs*
Sm*

Concen-
trations

0.1E-4
0.1 E-3
0.1E-3

* Elements which were taken into account in calculation in addition to those measured.
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6.2.3. Results of calculation of materials activity

Values of activity induced in the reactor materials and compositions of radionuclides,
produced under irradiation, vary in a wide range.
For the purpose of convenience, analysis of calculation results is given for individual
structural elements of the reactor and shielding, apart from analysis of activity values summed
up for all radioactive reactor materials.

6.2.3. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC ELEMENTS AND IMPURITIES IN SHIELDING
CONCRETE (l.OE-4 wt%*)

Element

H*
Li
B
C*
N
O*
Na*
Mg*
Al*
Si*
P
S*
Cl
K*
Ca*
Sc
Ti*
V
Cr

Content
spread

-
-
-
-
-
-
0.0176-1.89
-
0.53-6.1
3.9-32.4
-
0.2-0.46
11.0-59.0
0.047-2.5
8.8-34.7
0.73-17.4
0.023-0.79
13.3-490.0
29.0-540.0

Ave.
cont.
0.610
20.0
20.0
1.1
120.0
47.7
0.739
0.0200
3.1
16.8
<0.5
0.31
45.0
0.75
18.3
6.5
0.212
103.0
103.0

Ele-
ment
Mn
Fe*
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Se
Br
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Ag
Sb
Cs

Content
spread
56.0-990.0
0.5-24.0
1.1-31.0
11.9-87.0
10.0-60.0
8.4-340.0
1.05-20.0
0.89-29.0
0.26-2.0
1.0-5.6
2.5-70.0
220.0-940.0
3.0-96.0
27.0-160.0
1.3-9.3
1.8-36.0
-
0.16-13.0
0.32-6.2

Ave.
cont.
377.0
3.9
9.8
38.0
25.0
75.0
8.8
7.9
0.92
2.5
35.0
438.0
18.2
71.0
4.3
10.3
<0.2
1.8
1.3

Ele-
ment
Ba
La
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Tb
Dy
Ho
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Ir
Pb
Th
U

Content
spread

20.0-7060.0
2.9-28.0
6.2-52.0
-
0.42-4.2
0.11-1.2
0.11-.78
0.55-4.3
-
0.38-3.0
0.15-0.5
0.65-5.7
0.09-0.9
0.39-3.9
-
5.4-560.0
0.75-12.0
1.4-4.4

Ave.
cont.
950.0
13.0
24.3
12.6
2.0
0.55
0.41
2.3
0.9
1.4
0.27
2.2
0.44
1.4
<0.01
61.0
3.5
2.7

TABLE 6.2.4. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC ELEMENTS IN SERPENTINITE CONCRETE
AND IN MINERAL COTTON WOOL (THERMAL INSULATION IN THE PLUG), wt%

Mineral
cotton
wool (heat
ins.)
Serpentinite
concrete
[61

H O Na Mg

39.9 2.04 5.04

1.27 48.5 - 15.5

Al

5.47

1.45

Si S K Ca

19.76 - 2.28 15.8

18.6 0.036

Fe

3.96

5.68

density
g/cm3

0.15

2.2
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TABLE 6.2.5. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC AND IMPURITIES ELEMENTS IN
GRAPHITE, wt%

Elements
Li
C
N
Cl
Ca
Fe

Concentrations
5.8E-6
-100
4.7E-4
1.3E-3
1.4E-2
2.0E-3

Elements
Co
Ni
Nb
Ag
Sn
Ba

Concentrations
5.9E-6
1.8E-3
7.7E-4
9.0E-6
4.9E-5
1.1E-3

Elements
Sm
Eu
Hg
U

Concentrations
2.5E-5
7.6E-7
6.7E-5
2.0E-4

TABLE 6.2.6. THE CONTENTS OF BASIC ELEMENTS AND IMPURITIES IN 3-GRADE
STEEL, wt%

Elements
Cr
Mn
Fe

Concentrations
0.25
0.25
-99

Elements
Co*
Ni

Nb*

Concentrations
0.021
0.25
0.25E-2

Elements
Mo*
Eu*

Concentrations
0.11E-2
0.1 E-4

* Concentrations of elements assumed to be equal to those of Crl8Ni9 steel

6.2.3.1. Activity of steel of in-vessel lateral shielding (band), shielding subassemblies and
core diagrid

The band and the core diagrid (Figs 1.4-1.6) are made of Crl8Ni9 steel. Weight of the band
with the shielding subassemblies is about 34.3 t, weight of the core diagrid being about 16.7 t.

Tables 6.2.7 and 6.2.8 represent average specific activity values of nuclides contained in the
steel of the band with the shielding subassemblies and in the steel of the core diagrid. The
total activity values of steels depending on the duration of storage after irradiation are also
presented in these Tables.

TABLE 6.2.7. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF NUCLIDES IN STEEL OF BAND
AND SHIELDING SUBASSEMBLIES (Bq/kg) AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF THE STEEL
(Bq)

Nuclide
composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51

Co60m
Fe59
Ni65
Co58

Co58m
Cr55
V52

Sum, Bq/kg
Sum, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

2.52E+11
7.21E+10
1.19E+9
1.26E+7
3.56E+12
6.18E+12
1.23E+12
1.50E+11
7.73E+11
5.20E+10
2.32E+12
1.15E+12
8.10E+10
7.37E+10
1.79E+13
6.13E+17

10
6.77E+10
6.73E+10
1.19E+9
1.26E+7
2.74E+11

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

4.11E+11
1.41E+16

50
3.50E+8
5.09E+10
1.19E+9
1.26E+7
1.30E+7

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5.26E+10
1.80E+15

100
4.86E+5
3.60E+10
1.19E+9
1.26E+7

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

3.72E+10
1.28E+15

150
2.39E+3
2.55E+10
1.19E+9
1.26E+7

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.67E+10
9.15E+14

10000
-
-

1.09E+9
8.93E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.10E+9
3.76E+13
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TABLE 6.2.8. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF NUCLIDES IN THE STEEL OF THE
CORE DIAGRID (Bq/kg) AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF STEEL (Bq)

Nuclide
composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51

Co60m
Fe59
Ni65
Nb95
Co58
Cu64
Mn54

Sum, Bq/kg
Sum, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

2.33E+11
3.60E+10
2.60E+8
2.13E+6
6.29E+11
3.55E+12
6.78E+11
1.20E+11
7.63E+10
9.09E+9
1.65E+9
7.48E+8
6.05E+8
5.22E+8
5.37E+12
8.97E+16

10
6.27E+10
3.33E+10
2.60E+8
2.13E+6
4.84E+10

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.45E+11
2.42E+15

50
3.23E+8
2.53E+10
2.60E+8
2.13E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.58E+10
4.30E+14

100
4.50E+5
1.79E+10
2.60E+8
2.13E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.82E+10
3.04E+14

150
7.48E+2
1.27E+10
2.60E+8
2.13E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.29E+10
2.16E+14

10000
-
-

2.38E+8
1.50E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.40E+8
4.01E+12

The analysis of results of calculation of induced activity of the bond steel, shielding
subassemblies and core diagrid has shown, that the value of activity of steel of these structures
in the whole range of storage duration values exceeds the allowable level, at which no
regulation of the radioactive material by the RSS (radiation safety standards) is required [4].
After several years of storage the activity is determined by Co60, Ni63, Ni59 and Nb94. All
these steel structures should be isolated from the human environment.

6.2.3.2. Activity of steel of thermal shielding, main and guard reactor vessels and supporting
ring

Thermal shielding, main reactor vessel, reactor safety vessel and supporting ring are
manufactured of Crl8Ni9 steel. Weight of thermal shielding of the reactor vessel is
about 53.9 t, and weight of the main vessel with the guard vessel and supporting ring is about
101.5 t.

Tables 6.2.9 and 6.2.10 present the average specific activities of nuclides in the steel of
structures mentioned above. The total activities of steels depending on time of storage after
irradiation are also given in these Tables.

The analysis of results of calculation has shown, that the induced activity of the significant
portion of steel mass of the main reactor vessel and guard vessel (~ 80%) and all steel of the
supporting ring exceeds the allowable level, at which the regulation of the radioactive material
by the RSS is not required.

After several years of storage the activity is determined by Co60, Ni63, Ni59 and Nb94
isotopes.
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TABLE 6.2.9. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF NUCLIDES IN STEEL OF
THERMAL SHIELDING OF THE VESSEL (Bq/kg) AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF STEEL
(Bq)

Nuclide
Composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51

Co60m
Fe59
Ni65
Cr55
V52
Co58

Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

1.49E+11
2.81E+10
2.41E+8
1.28E+6
3.89E+11
2.10E+12
4.97E+11
7.75E+10
3.46E+10
5.56E+9
7.79E+9
2.95E+9
4.45E+8
3.31E+12
1.78E+17

10
3.95E+10
2.62E+10
2.41E+8
1.28E+6
3.01E+10

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

9.61E+10
5.17E+15

50
2.06E+8
1.99E+10
2.41E+8
1.28E+6
1.04E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.03E+10
1.09E+15

100
2.87E+5
1.41E+10
2.41E+8
1.28E+6

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.43E+10
7.69E+14

150
4.42E+2
9.98E+9
2.41E+8
1.28E+6

-
-
-
-
.
-
-
-
.

1.02E+10
5.47E+14

10000
-

-

2.20E+8
9.11E+5

-
_
_
_
_

.
_
_
_

2.21E+8
1.19E+13

TABLE 6.2.10. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF NUCLIDES IN STEEL OF THE
MAIN REACTOR VESSEL, GUARD VESSEL AND SUPPORT RING (Bq/kg) AND
TOTAL ACTIVITY OF STEEL (Bq)

Nuclide
Composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51

Co60m
Fe59
Cr55
Ni65
V52
Co58

Co58m
Total, Bq/kg

Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

2.32E+10
3.59E+9
3.52E+7
2.13E+5
5.12E+10
2.75E+11
6.16E+10
1.32E+10
5.12E+9
9.53E+8
7.34E+8
1.03E+8
5.62E+7
2.82E+7

4.35E+11
4.42E+16

10
6.39E+9
3.13E+9
3.52E+7
2.13E+5
3.93E+9

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.35E+10
1.37E+15

50
3.31E+7
2.37E+9
3.52E+7
2.13E+5
1.37E+5

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.44E+9
2.47E+14

100
4.59E+4
1.67E+9
3.52E+7
2.13E+5

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.71E+9
1.74E+14

150
6.30E+1
1.19E+9
3.52E+7
2.13E+5

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.22E+9
1.23E+14

10000
-
-

3.20E+7
1.52E+5

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

3.21E+7
3.26E+12
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6.2.3.3. Activity of steel of rotating plugs, plugs shielding structure and central column

The rotating plugs, ~ 2.5 m thick, have multilayer structure formed of steel sheets, graphite
and thermal insulation. Under the plugs the shielding is located made of Crl8Ni9 steel sheets
of total weight of- 94 t.

The central column penetrates through the rotating plugs and shielding structure the activity at
the bottom part making the main contribution to the total activity of steel of the above-
mentioned structures. Some steel sheets located in the bottom part of rotating plugs have the
activity higher than the permissible limits of RSS.

Induced activity of graphite and thermal insulation is lower than the permitted value, i.e. no
RSS regulation of radioactive material is required. Fifty years later the activity of rotating
plugs will be lower than the permitted value, i.e. no RSS regulation of radioactive material is
required. A hundred years later ~ 80% of steel shielding of rotating plugs will have activity
level, indicated above. Average specific activity values of nuclides in the steel of structures
indicated above are presented in Table 6.2.11. In this Table the total activity values of steel
depending on time of storage after irradiation are also presented.

TABLE 6.2.11. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF NUCLIDES IN THE STEEL OF
THE ROTATING PLUGS, SHIELDING STRUCTURE AND CENTRAL COLUMN
(Bq/kg), AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF THE STEEL (Bq)

Nuclides
composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51

Co60m
Fe59
Cr55
Ni65

Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

1.04E+9
6.58E+8
6.20E+6
4.0E+3
7.04E+9
1.75E+10
1.07E+10
5.78E+8
3.52E+8
1.33E+8
9.67E+7

3.78E+10
4.73E+15

10
2.78E+8
6.14E+8
6.20E+6
4.00E+3
5.37E+8

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.44E+9
1.80E+14

50
1.43E+6
4.96E+8
6.20E+6
4.00E+3

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

4.74E+8
5.92E+13

100
1.99E+3
3.30E+8
6.20E+6
4.00E+3

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

3.35E+8
4.19E+13

150
-

2.33E+8
6.20E+6
4.00E+3

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.39E+8
2.99E+13

10000
-
-

5.64E+6
2.86E+3

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5.64E+6
7.06E+11

Value of the activity after several years of storage is determined by Co60, Ni63, Ni59 and
Nb94 isotopes.

6.2.3.4. Activity of steel shielding, iron ore filling and steel lining of concrete

Outside the reactor vessel (in the reactor cavity) there is 7650 mm high 3-grade steel lateral
shielding consisting of 160 mm thick plates, located inside iron ore filling shielding. Iron ore
filling is placed in the 3-grade steel reinforcing cage, having 20 mm thick walls. The next to it
is the concrete covered with 20 mm thick 3-grade steel sheet lining. Under the vessel similar
shielding structure is provided. The total weight of 3-grade steel shielding is ~ 344.41.
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The activity of all shielding steel, located inside the iron ore filling, will exceed the level,
which is critical from the standpoint of the radioactive material regulation by the RSS.
A hundred years from then only steel of the concrete lining and that of the back wall of the
reinforcing cage of the iron ore filling will have activity below the limiting RSS value.
Average specific activities of the nuclides in the steel of the structures mentioned above are
given in Table 6.2.12. hi this Table the total activities of steel depending on time of storage
after irradiation are also presented. Value of activity of 3-grade steel after several years of
storage is determined by Co60, Ni63, Ni59, Eul52, Eul54 and Nb94 isotopes.

6.2.3.5. Activity of the iron ore filling

Iron ore filling (Fig. 1.4, pos. 5) serves as concrete shielding against radiation. Total weight of
the iron ore filling is ~ 1303 t. After 50 years of storage, about 65% of the iron ore filling will
have activity above limiting RSS values. A hundred years after the reactor shutdown the
portion of the filling having such activity would not exceed 15 % of its initial volume.

TABLE 6.2.12. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE NUCLIDES IN THE STEEL
OF SHIELDING, IRON ORE FILLING AND CONCRETE LINING (Bq/kg), AND TOTAL
ACTIVITY OF STEEL (Bq)

Nuclide
composition

Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Eul52
Eul54
Fe55
Mn56
Cr51
Co60m
Fe59
Ni65
Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

7.65E+9
3.55E+7
3.88E+5
8.99E-H
7.69E+6
9.38E+6
2.84E+10
1.99E+10
3.46E+8
4.26E+9
2.79E+9
7.69E+7
6.33E+10
2.18E+16

10
2.05E+9
3.3E+7
3.88E+5
8.99E+4
4.58E+6
4.17E+6
2.28E+9

-
-
-
-
-

4.26E+9
1.47E+15

50
1.06E+7
2.50E+7
3.88E+5
8.99E-1-4
5.71E+5
1.67E+5
7.52E+4

-
-
-
-
-

3.66E+7
1.26E+13

100
1.46E+4
1.77E+7
3.88E+5
8.99E+4
4.24E+4
2.97E+3

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.81E+7
6.23E+12

150
2.04E+1
1.25E+7
3.88E+5
8.99E+4
3.15E+3
5.27E+1

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.29E+7
4.44E+12

10000
-
-

3.53E+5
6.39E+4

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

4.17E+5
1.44E+11

Average specific activities of the nuclides in iron ore filling are shown in Table 6.2.13. In this
Table the total activity values depending on the time of storage after irradiation are also
presented. Value of activity of the iron ore filling after several years of storage is determined
by Co60, Eul52, Eul54, Nb94, SmlSl, C14 and Ca41.

6.2.3.6. Activity of the concrete

Just after the reactor shutdown the activity of about 381 m3 of concrete exceeds the limiting
RSS values. After 100 years of storage the amount of radioactive concrete decreases down to
~ 8% of the initial value. After 120 years of storage the whole amount of concrete will have
activity, not exceeding the limiting RSS values. The average specific activities of nuclides in
concrete are given in the Table 6.2.14. In this Table the total activities depending on time of
storage after irradiation are also presented. The concrete activity value after several years of
storage is determined by Eul52, Eul54, Co60, H3, Ni63, C14 and Ca41 isotopes.
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6.2.3.7. Activity of the graphite

Graphite, placed in the plugs (Fig. 1.4, pos. 14), has activity below the limiting RSS value.
About 50% of graphite, located in the ionization chambers unit (ICU), also has activity below
RSS limit. After -150 years of storage all graphite will have activity below RSS limiting
values. Average specific activities of the nuclides in graphite of ICU are presented in the
Table 6.2.15. The total activities depending on time of storage after irradiation are also
presented in this table.

TABLE 6.2.13. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE NUCLIDES IN IRON ORE FILLING
(Bq/kg) AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF IRON ORE FILLING (Bq)

Nuclide
Composition
Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Eul52
Eul54
SmlSl
C14
Ca41
Ar39
Fe55
Csl34
Fe59
Co60m
Sml53
K42
Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
N

2.22E+7
1.94E+3
2.11E+1
4.87E+2
1.81E+5
1.77E+5
1.59E+4
7.29E+3
2.53E+2
3.75E+2
2.66E+8
1.19E+6
1.28E+7
1.24E+7
1.92E+6
1.13E+6
3.29E+8
4.28E+14

10
5.92E+6
1.81E+3
2.11E+1
4.87E+2
1.08E+4
7.06E+3
1.47E+4
7.25E+3
2.52E+2
3.66E+2
2.04E+7
4.14E+4

-
-
-
-

2.64+E7
3.44+E13

50
3.07E+4
1.37E+3
2.11E+1
4.87E+2
1.35E+3
6.50E+2
1.08E+4
7.23E+3
2.53E+2
3.29E+2
7.06E+2

-
-
-
-
-

7.88+E4
1.03+E11

100
4.27E+1
9.73E+2
2.11E+1
4.87E+2
9.93E+1
5.01E+1
7.33E+3
7.19E+3
2.53E+2
2.89E+2

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.62+E4
2.12+E10

150
-

6.85E+2
2.11E+1
4.87E+2
7.33E+1

-
4.97E+3
7.06E+3
2.53E+2
2.53E+2

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.34+E4
1.74+E10

10000
-
-

1.92E+1
3.47E+2

-
-
.

2.12E+3
2.36E+2

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.73E+3
3.55E+9

TABLE 6.2.14. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE NUCLIDES IN CONCRETE (Bq/kg)
AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF THE CONCRETE (Bq)

Nuclide
composition

Co60
Fe55
H3
Eul52
Eul54
Ca41
Ni63
C14
Csl34
Fe59
Bal36m
Bal39
Eul52m
Co60m
Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

3.55E+4
4.04E+5
2.11E+5
3.52E+4
3.55E+3
1.69E+3
2.87E+2
3.11E+2
1.79E+4
1.25E+4
l.OOE+4
7.93E+3
2.49E+4
2.00E+4
7.90E+5
6.93E+11

10
9.53E+3
3.09E+4
9.91E+4
2.29E+4
1.75E+3
1.69E+3
2.68E+2
3.10E+2
1.30E+2

-
-
-
-
-

1.65E+5
1.45E+11

50
4.92E+1

_
1.27E+4
2.86E+3
6.87E+1
1.69E+3
2.03E+2
3.09E+2

-
-
-
-
-_

1.78E+4
1.56E+10

100
-
_

7.64E+2
2.12E+2

_
1.69E+3
1.43E+2
3.06E+2

-
-
-
-
-_

3.12E+3
2.74E+9

150
-
_

4.61E+1
1.57E+1

_

1.69E+3
1.02E+2
3.05E+2

-
-
-
-
-
_

2.20E+3
1.93E+9

10000
-
_
-
-
_

1.58E+3
-

9.30E+1
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.69E+3
1.48E+9
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TABLE 6.2.15. AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE NUCLIDES IN GRAPHITE
OF THE ICU (Bq/kg) AND TOTAL ACTIVITY OF GRAPHITE (Bq)

Nuclide
composition
Co60
Eul52
Eul54
Nb94
Ni63
C14
Ni59
Ca41
Csl34
Fe55
Total, Bq/kg
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

1.75E+5
2.88E+5
4.18E+4
4.38E+2
6.85E+4
1.05E+4
6.27E+2
6.32E+2
3.67E+6
1.04E+5
4.36E+6
8.99E+10

10
3.01E+4
1.71E+5
1.85E+4
4.38E+2
6.37E+4
1.05E+4
6.27E+2
6.32E+2
1.26E+5
7.78E+3
4.29E+5
8.85E+9

50
1.56E+3
2.13E+4
7.39E+2
4.38E+2
4.84E+4
1.04E+4
6.27E+2
6.32E+2

-
-

8.41E+4
1.73E+9

100
2.2E-1
1.58E+3

_
4.38E+2
3.42E+4
1.03E+4
6.27E+2
6.32E+2

-
-

4.78E+4
9.85E+8

150
_

1.18E+2
-

4.38E+2
2.42E+4
1.03E+4
6.27E+2
6.32E+2

-
-

3.63E+4
7.49E+8

10000
_

-
-

3.12E+2
9.30E+1
3.13E+3
5.71E+2
5.91E+2

-
-

4.61E+3
9.49E+7

Graphite activity value after several years of storage is determined by Eul52, Eul54, Co60,
Nb94, Ni63, M59, C14 and Ca41 isotopes.

6.2.3.8. Total activity of reactor materials and total volumes ofradwastes

Total activities of the nuclides for all reactor materials are presented in the Table 6.2.16. Table
6.2.17 gives total volumes and weights of the radwastes, formed as a result of neutron
irradiation of reactor materials, having induced activity above RSS limiting values. The main
contribution to the amount of radwastes is made by the iron-ore filling and reactor structures
made of stainless steel and 3-grade carbon steel. During 100 years of storage the amount of
the radwastes having induced activity higher than the RSS limiting value, will be decreased
from ~ 860 m3 (~ 2900 t) down to ~ 150 m3 (~ 6801).

After storage during 120-150 years the whole mass of concrete and graphite will have activity,
at which these radioactive materials are free from the RSS regulation. The radiological
conditions in the reactor vessel cavity will be determined by the products of activation of Co,
Eu and Nb, contained as the impurities in structural and shielding materials of the reactor.

Maximum dose rates of gamma-radiation on the surface of activated structures of the reactor
are presented in Table 6.2.18. It was assumed that dose rate of gamma-radiation was formed
only due to activation of the material of the above indicated structure. The possible
contribution to the dose rate of gamma-radiation made by the adjacent structures is not shown.
When estimating the radiological conditions at the reactor top structures, it is necessary to
take into account the increased amount of radioactive products deposits on the reactor
structural elements, having been in contact with the primary cover gas.
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TABLE 6.2.16. TOTAL ACTIVITY OF THE NUCLIDES OF THE REACTOR
MATERIALS (Bq)

Nuclide
composition
Co60
Ni63
Ni59
Nb94
Eul52
Eul54
Fe55
Mn56
Co58
Co58m
Cr51
Fe59
Co60m
Cr55
V52
Ni65
Nb95
Cu64
Mn54
Total, Bq

Storage duration, years
0

2.57E+16
5.04E+15
6.26E+13
5.90E+11
2.62E+12
3.23E+12
1.69E+17
4.21E+17
7.96E+16
3.94E+16
8.80E+16
3.12E+16
1.49E+16
3.31E+15
2.72E+15
2.32E+15
2.75E+13
1.01E+13
8.70E+12
8.82E+17

10
6.89E+15
4.68E+15
6.26E+13
5.90E+11
1.58E+12
1.44E+12
1.30E+16

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.47E+16

50
3.57E+13
3.55E+15
6.26E+13
5.90E+11
1.97E+11
5.75E+10
5.28E+11

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

3.65E+15

100
4.96E+10
2.50E+15
6.26E+13
5.90E-H1
1.46E+9
1.02E+9

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2.56E+15

150
1.32E+8
1.78E+15
6.26E+13
5.90E+11
1.08E+8
1.81E+7

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.84E+15

10000
-
-

5.27E+13
4.18E+11

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5.77E+13

The total values of activity of the materials after several years of storage are determine by
Co60, Ni63, Ni59, Eul52, Eul54, Nb94 and Fe55 isotopes.

TABLE 6.2.17. VOLUMES AND WEIGHTS OF THE REACTOR MATERIALS, HAVING
INDUCED ACTIVITY EXCEEDING RSS LIMITS

Storage duration, years

Stainless
steel (Crl8NNi9)
3 -grade steel

Iron-ore
Filling
Graphite

Concrete

Total for the
whole reactor

m3

tons
m3

tons
m3

tons
m3

tons
m3

tons
m3

tons

0
42.5
331.5
44.2
344.8
376.3
1303.0
12.9
20.6
381.0
876.3
856.9
2876.2

50
35.6
277.7
44.2
344.8
240.3
720.9
6.0
9.6
114.3
263.0
440.4
1616.0

100
25.6
199.7
30.1
234.8
56.0
168.0
3.0
4.8
30.0
69.0
144.7
676.3

150
25.6
199.7
30.1
234.8
56.0
168.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
111.7
602.5

10000
18.8
146.6
30.1
234.8
42.0
126.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
90.9
507.4

Dose rate of gamma-radiation on the surface of structural elements only due to this pollution
can reach ~ 2 |o,Sv/s value, which is comparable to the effect of induced activity of structural
materials located above the "floating" shielding.
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Analysis of data, presented in the Table 6.2.18 shows, that in case of short storage duration it
is impossible to carry out dismantling of the reactor installation without application of
robotics. The complete dismantling of the reactor installation without application of robotics
can be carried out only after 100 years of storage.

TABLE 6.2.18. DOSE RATES OF GAMMA-RADIATION ON THE SURFACE OF
ACTIVATED STRUCTURES, uSv/s

Elements of reactor
installation

Elements in
the core
Midplane

Elements of
lower reactor
structures

Elements of
Upper
reactor
structures

Graphite of ICU

Core area
Reactor vessel
Iron ore shielding
Concrete
Reactor vessel

Iron ore shielding
Concrete
Bottom part of the
"floating" shielding
Top part of the
"floating" shielding
Rotating plugs shielding

of the control rods

Time after reactor shutdown, years
5
1.5xl05

7.5xl03

4xJ03

0.08
4xl02

4xl02

0.8
1.5xl03

1.5
0.25
6.5

10
7.5xl04

3.7xl03

2xl03

0.033
2xl02

2xl02

0.33
7.5xl02

0.75
0.12
2.3

50
4xl03

1.7x10'
1.0
5xlO'4

1.0

0.16
5xlO'3

3.7

4x10°
6x1 Q-4

0.08

100
1.0
0.065
0.01
2xlO'5

3.5xlO'3

7x10"*
2xlO'4

7.5xlO'3

1C'5

10'6

8xlO'3

150
0.5
0.04
5xlO'3

-
2xlO'3

IxlO'4

io-5

2.5xlO'3

6xlO'6

7xlO'7

2.5xlO'3

6.2.4. Protection techniques

It follows from the analysis of the radiological characteristics of the equipment and
technological media of the shutdown reactor, that in order to assure radiological safety of the
personnel during the installation decommissioning it is necessary to meet the following two
requirements:

— maximum use of the operating design systems of the reactor installation;

— development of additional systems, allowing safe implementation of dismantling work.

The ratio between these directions depends on the chosen scenario of the reactor installation
decommissioning. Below are given some specific recommendations, directed to assurance of
the radiological safety of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning.

6.2.4.1. Use of operating design systems of the reactor

On the stage of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning the following systems, required for the
radiological safety assurance, should be used to the maximum extent:

— system of the radiological control;

— system of fuel element cladding failure detection and location;

— system of special ventilation;

— systems of sodium fire fighting;

— system of special drains;

— systems of fuel transport;

— systems of reprocessing and disposal of the liquid and solid radwastes;
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— "hot" chambers for works with high activity products;

— protection barriers and sanitary barriers;

— system of monitoring of the radiological situation on the NPP site.

The majority of these systems should keep their serviceability, practically at all stages of
decommissioning. After removal of spent fuel and liquid metal coolant of the primary and
secondary circuits and spent fuel storage cooling circuit from the BN-350 NPP, some systems,
assuring radiological safety, or their elements, such as the system of fuel element cladding
failure detection, the monitoring system of inert radioactive gases and the system of sodium
fire fighting can be dismantled.

6.2.4.2. Additional systems for assurance of radiological safety for putting in prolonged
storage and dismantling of the reactor components

In order to assure radiological safety on the stage of putting in prolonged storage and
dismantling of the reactor installation, development of new systems or modification of some
existing systems is required:

— creation of the additional sanitary barriers to prevent spreading of the radioactive
pollution (for example, sanitary lock in the area of cells of the primary circuit loops,
reactor dome, etc;

— replacement of closed ventilation systems of the primary circuit cells and reactor vessel
cavity by a special ventilation systems having aerosol filters, gas being released to the
atmosphere through the stack (it is necessary to exclude the ingress to the attended
rooms of ozone and nitrogen oxides, caused by gamma-radiation of the high activity
structural elements of the reactor). On the stage of putting reactor cavity structures in
prolonged storage it is expedient to have ventilation system based on the natural draft
provided by the stack;

— creation of local systems of collecting, sorting, reprocessing, storage (putting in
prolonged storage) and disposal of the solid radwastes, including high activity items
(control rods and their sleeves, photo neutron sources, caesium absorbers, etc.);

— development of the remote tools, robotics and devices for realization of dismantling
works, including those carried out under water;

— creation of an additional network of stationary instruments, intended for the control of
superficial pollution of personal protection means, equipment, etc. by the radioactive
products;

— organization of system for analysis of radionuclide composition of material samples
from the dismantled equipment (including a and P control). All these activities should
be taken into account in the project of installation decommissioning and, as a part of it,
in the report on the nuclear and radiological safety on the stage of the BN-350 reactor
decommissioning.
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7. THE BN-350 REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING PLANNING

The current status is as follows:

— Decision of the Kazakhstan Government No.456, April 22 1999 on BN-350 final
shutdown and decommissioning had been taken.

— "Plan of the high-priority nuclear safety measures on decommissioning stage" (plan
duration up to July 2003) has been approved. The Plan includes measures on three main
directions: overall decommissioning planning, core unloading, sodium drainage and
procession, key safety issues during transition period.

— "Specific Technical Requirements on decommissioning planning" and "Organisational
scheme on the design of decommissioning works" have been approved in January 2000.

— Since February 2000 the program of the core unloading has been started and full
unloading and assemblies packaging have been completed at November 2000.

— Preparation works for sodium cleaning, drainage, procession and waste management
program are going ahead under Kazakhstan -EC, -Russian Federation -US bilateral
agreements (technology development, documentation ...).

— Works on spent fuel management going on under US-Kazakhstan agreement (packaging,
stabilisation, long term storage technologies development, some transportation issues).
Cask for transportation will be delivered by the Russian Federation.
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il. R&D ACTIVITIES ON LMFRs DECOMMISSIONING

8. DECOMMISSIONING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LIQUID METAL COOLED
FAST REACTOR RAPSODIE

8.1. INTRODUCTION

A description of the French RAPSODIE (RAPide SODIum) has been given in an earlier IAEA
publication and a comprehensive listing of design and operational parameters is presented in
another. It is not, therefore, proposed to give an extended description of the plant here. The
RAPSODIE experimental sodium cooled reactor, the first French fast neutron reactor located
at the Cadarache Research Centre, and operated by the CEA. Start of the construction was in
1962 within an association of CEA and EURATOM. The reactor went critical on 28 January
1967, reaching 20 MWth power on 17 March 1967. The core and equipment were modified in
1970 to increase the thermal power level to 40 MW (FORTISSIMO) with a peak neutron flux
of 3.2xlO I5ncm~2s~ l. hi operation, the primary sodium entered the core at 400°C and flowed
out at a mean temperature of 550°C. The operating parameters were similar to those in large
commercial size reactors.

RAPSODIE was designed, built and operated to obtain data on the physical behaviour of a
fast neutron reactor under static and dynamic conditions, to offer information of direct use for
the design of future LMFRs, and to supply a fast neutron flux for irradiation tests of fuels and
materials. Mixed oxides were used as reactor fuel. During its 15 years of operation, more than
30 000 fuel pins of the driver core were irradiated, of which about 10 000 reached a bumup
beyond 10%, and 300 irradiation experiments and more than 1000 tests were performed. The
operating history of RAPSODIE has been reviewed earlier in journals and conference papers,
and have regularly been published by the IWGFR.

The decision to stop running the reactor was taken after two successive defects were detected
in the primary system containment. The first defect, which appeared in 1978, consisted of a
sodium micro-leak: radioactive sodium aerosols were found in the double wall of the reactor
vessel. Investigations did not find any liquid sodium in the gap nor locate the defect.

The reactor was subsequently operated at a reduced power level (~ 0,6 PN), which was high
enough for irradiation needs but did not cause the leak to reappear. The second defect
appeared in 1982 and consisted of a small leak from the nitrogen blanket surrounding the
primary system. Before the final shutdown of the reactor a series of end-of-life tests were
conducted in April 1983. The LMFR RAPSODIE was shut down in April 1983.
Pre-decommissioning operations were then conducted until 1986. They consisted essentially
in unloading the fuel and fertile assemblies and in draining the sodium from the primary and
secondary circuits. Decommissioning operations were begun in 1987.

8.2. MAIN FEATURES OF THE REACTOR AND INSTALLATION

The reactor core is cooled by two identical loops, each comprising a primary sodium circuit
(Figs 8.1 and 8.2) from which thermal power is transferred to a secondary sodium circuit
through an intermediate (sodium/sodium) heat exchanger (IHX) by means of a primary pump.
The system lines are enclosed in concrete cells inside a double containment barrier. The
principal geometric specifications of the primary pipes system are the following:



heat exchange
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FIG. 8.1. The RAPSODIE primary fr'
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FIG. 8.2. The RAPSODIE facility
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core to intermediate heat exchanger (IHX): D = 300/314 mm, -16 m long;
fflX to pump: D = 300/314 mm, ~ 8,5 m long;
pump to Y junction: D = 200/208 mm, ~ 18 m long;
EHX vessel dimensions: D = 884 mm, ~ 5,2 m high;
pump vessel dimensions: D = 850 mm, ~ 4,5 m high;
expansion tank: ~ 36 m2 surface area.

The installation consists of six main buildings (Fig. 8.2), access to three of which is restricted;
these are:

— The reactor building or secondary containment including the reactor vessel and its upper
closures, as well as the two primary loops, each equipped with a mechanical pump and
an intermediate heat exchanger. All these components were enclosed in concrete cells to
provide radiation shielding (Fig. 8.1). The secondary, non-radioactive sodium, was
piped to a conventional building containing the components of the two secondary loops
including a sodium/air heat exchanger in each;

— The active building comprising interim storage facilities for both fresh and used fuel,
and various other facilities such as the washing cell for decontaminating components
polluted with primary sodium, and a dismantling hot cell used for conditioning used
irradiated equipment for long term storage as waste;

— The fuel assembly dismantling building comprising hot cells for non-destructive
examination of fuel pins, and the assembly of experimental sub-assemblies.

All the circuits and components were made of austenitic stainless steel, the main pipes and
vessels having a double wall. The reactor vessel is immediately surrounded by special high
density concrete, containing rare earth oxides, and called Sercoter. This is protected externally
by a steel liner which was considered to constitute the 2nd barrier when the decision was
taken for dismantling to level 2 (of the IAEA scale), leaving the reactor block in place. The
following paragraphs explain in chronological order how this situation was reached.

8.3. TRANSITION OPERATIONS

These include the preliminary actions previous to washing and rinsing the system (which
might have caused corrosion damage). Initially cleaning all the circuits and components of
sodium for examination and sampling purposes was contemplated. In any case, sodium
removal is necessary as it reduces the chemical and radioactive risks of future work. First, all
the standard and experimental fuel assemblies (120 in all) were unloaded from the reactor
vessel, put into containers and stored in the cooling pond or in a dry well in the normal
manner. The fertile assemblies (240) and the six control rods were also unloaded and
dismantled in the hot cell normally used for the disposal of irradiated equipment.

Only the reflector assemblies (390 in total), made of stainless steel or nickel, were left in place
in the reactor vessel as it was intended to wash them along with the vessel itself. At the same
time, all the experimental devices were removed from the main vessel while certain
components, pumps or IHXs were extracted from their vessels for decontamination. These
operations, executed in accordance with current maintenance rules, were concluded with the
blanking-off of all penetrations and vessels. The primary circuit was then drained of its
sodium into the usual storage tank (RENa 300) situated in a cell in the lower part of the
reactor building. Another storage tank, (RENa 302), located outside in a peripheral gallery and
full of clean sodium for flooding the reactor in case a leak occurred, was also emptied. Finally,
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the primary system was tightly sealed and kept under an inert atmosphere of argon and, later,
nitrogen. In addition the secondary circuits were also drained of their sodium and later isolated
from the EHXs by cutting the main pipes. One of them has since been reactivated for
experimental purposes.

Table 8.1 gives an inventory dated 1st January 1984. After the removal of the fissile and fertile
assemblies, the reflector assemblies and the reactor vessel were the main cause of the
radioactivity with Co60 as the predominant species. The sercoter shielding concrete containing
rare earth oxides was the second source, predominantly Eu152. The sodium source of Na22

from activation and Cs137 as the main contaminant was negligible numerically compared to
the others, but active enough to necessitate preventive measures during the washing and
decontamination operations, as explained below. These values were obtained from
calculations adjusted by a few measurements. For the reactor vessel, for instance, the Co60

radioactivity was deduced from direct measurements in the reactor vessel and by gamma
counting of a few samples extracted from the assembly support plate. These were made of
stellite, a high nickel content alloy.

TABLE 8.1. RADIOACTIVITY INVENTORY OF THE RAPSODIE REACTOR BEFORE
DISMANTLING AS OF 1.1.1984 (VALUES AS OF 1.1.1994 IN PARENTHESIS)

Reflector assemblies
Steel gamma 580 TBq

(Co60)
beta (Ni63) 11 TBq

Nickel gamma 3800 TBq
(Co60)
beta (Ni63) 630 TBq
TOTAL 5021 TBq

Reactor vessel (and internals) gamma 11 60 TBq
(Co60)

Sercoter concrete beta-gamma (Eu1 52) 1 60 TBq

(3 10 TBq)

(95 TBq)

8.4. PRIMARY SODIUM DECONTAMINATION

Primary sodium of French fast reactors is mainly contaminated by caesium. Other radio
contaminants as Mn56, Co60 or tritium have shorter radioactive periods and a lower solubility
in sodium (in deposed contamination). In Rapsodie, Cs137 was the most important radioactive
isotope. In order to reduce the activity of the primary sodium, it is possible to trap caesium on
carbonaceous materials. This method was used for Rapsodie but also on CEA experimental
loops. The activity can be lowered by a factor of about 12 for each removal operation (at
200°C). For lower temperature, the efficiency decreases. The purpose of the Rapsodie caesium
removal operation was to obtain Cs137 activity at the same level as Na22 activity. Due to the
fact that sodium destruction occurred ten years after caesium removal operation, Na22 activity
decreased by a factor often whereas Cs137 activity decay was negligible. The best is then to
reduce as much as possible the caesium activity. In order to verify if a total removal is
possible and to be able to design such device, basic studies and modelling works are still
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carried out in CEA. The aim is to limit biological shieldings and dose rates on sodium
destruction devices, to reduce activity level of sodium hydroxide produced and optimize the
type of final waste, and to make easier carriage or release of the sodium hydroxide.

Preliminary caesium decontamination of the primary sodium was carried out just before, and
during, its transfer from the normal dump tank to the "flooding" tank. About 2 to 4 TBq of
radioactive caesium had to be removed from 37 t of primary sodium (i.e. 100 MBq/kg
maximum value). A special loop provided by Interatom comprising filters and an absorbent
section containing reticulated vitreous carbon (Fig. 8.3) was connected to the dump tank. This
material, selected by Interatom among others, had also proved efficient during preliminary
tests performed when the reactor was in operation. This was also the case this time, as
measurement demonstrated an overall purification factor in the 15-40 range.

8.5. DECOMMISSIONING OPERATIONS

The decommissioning operations involved in the partial dismantling programme which was
finally adopted were designed to eliminate the radioactivity as much as possible without
exposing the operators excessively (the ALARA concept applies here as everywhere), to
confine the residual radioactivity and, as a result, to minimise monitoring and surveillance
measures pending complete dismantling, hi the Rapsodie case, the successive operations
were:

— removal and disposal of the steel and nickel reflector assemblies as waste;

— washing and decontamination of the primary circuit;

— dismantling of the primary circuit, of one secondary circuit and of the auxiliary systems
of the reactor;

— completion of the primary and secondary containment of the nuclear island;

— dismantling of the auxiliary equipment used for handling, washing and storing nuclear
materials or contaminated components;

— destruction of the primary sodium (37 t) and cleaning of the active area.

At the end of 1986, the reactor vessel evaluation programme having been dropped, there was
no longer any need for its immediate washing and decontamination. The vessel was isolated
from all the circuits and the main and auxiliary pipes were disconnected (Fig. 8.4) and
blanked-off.

8.6. WASHING AND DECONTAMINATION OF THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

8.6.1. Introduction

After draining the primary sodium, washing and decontaminating of the circuits are essential
before any further action is taken for important reasons:

— the removal of any sodium remaining in the system improves the safety of future
operations; and

— the removal of a large part of the radioactive contamination of the circuit walls, due
mainly to Cs137, allows the dose accumulated by the operators during dismantling work
to be reduced.
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FIG. 8.3. The RAPSODIE caesium trap for overall sodium purification
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FIG. 8.4. Cutting of the sodium pipes for reactor isolation
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The decision to precede the washing and decontamination of the primary cooling system was
aimed to reduce radiation dose to the dismantling personnel. The decontamination of the
primary system, on the other side, would reduce the cost of dismantling by decreasing its
duration, because it would be possible to use high-speed cutting devices such as a plasma
torch. Before the operation the mean dose rate in the cells containing the primary system as
5*10~5 Gy. Dismantling without washing and decontamination would require 10 months of
work by 5 persons including two waste conditioning specialists. The washing and
decontamination of the primary system should leave only a few localized deposits which
harmful effects can easily be limited. The overall integrated dose should thus be limited to a
maximum of 10" manxSv due to shortening the work period and reducing the contamination
level by a factor of 300. At the French and other LMFR, methods for washing experimental
devices such as large components using either water mist or vapour have been developed and
used for years. The washing of a complex circuit comprising pipes of different diameters and
capacities in which relatively large amounts of sodium may persist as oxide deposits adhering
to the walls or as puddles trapped in undrainable areas, requires special attention.

8.6.2. Cleaning and washing by alcohol - negative lessons learned

It was estimated that around 100-150 kg of sodium remained in the plant tanks. As a result, it
was judged preferable to take a more straightforward way by using a "heavy" alcohol (EC:
ethylcarbitol) instead of water for neutralizing the sodium. Neutralization was achieved by
changing the sodium into a caustic-free alcoholate that is inert from the corrosion point of
view. Of course, hydrogen is produced and there is some risk of explosion, but several tests
showed that it was easier to control sodium destruction in this manner. As the alcoholate
becomes viscous at high concentrations, an excess of alcohol has to be maintained at all times
and the waste volume consequently increases. It is considered that one m3 of Na results
in 4 m3 of alcoholate + alcohol with the same content of radioactive contamination. The first
washing operations took place in 1986. They began with the washing of the normal dump tank
RENa 300 that was assumed to contain about 100 kg of sodium forming a large 3 m2 puddle.
The process consisted in introducing small quantities of EC into the tank, which was kept
unheated, and under an internal nitrogen atmosphere. The total destruction of the sodium took
about two days without any noticeable difficulty.

A few weeks later, an attempt to wash some auxiliary circuits, including the purification
system (without the cold traps which had been previously disconnected) and the filling-
draining lines, by using the 2500 1 of EC and alcoholate left in the dump tank failed. Plugs of
solid or viscous alcoholate formed at some lower points. It was then decided to cut these
circuits into pieces and to wash them by standard means.

The washing of the primary system was performed during the second quarter of 1988. It was
done in several steps by making up a series of loops, each including a portion of the system.
EC (ethylcarbitol) was circulated in the pipes and sprayed into the cavities simultaneously.
After that, rinsing with demineralized water and then flooding of the whole system completed
the process. In all 4200 1 of alcohol and 11 m3 of water were used for the various rinsing
procedures, hi all the washing operations involved the destruction of 125 kg of sodium with a
content of 0.4 TBq of Cs137, most of it removed from the system walls. This caesium was
partially trapped on the ion exchanging resins during the subsequent regeneration of the
alcohol. As a result, the dose rates in the concrete cells were generally reduced by a factor of
10, and even 100 locally.
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In March 1994 it was decided to wash the sodium storage tank RENa 302 (located in a
peripheral gallery beside the reactor building - Fig. 8.5) using EC as was done 8 years earlier
with the previous storage tank RENa 300. The amount of sodium left in the tank had been
estimated, at that time, at ~ 100 kg. Several days after the beginning of this operation a violent
explosion occurred causing casualties and heavy damage to the gallery. Only slight radioactive
contamination was detected on the scene of the accident resulting from the caesium content of
the tank. The accident was due to the tank's pneumatic bursting under an internal pressure of
~ 15 bar, 8 days after its cleaning started.

Investigation of the circumstances and possible causes of this accident have been completed in
May 1999. After several years of studies, and notably after reproducing experimentally several
chemical runaways, this extremely sudden pressure increase was explained by a catalytic
decomposition of the EC poured in a sufficiently hot medium (~ 180°C), containing
ethylcarbitolate decomposition products.

8.6.3. Accident interpretation with current knowledge

First injection. During the first two days (24th and 25th of March 1994), 1000 1 of alcohol were
injected. The temperature measured on the operation thermocouples rose up to 150°C, i.e. a
temperature of ca. 200°C in the tank's centre. A successive formation of ethylcarbitolate and
EC/EC/Na octahedral complexes took place, with the production of hydrogen and trapping of
this "produced" hydrogen by the sodium, with formation of hydrides retained in the
complexes, then partial decomposition of the formed alcoholate (at the interface between the
alcohol and the sodium, the temperature can easily reach 240°C).

Reaction medium ageing. During the period without injections, the temperature achieved by
electrical heating increases to the same level than the first days and amplifies the same
phenomena: slow dissolution of the remaining sodium with formation of EC/ECNa/NaH
complexes favoured by the absence of agitation (no new injections), ECNa decomposition,
formation of oxalate, ethanol, ethylate soda, sodium carbonate, and trapping of some
ethylcarbitolate decomposition hydrogen with a new formation of hydride. This
ethylcarbiytolate decomposition process also "frees" some of the hydride retained by the
complexes.

Final injection. After 5 days without any "fresh" alcohol, the tank's centre contains a mixture
mainly constituted of partially decomposed EC/ECNa/NaH complexes, "freed" hydride,
oxalate, ethylate and soda. The fresh ethylcarbitol injected on this medium briskly reacts with
the "free" hydride, thus combining to the reactions' divergence. Locally, the medium's
temperature largely exceeds 180°C, temperature from which, with ethylate and soda, the
decomposition of the ethylcarbitytol, added and in excess, speeds up to become sudden at ca.
205°C, by producing over 900 m3 of gas, thus causing the tank's pneumatic bursting (Figs 8.6
and 8.7).

It is also interesting to note, that although a high temperature was reached (from 180 to
250°C) in the morning of the 31st of March, the runway only occurred in the afternoon, as the
heat released by the miscellaneous chemical reactions (ethylcarbitolate decomposition,
ethylcarbitol decomposition) was "consumed" by the tank's thermal losses, by increases in the
temperature of the cold injected ethylcarbitol and by the evaporation of the volatile
components. Throughout the day, the thermal balance of the medium was therefore very
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unstable, and the "runaway" only prevails over the "damping" process after a long period of
thermal oscillations (Fig. 8.6).

Conclusions on the accident. Presently, it is considered that the only cause of the accident is a
considerable and sudden discharge of gas, due to a runway of exothermal chemical reactions,
which could not have been forecast in 1994, by lack of knowledge.

Indeed, until this accident, ethylcarbitolate was considered as a stable final product of the
sodium dissolving reaction, on the same grounds as soda, due to the analogy between the
following reactions:

ROH+Na ^ NaOR+l/2H 2 and

HOH +Na -^ NaOH + 1/2 H2

However, studies performed after the accident highlighted that:

— the EC/ECNa/NaH mixture, resulting from the EC + Na reaction, is very unstable:
minor instability under 150°C, but major instability above. If it is maintained at 180°C
for more than 24 hours, the ECNa fully disappears, and an ethylcarbitol decomposition
process may start;

— this thermal instability results from decomposition reactions, which are exothermal
themselves. Above 150°C the EC/ECNa/NaH/decomposition products system enters in
a self-heating initiation range, which, according to the experimental conditions (notably
thermal leaks), can either gradually reduce (the reaction then stops between 250 and
300°C), or increase (the reaction then changes into a runway reaction at ca. 220-270°C),
with a considerable production of gas;

— these extremely sudden decompositions of the medium EC/ECNa/NaH/mixtures
produced by the reaction, with test cell pneumatic bursting, can occur without external
medium heating if the reaction runway does not occur, it is often possible to trigger it,
simply by adding some "fresh" ethylcarbitol in the medium.

Considering this new knowledge, the prohibition as regards cleaning sodium puddles with
alcohol was confirmed for all CEA facilities.

The IWGFR at its Meeting in May 1999 summarizing results of the discussions took note of a
presentation of the French delegation on the above mentioned accident made the following
conclusion: under certain circumstances (e.g. closed geometries, sodium puddles), the use of
alcohol to clean components or to destroy sodium can be dangerous. This is proven for
ethycarbitol, but can at present not be excluded completely for other alcohols. It was therefore
strongly recommended to perform appropriate studies prior to the use of alcohol together with
sodium.

8.7. DECONTAMINATION OF THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

Modification of the primary sodium systems for decontamination included two principal
operations:

— separating the primary loops from the reactor vessel;

— modifying the cooling loops and installing spray nozzles in the upper part of the
reservoirs, pumps and IHXs.
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The decontamination procedures consisted of two operations, washing with caustic soda and
decontamination using a sulfo-nitric mixture, each followed by rinsing with demineralized
water, with a passivation solution being utilised at the end. To limit the volume of liquid
effluent, the vessels and circuits were treated either by flooding and recirculation (the lower
sections in particular) or by spraying (the upper sections of the vessels). In all, 46 m3 of
effluent were generated and around 100 MBq of radioactivity (Cs137 mainly) were removed.

The average erosion thickness of the internal decontaminated area (164 m2) was 12 /mi. The
residual activity, measured first from samples taken just after the decontamination and then
throughout dismantling was essentially due to Co60 resulting from steel activation by thermal
neutrons. Again the dose rates in the cells decreased significantly. Overall the values after
decontamination compared to those before washing decreased by a factor of 50 to 200 for the
hottest spots.

8.7.1. Alkaline washing

The planned operating procedure was implemented during two week (6-21 February 1989).
Each operation began by heating demineralized water to 60-70°C in overflow reservoir Re301
(36m2 surface area), then circulating the hot water through the selected loop while adding
sodium hydroxide. Circulation and spraying were maintained for the required time, and
operating parameters (fluid levels, reagent temperature, radioactivity and pH) were monitored
from the adjacent measurement cell. At the end of the operation, the liquid was drained by
gravity flow into storage tank ReSOO.

Alkaline washing was conducted in three steps:

— washing of ReSOl, than the south loop (pump, IHX, pipes: 58 m2), and removal of the
liquid waste;

— rinsing of ReSOl and the south loop, then washing of the north loop (70 m2) and liquid
waste removal;

— rinsing of the north loop and liquid waste removal.

Available measurement data:

— 20 spectrometric analyses (limited to C137, which was largely predominant) of samples
taken during the operation, including samples of liquid wastes sent to the effluent
treatment station;

— online spectrometer recording taken at 30-minutes intervals: results for Cs137 in cs"1

calibrated on the basis of prior measurement data (3.75-3.8x107 Bq for 1 cs"1);

— volume recordings for the water, reagents and liquid waste tanks, corroborated by tank
level measurements during the treatment;

— contact dose rates for all the samples.

Alkaline washing results

The decontamination effectiveness was estimated for each step in the process by online
spectrometer readings that varied for both loops.
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Preliminary water circulation
reminder from preceding alcohol time 5.29xlO'°Bq(1.43Ci)
Alkaline washing:

Alkaline washing of north loop:

ReSOl: -1.40x1 Oy Bq (0.038 Ci)
South loop: 2.89xl09 Bq (0.078 Ci)

TOTAL: 4.29xl09Bq (0.116 Ci)
1.49xl09Bq (0.040 Ci)

TOTAL: 5.77xlQ9Bq(0.156 Ci)

A total of 2.02 Ci were removed from REnaSOO itself while the water was preheated to 60°C
and while liquid waste was circulated prior to removal.

8.7.2. Decontamination by sulphuric-nitric acid solution with cerium(IV)

ReBOl loop. Three thousand two hundred litres of demineralized water preheated to 60°C in
R300 were transferred to loop ReSOl and circulated. After 700 1 of nitric acid had been
injected into the loop, both circulation pumps seized. The acid-water solution was drained into
ReSOO for removal: it contained 320 mgl"1 of iron and 670 mCi, 10% of which could be
attributed to loop ReSOl.

Two months later, after replacing the bearings in both pumps, 345 1 of demineralized water
preheated to 60°C were circulated in loop Re301; 750 1 of nitric acid and 560 1 of sulfuric acid
were added to the circulating water. Over a 54-hour period, a total of 240 1 (4.5 molm"2) of
Ce(IV) were added. The effluent contained 330 mgl"1 of iron and 152 mCi, including 18 mCi
attributable to resumed decontamination of Re301.

South loop. Loop Re301 was rinsed for 4 hours by directly injecting and circulating 3150 1 of
demineralized water. The water was then heated to 60°C in Re300 and circulated in the South
loop in the same way as for decontaminating loop R301; 540 1 of Ce(IV) were added over a
70-hour period. The effluent contained 692 mgl"1 of Fe and 56 mCi, including 10 mCi from
south loop. The cobalt fraction was relatively high (12.4% compared with 0.04% for alkaline
washing). The mean metal thickness removed was 12

North loop. Two thousand eight hundred litres of demineralized water were injected directly
into the South loop and circulated for 19 hours (substantially longer than before because of the
4 subloops). The water was then heated to 60°C in Re300 and circulated to decontaminate the
North loop; 640 1 of Ce(IV) were added over a 72-hour period. The effluent contained
766 mgl"1 of Fe and 51 mCi, including 12 mCi from the North loop. The cobalt fraction was
again relatively high (11%) and the mean metal thickness removed was 10.3 (j,m.

It was observed, that the increasing chromium fraction in the effluent after 17, 20 and
44 hours to values exceeding the initial chromium content. Schematically, the nitric acid
dissolved rust from the surfaces of pipes depassivated by sodium circulation, while
cerium(IV) dissolved the contamination trapped between chromium-enriched grains.

Phosphatation. The north loop was rinsed, and then the surfaces washed in each loop were
phosphated with a trisodium phosphate solution (10~2 moll"1). This treatment not only
neutralized the loops (final pH 10.3-11) but will also protect them against potential
contamination seepage that would hinder dismantling operations. The dose incurred by
personnel throughout all these operations was 4.8 manxSv.
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8.7.3. Decontamination results and effectiveness

In all, 46 m3 of effluent were generated and around 100 MBq of radioactivity (Cs137 mainly)
were removed. The average erosion thickness of the internal decontaminated area (164 m2)
was 12 ju,m. The residual activity, measured first from samples taken just after the
decontamination and then throughout dismantling was essentially due to Co60 resulting from
steel activation by thermal neutrons. Again the dose rates in the cells decreased significantly.
Overall the values after decontamination compared to those before washing decreased by a
factor of 50 to 200 for the hottest spots.

Pending final dismantling, when all the scrap metal will be submitted to residual radioactivity
measurements, five 25 cm3 specimens cut from the decontaminated pipes with a circular
slitting saw showed a residual contamination ranging from 1.7-12 Bqg"1 due to principally
Co60. The high cobalt values (4-6 Bqg"1) were due mainly to activation by thermal neutrons in
localized zones. The low residual contamination values should allow the pipes to be melted
down for reutilization and release: an authorization has been applied for. The dose rates were
uniform throughout the facility, ranging from 1-15 jaGyh"1 (with a mean value of 5 jiGyh'1 for
60 measurement points), while the dose rate reduction factors ranged from 3 to 140 with a
mean value of 10). The highest dose rates (15 jiGyh"') were found in the main pipes of the
North loop near their shutoff plates: this probably indicates that these high areas were not
immersed in the decontamination fluid. They were also located very near the reactor vessel
pipes. Successive draining of the primary system decontamination solutions into reservoir
R300 reduced the dose rate in the reservoir by a factor of 10 to an average of 0.3 mGyh"1

although they remained significantly higher than in the primary system itself. This was not the
objective, however, as this vessel will be reutilized for nuclear purposes.

8.8. DISMANTLING OF THE PRIMARY AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Partial dismantling involves the removal of all the equipment around the nuclear block that
has to be kept under safe conditions for a certain cooling time. As Co60 is mainly responsible
for the residual radioactivity, a relatively short cooling time of 25-30 years allows a reduction
factor of 30 to 60. Again it is expected that this would be sufficient to decrease costs in the
future by using simple techniques and high speed tools during the last dismantling phase. It
should also be noted that the nuclear block is not necessarily the only radioactive source
remaining on the site. Some other sources resulting from the dismantling work, even wastes,
can be stored on site pending further treatment if they are properly conditioned to avoid any
dissemination into the environment. The plasma torch was used extensively except in some
high-risk areas where the cutting was performed using saws or chain-saws. This was the case
in particular with auxiliary systems such as the purification circuit or the filling-draining
system that could not have been washed as described above. Naturally, usual protective
measures were taken at all times. Vinyl tents were installed to isolate the working areas from
the environment and small teams of 3-4 people worked on the same spot. More than 500
pieces were taken from the primary circuit, while the main components were dismantled under
a special tent installed in the active building with its own ventilation system and its own
filters. In all 650 m of plate and pipes from 3-12 mm thick, were cut with 51 man-days of
effort. This represents a production rate of 12.75 m per man-day. A strict waste management
organization had to be set up: at each dismantling station the steel pieces were separated and
divided into washed and unwashed categories, the latter being treated in the decontamination
area of the active building before being considered as waste and treated accordingly, hi all, the
primary circuit produced 13.5 t of low activity stainless steel. In addition large quantities of
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non-contaminated materials were obtained from dismantling one secondary circuit out of two,
the entire nitrogen system, and conventional equipment such as instrumentation, electric
supply systems, control systems, etc.

8.9. ISOLATION AND CONTAINMENT OF THE REACTOR BLOCK

The residual sodium remaining in the reactor vessel had a negligible radioactivity but steel
corrosion might have been possible in the case of formation of caustic with the humidity of
the air. It was therefore decided to maintain a nitrogen atmosphere in the vessel with a
positive over pressure (10-250 mb). After separation from the primary and auxiliary circuits,
the openings were closed with welded plates and an additional upper head cap was sealed onto
the vessel. The first barrier was thus completed.

The outer enclosure of the sercoter concrete, the steel liner, with a series of steel housings
covering the holes on the six sides of the reactor block, constitutes the second barrier. Its
internal volume is linked to the building ventilation exhaust through high efficiency filters.
Figure 8.8 shows the reactor block with its two leak-tight barriers and Fig. 8.9 gives a diagram
of the gas equipment. At the beginning of 1994, the amount of radioactivity enclosed in the
reactor block was estimated at around 400 TBq (310 TBq of Co60 and 95 TBq of Eu152).

8.10. WASTE PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL

The amounts of waste produced from 1987 to 1993 by category are shown in Table 8.2.

TABLE 8.2. WASTE AND DOSE RATE BALANCE

Solid waste volumes
Low activity drums (1001) 77 m3

cases (50 or 100 m3) 170 m3

Medium activity waste-bins (501) 1 m3

High activity containers (451) 5 m3

Liquid vaste volume 240 m3

Integrated personal dose rate 300-320 mSv

Recovered materials
Steel 3081
Lead 981
Copper 33 t

Low activity waste consisting of technological residues such as vinyl sheets, gloves, boots,
cotton, etc, or thermal insulating materials was incinerated or compacted before being
transferred to an ANDRA2 storage centre. Low activity metallic waste, which represents the
largest volume, was sent to a ground-level storage centre initially, and later was melted into
ingots in a special furnace installed at Marcoule in the framework of the G2-G3 dismantling
project.

Medium and high activity waste is stored at the Cadarache Centre. High activity waste
consists mainly of parts from the nickel and steel reflector assemblies or from control-rod

2) ANDRA is the French Company for storing radioactive wastes. Two ground-level centers have been put into
operation: La Hague and now the Centre de 1'Aube.
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mechanisms and irradiation devices. These account for the major part of the total radioactivity
(4800 TBq), which has been removed from the reactor. The liquid effluent produced by
washing and decontaminating operations was transferred to the Liquid Waste Treatment
Facility at Cadarache where it has been neutralized, concentrated by evaporation and
encapsulated in bitumen or cement. Furthermore, on completion of the partial dismantling
work, about 300 t of material (steel and lead in particular) will been returned to service. Much
of this will be turned into biological radiation shielding.

8.11. PRIMARY SODIUM DESTRUCTION

Investigation began in 1989 with the design, by FRAMATOME's NOVATOME Division for
the CEA, of the necessary adaptation of the NOAH process for this industrial application. The
design notably had to take into account the radioactivity of the sodium and the integration of
the processing facility into the Rhapsodies reactor building, to ensure the necessary
confinement. A specific facility named DESORA (Destruction of Sodium from Rapsodies)
was designed and constructed in 1992; a diagram of this facility is given in Fig. 8.5. It shows
the sodium to be neutralized being stored near the reactor building in the former "flooding
tank" (RENa 302), the destruction facility comprising the reaction vessel (01BA) where a thin
sodium stream driven by a dosing pump reacts with a water jet. An intermediate sodium
storage tank linked to the larger one and the liquid effluent collecting tank (RENa 300)
situated inside the reactor containment can also be seen. The hydrogen gas produced is
rejected into the ventilation exhaust duct of the building.

The principle of NOAH process (Fig. 8.5) consists in causing small quantities of liquid
sodium to react after injection into a strong current of water cofmed inside a tank. The
reaction being highly exothermic, the tank is continuously cooled and temperature of the
sodium hydroxide solution is maintained at about 40°C. The sodium/water reaction produces
sodium hydroxide and hydrogen. The sodium is rapidly dispersed in the water with no violent
reaction and the aqueous sodium hydroxide content is continuously adjusted to 10 moll"1.

The contaminated sodium hydroxide, whose volume represents about four times that of the
injected sodium, can be used to neutralise effluents having an acidic pH or can be directly
processed as a liquid effluent. The contaminated hydrogen gas is released via the stack, after
passage through a mist eliminator and dryer, then a very high efficiency filter, in respect of the
radioactive release limits in force.

The main advantages of the NOAH process are follows:

— sodium is transformed into sodium hydroxide in a single continuous operation;

— the quantity of sodium in reaction at any given moment is very small (which makes it
possible to avoid the risks of massive sodium/water reaction);

— the chosen process control solutions guarantee good stability of the operating parameters
due to a self-regulating principle;

— the equipment necessitates only simple in-service surveillance, comparable to that of
any conventional industrial facility;

— sodium hydroxide transport requires only highly simplified precautions and constraints,
as compared to the transport of molten sodium.
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Safety, operating simplicity and equipment compactness are among the essential aspects that
have oriented the technical choices.

The entire operation was performed under quality assurance rules, while respecting the
RCC-MR design and construction rules for sodium-containing systems.

After a qualification phase with non-radioactive molten sodium, the 37 metric tons of sodium
from the Rapsodies primary system were destroyed in two month's continuous operation from
December 1993 to February 1994. During the entire process the operating parameters
remained in conformity to those defined at the end of the test period. The average rate of
sodium destroyed, including maintenance shutdown was 33 1/h (significantly higher than
the forecasts). This operation produced about 170 m3 of contaminated sodium hydroxide,
which were sent to a COGEMA plant and used for pH correction of chemical effluents, and
about 18 500 m3 of hydrogen gas, which were released via the Rapsodies stack after treatment,
respecting the release limits into force. The operation took place satisfactorily and no major
failures occurred.

Destruction of the contaminated Rhapsodies sodium constituted the first experience of large
scale radioactive and contaminated sodium destruction, and is so far the only known
experience on an industrial scale.

8.12. CONCLUSIONS

The partial dismantling of Rapsodie that began in 1987 is almost completed. It was the first
experience of this type for a fast, sodium-cooled, experimental reactor. The reactor block
including the main vessel, its internal structures and upper closures, and a layer of shielding
concrete are contained within a two-barrier system. The remaining radioactivity enclosed in
the system is estimated to be of the order of 400 TBq in 1994, mainly due to Co60. The
dismantling should be completed after 25-30 years' cooling time. This option minimizes the
risks due to normal radioactivity and no difficulty arose from this point of view. Of course this
is an incomplete picture of the Rapsodie dismantling. The most interesting and delicate works
will consist in the washing and cutting of the reactor tank (underwater cutting possibly) with
around 170 kg of primary sodium left inside, and in the treatment of the two primary cold
traps each containing 400 1 of sodium, sodium oxides and other impurities. At this time it is
possible to give only partial figures for the overall costs of the dismantling from the point of
view of both expense and radiation are exposures. Dismantling costs over the last twelve
years, from 1983 to 1994, were estimated at 144 MF (1989 money values) with a breakdown
according to the OECD categories as follows:

Preliminary operations 5%
Management and studies 14%
Equipment 11%
Dismantling operations 25%
Wastes 11%
Operational expenses 32%
R&D and others R&D and others

The overall radiation exposure of the workforce is shown in Fig. 8.10.
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FIG. 8.10. Total radiation exposure during the Rapsodie dismantling

A total of 300-320 mSv was reached from 1987 to 1993 with a peak at 117 mSv during the
year 1988 due essentially to the operation separating the reactor vessel from the primary
system before the latter had been washed and decontaminated.
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9. DECOMMISSIONING OF THE UK PROTOTYPE REACTOR (PFR)

9.1. DESIGN FEATURES

The Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR), was built and operated at the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority's site at Dounreay in Scotland to validate and provide operational experience
of a large pool-type fast reactor and as a test bed for the fuel, components, materials and
instrumentation needed for an eventual commercial-sized station. It represented the climax of
a programme which began in the early 1950s to ensure long-term security of the nuclear
component of the UK's electricity supplies, should eventual shortages of new supplies of
uranium limit the deployment of thermal reactor stations. As an initial experimental stage in
this programme, a decision was made in 1954 to build the 60 MW(th), 15 MW(e) Dounreay
Fast Reactor (DFR), which subsequently operated from 1959 to 1977. The information and
experience gained from DFR provided the necessary confidence that a commercial-sized fast
reactor could be successfully built and operated. However, because a large increase in size
between DFR and a commercial plant was necessary, the need for an intermediate plant
incorporating the major steps in concept and scale was identified.

Thus, in 1966, approval was given for the building of PFR on land adjacent to DFR. PFR was
designed to produce 250 MW(e) from 600 MW(th) core power and its design incorporated
lessons learnt from the operation of DFR. DFR had used a 70-30 sodium-potassium alloy as
coolant; PFR would use sodium that was cheaper and easier to handle. Coolant flow would be
upwards through the core (in DFR the flow was downwards) to avoid gas entrainment. The
fuel would be a ceramic-a mixed plutonium-uranium oxide in sealed stainless steel clad pins
(in DFR the driver fuel was a vented enriched uranium metal alloy) to achieve higher bum-up
and to keep the coolant relatively clean. The sodium pumps would be mechanical centrifugal
pumps (electromagnetic pumps were used in DFR) to obtain higher capacity in compact units.
Finally, the steam generators would be of an advanced highly rated tube-in-shell design
(whereas those in DFR were of a low-rated, double-walled matrix design).

First criticality was achieved on 3 March 1974 and operations continued until 31 March 1994.
During this period, PFR contributed considerably to the UK's and latterly to the Western
European partnership's experience on fast reactors, and the purpose of this paper is to review
this contribution.

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the general arrangement of the reactor and the stern raising plant and
Fig. 9.3 shows a cross-section of the primary circuit. Heat from the 600 MW(th)-rated core
was transported to six intermediate heat exchangers within the primary vessel by sodium
primary coolant pumped by three electrically driven (1 MW) mechanical pumps. Sodium
entered the core at a temperature of 400-430°C; the core temperature differential was about
160°C. The 900 t of primary sodium were contained in a primary vessel of 18/8/1 stainless
steel, 12.2 m in diameter and 14.0 m deep, surrounded by a guard vessel made from medium
carbon boiler grade steel. Secondary sodium flowed through the shell side of each IHX and
transported heat to the steam generators. There were three secondary circuits, each containing
about 75 t of sodium which was circulated by a mechanical pump similar to the primary
sodium pumps and each coupling a pair of IHXs to a set of steam generators consisting of an
evaporator, a superheater and a reheater.

The reactor core and its surrounding blanket were made up from an array of hexagonal sub-
assemblies, 142 mm across flats. The assemblies were of a size appropriate to a full-scale
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FIG. 9.1. Nuclear power station PFR
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commercial reactor, and provided a core 910 mm high and about 1550 mm in diameter.
Control was exercised through five boron carbide absorber rods, and a further five similar
rods were available to shutdown the reactor. A radial breeder (blanket) surrounded the core
and was itself bounded by stainless steel reflector assemblies to improve neutron economy.
Outboard of the core and blanket was a graphite shield which essentially eliminated neutron
activation of major removable components such as the primary pumps, valves and the IHXs,
the secondary sodium, and the primary vessel itself.

Special loops filled with eutectic sodium-potassium alloy (liquid at room temperature) as
coolant were provided to reject decay heat from the primary coolant via air-cooled heat
exchangers to the atmosphere after reactor shutdown if the steam generators were not
available for this purpose.

Fuel could be transferred from an adjacent preparation facility, the irradiated fuel cave (IFC),
to a storage rotor within the primary vessel while the reactor was operating. This rotor reduced
the time required for refuelling operations and, when irradiated fuel was discharged from the
rotor to the IFC, reduced the number and complexity of the transfer flask movements because
irradiated fuel removed from the core could be left to cool in the rotor before being moved to
the IFC after the reactor had resumed operation. Transfers between the core and the storage
rotor used a vertical lift pantograph charge machine working through a single rotating plug in
the reactor roof; for such moves the reactor had to be shut down to allow the charge machine
to be installed. Fuel discharged from the rotor after irradiation was first stored under sodium
in the IFC until either it had been examined and returned to the reactor for further irradiation
or was cool enough to be prepared for reprocessing (including steam cleaning to remove all
traces of sodium) and then moved to a buffer store to await transfer to a reprocessing plant,
also located on the Dounreay site (see Section 2.3.5).

9.2. REVIEW OF OPERATING HISTORY

The operating history of the PFR can be conveniently divided into two phases. For the first ten
years, electrical output was limited, mainly because of a series of leaks in the tube-to-tube
plate welds of the steam generator units, and the highest load factor in any year was 12% (in
1978). After 1984, with the steam generator weld problems dealt with, plant performance
improved. In the final year of operation the load factor was 56.5%. In this second decade of
operation there was one major outage, in 1991/92. In contrast to experience with the steam
generators, unto 1991 the reactor and primary circuit were responsible for only a very small
fraction of unplanned outage time; however, in mid-1991, a leakage of oil from a bearing of
one of the primary pumps into the primary sodium led to suspension of reactor operation for
18 months.

In October 1974, during early steam commissioning, a leak was detected in Superheater 3.
This was found to have occurred in a tube-to-tube plate weld and was the first of 43 similar
events - 2 in the superheaters, 1 in a reheater and 41 in the evaporators - which were to have a
major influence on operations in the next seven years, with the highest incidence (11 leaks in
the evaporators) in 1981. Thereafter, apart from a small leak in a tube-to-tubeplate weld of
superheater 3 in 1986, there were to be no more problems in this area, principally as a result of
a major programme of sleeving carried out on the evaporator units. The steam generator
problems and their alleviation were thus to be the dominant influence on reactor operations in
the first decade. The new design also incorporated improvements to reduce flow-induced
vibration of the tube bundles. These units were delivered to site in 1984, at which time it
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became possible to replace the missing reheater and thereby restore the full complement of
steam generator units.

The in-core life of some sub-assemblies, particularly those with solution treated austenitic
stainless steel wrappers, was determined more by the irradiation-induced distortions than by
the performance of the fuel itself. It was, however, possible in some cases to extend in-core
life by rotating the assemblies so that bowing due to irradiation in a neutron flux gradient
would be offset by further irradiation and the amount of bowing would not exceed that
acceptable for extraction through the fuel discharge route. The risk of severe core component
distortions thus needed continuous attention in the early years of operation but, in later years,
the definition of management procedures based on earlier experience and the increasing use of
swelling-resistant alloys (ferritic steels or high-nickel alloys) in fabricating wrappers, guide
tubes and other components effectively eliminated the problems.

Though there had been no fuel pin failures in the driver charge fuel, there have been failures
in experimental fuels. These were not an operational problem. As has been noted, PFR's
predecessor, the DFR was successfully operated for 18 years with metallic fuel in fully vented
cladding. However, in designing PFR and switching to oxide fuel, it had been decided that the
reference fuel would have hermetically sealed cans, though reservation of an option to include
a partial loading (as much as one-third of the core) of vented fuel had led to the incorporation
in the cover gas circuit of facilities to monitor and, if necessary, to deal with the presence of
fission product gases. Equipment to locate fuel failures in the core was also provided.
Experience in the oxide fuel development programme in DFR had shown that the normal
failure mode of a hermetically sealed oxide fuel pin is the development of a thin crack in the
cladding, releasing fission product gas into the coolant. Later - as much as 70 days or more
later - the defect may develop to bring fuel into contact with sodium. PFR was provided with
delayed neutron signal instrumentation to detect this development and DFR experience
indicated that this was the stage at which removal of the fuel became advisable; until this
stage, the "gas leakers" were not an impediment to continued reactor operation. PFR
experience with the failed experimental pins confirmed this strategy, and showed that the bulk
delayed neutron detection system, located in the intermediate heat exchangers, provided
adequate protection against a large rapidly developing failure.

Fuel performance. One of the principal tasks of PFR was to demonstrate a reliable, safe and
robust fuel capable of routinely achieving a high burn-up target. Successful completion of this
task is one of PFR's major achievements. The major advances made in the second decade of
PFR operations resulted from the introduction of Nimonic PE16 as the reference cladding
alloy. The fuel assembly discharged at 15.9% burn-up in 1986, mentioned earlier, gave the
first indications of the benefit of this change. The pins showed maximum diametral increases
of only 1%, with uniformly low diametral change profiles showing little pin-to-pin variability,
compared with the 5-8% (maximum) diametral changes and highly peaked profiles showed by
earlier examinations of pins clad in cold-worked M316 steel and irradiated to half the
exposure. Destructive examination of the pins indicated that the fuel column was stable, that
internal corrosion was low and that there was no evidence of any fuel/clad mechanical
interaction resulting from containment of a high burn-up swelling fuel in a non-distending
cladding tube. This confirmed that higher burn-ups were probably feasible. Measurements of
the PE16 wrapper showed trivial length increase, across-flats distension and bowing, and
revealed no potentially life-limiting changes. By 1990, irradiations of PE16 clad fuel pins in
driver assemblies and in De-Mountable Sub Assemblies (DMSAs) had achieved more than 17
and 21% burn-up respectively. Even with displacement doses of the order of 130
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displacements per atom no life-limiting features could be identified in either the wrappers or
the cladding. Meanwhile materials irradiation experiments had shown ferritic/martensitic
steels to be particularly resistant to void swelling, and while the high temperature mechanical
strength of these materials seemed to preclude their use as pin cladding, application as
wrapper materials seemed to be practicable. Accordingly, in the late 1980s driver fuel
assemblies with wrappers of the ferritic/martensitic steel FV448 and pins clad in Nimonic
PE16 were introduced into PFR. By the end of the reactor's working life, over 20 such
assemblies had been loaded and seven of these had exceeded the 15% burn-up (110 dpa)
target; one had achieved the then world record, for a mixed-oxide driver charge assembly, of
19.8% burnup (155 dpa).

Statistics illustrate the undoubted success of the fuels development programme in PFR.
Approximately 98 000 pins were irradiated and, of these, over 40 000 exceeded the original
7.5% target burn-up. The introduction of PE16 as cladding allowed over 2400 pins to attain
burn-ups in excess of 15% with about 320 of these having successfully exceeded 20% at the
end of operations. The peak burn-up achieved (in lead pins irradiated in a DMSA) was 23.2%
(135 dpa). The overall failure rate of PFR fuel pins was remarkably low, considering the
number of experimental variants examined in the programme. Of the 23 failure events that
occurred in the 20 years of reactor operation, the majority could be linked either to
experimental design features or to the less-stable vibrocompacted fuel form. In statistical
terms, the failure rate for the vibrocompacted fuel pins irradiated in PFR was 7.4 in 1000
while for all annular variants the rate was 0.2 in 1000. It should be noted, in comparing these
figures, that the burn-ups experienced by vibrocompacted fuel pins were significantly lower
than those achieved by annular fuel pins. The failure rate for pins clad in Nimonic PE16 was
0.21 in 1000. Four Nimonic PE16 clad driver fuel pins actually failed. Three of the failures
were in pins that had exceeded 17.5% burn-up. The fourth failure, which occurred at a burn-
up of 11.5%, arose from a suspected fabrication defect. In all four cases, the rate of
development of the failures allowed adequate time for the reactor operators to observe the
slow development of the failure, and in one case, irradiation was continued for 45 days after
the leakage of fission product gas was detected. In no case was there any significant loss of
fuel from the failed pin and there was no evidence of pin-to-pin failure propagation.

Breeder assembly operating conditions differ substantially from those experienced by the fuel
assemblies. Breeder pins operate initially at a mass rating which is approximately one-tenth of
that of fuel pins, but these rating increases as burn-up proceeds. As the breeder assembly flow
is set prior to irradiation to give acceptable pin cladding temperatures at end-of-life ratings,
the pins are therefore overcooled at start-of-life and this, and the lower neutron fluxes
experienced in the breeder zone, combine to increase the risk of mechanical interaction
between the breeder pellets and the cladding.

The target burn-up for the PFR breeder was therefore set at a conservative 1%. More than
4250 breeder pins exceeded this target in PFR, with apparently no failures. Examination of
breeder pins clad in Nimonic PE16 and irradiated to burn-ups close to 3% showed no
evidence of excessive plastic straining of the cladding. The experience therefore suggests that
a burn-up target of around 2% would be a reasonable initial aim in future reactors.

Decay heat removal loops. The normal route for the removal of decay heat in a fast reactor is
via the secondary sodium circuits and the steam plant. Should this route not be available,
decay heat in PFR could be rejected by one or more of three thermal syphon loops, each filled
with eutectic sodium-potassium alloy. Each loop extracted heat through an immersed coil,
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intercepting some of the primary sodium as it flowed from the core towards an intermediate
heat exchanger, and delivered the heat by natural convection to the outside atmosphere
through a sodium-potassium/air heat exchanger built into the wall of the secondary
containment building.

hi March 1975, a leak occurred as a result of failure in a welded pulled-tee connection
between one of the forty parallel cooling tubes and the header in one of these heat exchangers;
the failure was attributed to a cold tear which developed during manufacture and a repair was
effected by fitting a replacement tee. Similar leaks occurred in 1981 and 1982. Strain gauges
and thermocouple were fitted to one of the loops and these revealed considerable temperature
anomalies in a number of the tubes.

A major purpose of PFR was to prove the fuel design and to study the irradiation performance
of advanced designs, with the aim of increasing burn-up and reducing fuel cycle costs. The
complete fuel cycle was the subject of attention with fuel reprocessed in a dedicated plant at
Dounreay and new fuel fabricated at Sellafield by BNFL, and later at Cadarache by CEA.

The original burn-up target for PFR fuel was 7.5% heavy atoms. This was surpassed and
raised progressively with design and materials improvements. As a result largely of PFR
work, the designers of future fast reactors can be assured of achieving 15% burn-up and, from
PFR pilot studies, 20% is a reasonable prospect.

Great understanding of the irradiation-induced swelling and creep performance of structural
materials was a concomitant of the fuel development programme. About 93 000 fuel pins
were irradiated with only a small number of failures, most of them in developmental variants
exploring performance limits. The fuel cycle of PFR was closed in 1982, when fuel was
returned to the reactor for irradiation after reprocessing and refabrication.

9.3. DECOMMISSIONING TECHNOLOGY

9.3.1. Introduction

Before the PFR was shut down in 1994, decommissioning was started accordance with the
overall policy requirement that NPP would be decommissioned in a safe and cost effective
manner. The important problems were the disposal of the coolant in the primary and
secondary circuits and the disposal of the NaK from the decay heat removal system. When
considering the Stage 1 decommissioning programme, a number of options were considered
for the management of the Na from the coolant circuits, namely:

— long term storage;

— sale/payment to private sector for removal;

— treatment and subsequent disposal as waste;

— re-use in other projects.

The studies concluded that leaving the liquid metals in-situ was not a viable option - keeping
them hot would result in significant on-going costs for maintenance of heating systems and
auxiliary services. Allowing them to cool, which would lead to solidification of the sodium,
would result in the risk of damage to internal structures and the potential for difficulties in
future remelting. Removing the liquid metals had three options - provision on long-term
external storage facilities, re-use in other projects or treatment for final disposal. New external
storage facilities would be expensive to construct with on-going costs for care, maintenance,
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security and auxiliary services, whilst only delaying the reality of re-use or final disposal.
Short-term re-use was discounted because of the absence of large UK bases Fast Reactor
development projects and because low-level radioactive contamination prevented sale on the
commercial market. The conclusion of the studies was therefore that the large inventories of
PFR liquid metal coolants should be treated for final disposal. The inventory of liquid metal to
be handled is tabulated below (t):

Primary Sodium 915
Secondary Sodium 245
Tank Farm Sodium 195
Irradiated Fuel Cave Sodium 70
Decay Heat Systems NaK 16
Other FR Development Sodium 115

TOTAL 1456

To maximize the removal of bulk sodium from the primary circuit a number of special
machines are required to be designed and developed. These are:

— a drilling machine to provide a drainage route through the reactor internals support
strongback;

— a punching machine to provide a drainage route in the pipework which connects the
primary pumps with the inlet to the reactor core structure;

— a pumped liquid metal heating system and electrical back-up heater which intrudes into
the loading of a fluidic pump into the reactor through very small space envelops in order
to remove the active sodium.

To achieve as far as practical, a passive safety state for the liquid metal coolant circuits
particularly the primary circuits, it has been deemed prudent to aim for a "liquid metal free"
plant. To achieve this the residues left after bulk drainage require to be removed so that the
circuits can be "blanketed" with an air atmosphere instead of an inert gas (Nitrogen!).

9.3.2. The removal of bulk sodium from the reactor vessel

m order to simplify the task of future decommissioning of the PFR structures, it is essential to
ensure that the maximum amount of liquid metal coolant has been removed. Various
innovative solutions have been developed to ensure maximum extraction form all locations.
The largest single liquid metal inventory is the 900 t of coolant in the PFR reactor vessel. The
fuel assemblies have previously been removed from the reactor core and replace with dummy
assemblies to retain the geometric configuration and to provide an equivalent system pressure
drop. The primary coolant in the PFR reactor vessel is currently being maintained at a
temperature of about 225°C by operation of the existing coolant circulating pumps.

Development of a method for removal of the coolant from the reactor vessel, which is more
than 15 m deep, has required particular consideration. An extract pump mounted on the
reactor roof would not be able to provide sufficient suction to lift coolant from the bottom of
the reactor. Pressuring the vessel to assist coolant removal was not possible because of vessel
design and existing seal arrangements. It has therefore been necessary to design a fluidic
pump, capable of operating in a high temperature environment, which can be submerged near
the bottom of the reactor vessel. The pump has a deployable flexible nozzle, which extends to
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reach the maximum amount of coolant. A new-shielded pipeline is required to transfer the
liquid metal from the pump outlet to the buffer tank at the head-end of the Disposal Plant.

Draining down the coolant within the reactor vessel will expose the inlet to the existing
circulating pumps and the pumps will no longer be able to provide a heat input.

At the time of filling PFR with coolant, the same problem existed in reverse and a heating coil
was installed in the bottom of the reactor vessel to maintain the liquid metal temperature until
the pump inlet level was reached. Pipework to and from the heating coil passed through the
reactor roof to a heating module in the PFR reactor hall. The working fluid was a
sodium/potassium eutectic alloy that remained liquid an ambient temperature. Before
operation of PFR started, the pipework was capped above the reactor roof and the heating
module was dismantled. An important part of the decommissioning programme is to construct
a suitable replacement heating module and recommission the original heating coil.
Maintaining the reactor coolant at a temperature greater than 200°C is fundamental to the
decommissioning strategy. A back-up electric immersion heater to provide sufficient heat
input in the unlikely event of heating coil failure will be provided.

The reactor vessel was not designed to be fully self-daining, so innovative techniques have
been developed to ensure the maximum amount of coolant can drain to the bottom of the
reactor vessel. If the bulk liquid metal level were simply to be lowered, trapped volumes
would remain in pipework and structural features, which would solidify and increase the risk
and difficulty of further decommissioning. A drilling machine and pipe piercing machine to
make drainage holes in the structures, where significant volumes of liquid metal would be
trapped have been developed and satisfactorily woks tested.

9.3.3. Primary sodium destruction

Within the context of dismantling the British PFR (Prototype Fast Reactor), located on the
Dounreay site in Scotland, approximately 1500 metric tons of sodium must be disposed
(primary and secondary cooling system sodium). At present, the NOAH process is the only
one qualified for destroying large quantities of sodium that has attained an industrial scale.
This fact weighed in favour of the UKAEA's choice of the NOAH process for destroying the
PFR sodium. FRAMATOME's NOVATOME Division, the exclusive licensee of this process,
have provided their expertise to NND Ltd who have completed the design package for the
PFR sodium disposal facility (Fig. 9.4). This facility will be capable of destroying the
radioactive and contaminated PFR sodium at a nominal rate of 3 metric tons per day
(continuous disposal 24 h a day with an anticipated availability of about 80%). The main
differences between this installation, which is currently under construction within the UK, and
the DESORA facility are as follows:

— the sodium processing rate is multiplied by about a factor of 4;

— the facility is remotely operated, with remote instrumentation, sensors and valves that
are controlled from the facility control room;

— the sodium frame is fitted out with a biological shield (Fig. 9.4) which thickness allows
to limit the dose rate at 25p,Sv/h (at contact) during in-cell works for maintenance;

— the system has been optimized and modified by taking experience feedback into
account, notably the DESORA operating results.
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The Sodium Disposal Plant (SDP) will be located in a dedicated building built in the
North/East part of the former PFR reactor turbine hall. The sodium disposal facility will be
laid out in two distinct shielded process cells situated in the South part of this building (access
to the both frames is prohibited during normal operation). The general architecture of the plant
is based on the principle of compactness and separation of the various fluid circuits. Indeed,
the NOAH process is applied by means of two frames set up close to each other and separated
by a partition (physical isolation principle). This arrangement makes it possible to:

— geographically separate the sodium routing from the water and sodium hydroxide piping
runs;

— minimize the consequences of an incident on one of the items propagating to other items
in the plant;

— provide a physical barrier allowing different electrical zoning classifications to be
applied to each frame.

Around these two frames, a series of fluid circuits are arranged, enabling the routing and
removal the chemicals. Main options taken in plant design as well as nominal characteristics
and operating principles of the sodium disposal facility are presented hereafter:

Overall dimensions of these two frames are as follows:

— sodium frame: about 2 m x 3 m and about 4 m high;

— sodium hydroxide frame: about 4 m x 3 m and about 4 m high.

As UK delegate pointed out at the IWGFR Meeting in May 2000 in Vienna the construction
and commissioning of the sodium disposal plant now complete. Early difficulties with
operation of sodium valves has been solved and the first destruction of sodium from storage
tanks is expected in 1-2 months. A storage tank sodium has low activity therefore caesium
removal plant will not be needed. Initially, it was said that the refuelling machine has
been successfully re-commissioned; the 10 control and shutdown rods have been removed
from the core and placed in the buffer store with the fuel.

As was announced (NN, February 2001, p. 37) commissioning of the plant to dispose the
sodium has began. The UKAEA, which operates the facility, expects to finish commissioning
by the late summer of 2001, with the disposal completed by early 2003. The sodium plant is
situated in the former turbine hall.

9.4. MAJOR DECOMMISSIONING PLAN

Stage 1: Sodium disposal, treatment of liquid metal residues 1996-2007
Surveillance of integrity of secondary containment building 2007-2070
(care & maintenance)

Stage 2: Disassemble secondary Na circuits; construct new containment 2070-2076
for primary circuit and IFC; dismantle original secondary
containment building

Stage 3: Disassemble reactor internals; disassemble concrete shielding; 2076-2096
establish brown field site.
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10. SUPERPHENIX DECOMMISSIONING

10.1. DESIGN FEATURES AND OPERATION EXPERIENCE

The French fast reactor Superphenix (SPX, rated power of 1200 MWe) that was derived from
Phenix is of the pool type (Figs 10.1 and 10.2). Primary sodium coolant is entirely enclosed in
the main stainless steel vessel that contains the core, and in which are installed four primary
pumps and 8 intermediate heat exchangers.

The reactor core is made up of 364 fissile subassemblies, in the form of uranium - 15%
plutonium mixed oxide pellets stacked in 271 stainless steel cladding pins, with upper and
lower depleted uranium oxide blankets. The fissile subassemblies are surrounded by 3 rows of
fertile subassemblies of similar design containing only depleted uranium oxide, and by several
rows of steel subassemblies.

The main vessel is closed above the free level of sodium and argon cover gas by the slab
which contains in its central section two eccentric rotating plugs and the core cover plug
which supports the control rod drive mechanisms and the core instrumentation. It is
surrounded by the safety vessel, welded to the slab, which is itself topped by a metallic dome.
This dome can resist a pressure of 3 bar at a temperature of 180°C. The safety vessel and the
dome make up the primary boundary, and the reactor building in reinforced concrete
constitutes the secondary boundary.

Thermal power extracted from the core by primary sodium is transferred by the 8 intermediate
heat exchangers to 4 secondary loops which in turn supply the steam generators, housed in
four buildings around the outside of the reactor building. The steam produced spins two
turbogenerator sets of 620 MWe each, at 3000 rpm.

Since the end of construction in 1984, the plant has seen three different stages of evolution:

— in 1984, with the building of the fuel storage pool building (APEC);

— in 1988, with the replacing of the storage drum by an argon-filled Fuel Transfer Station
(PTC);

— in 1993, with the modifications to improve means of prevention and handling of
secondary sodium fires in the reactor building and the steam generator buildings.

The APEC and PTC. In the initial plant project, it was envisaged to remove the fuel
subassemblies to a reprocessing plant after a period of one year in the sodium-filled storage
drum. It was also planned to renew 50% of the core after a half-cycle of 320 EFPD. The
storage drum could receive 409 subassemblies with a decay heat of up to 28 kW. Removal of
the subassemblies was carried out when the decay heat was less than 7,5 kW.

10.1.1. Operational characteristics

Availability. Since the first link-up, the accumulated gross energy amounts to 4.5 billion kWh,
and the energy extracted from the fuel represents 174 EFPD.

Except for periods of unavailability specifically due to incidents of the storage drum, pollution
and gas injection tests in the diagrid, the reactor has been operating or under tests over about
26 months, which can be broken down as follows:
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7 months of test without link-up;

— 19 months with link-up, in the course of which the plant was effectively linked for
7410 hours, i.e. availability of more than 50% during this period.

In other respects, successive periods of production show up a regular and considerable
reduction in spurious shutdowns during operation.

Incidents. Since July 1985, 80 incidents have been declared "significant incidents for safety",
with the annual breakdown shown in the following table:

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 ~
Number of significant 15 22 12 1 7 6 10 5 2

incidents

The yearly frequency of incidents reached 10.1, but outside this period of startup, it has been
established since 1989 at about 7.1 significant incidents a year, similar to that recorded by the
French park of PWR reactors.

The application of classification criteria on the severity scale has led to the following:

— 2 incidents classed level 2 (both because of plant unavailability duration criteria);

— storage drum leak (March 1987);

— primary sodium pollution (July 1990);

— 6 incidents classed level 1;

— overheating of a subassembly (January 1986);

— fall of a handling device (October 1989);

— sodium leak on auxiliary circuit (April 1990);

— collapse of turbine hall roof (December 1990);

— involuntary evacuation from site of low-radioactivity small components (March 1989);

— unavailability of 2 diesel emergency groups of the same train (December 1992);

— 72 incidents unclassed on the scale.

Breakdown according to type of incident or cause of the fault is therefore shown as follows:

Type of incident Cause of failure
- automatic shutdown 35% -mechanical" 21%
- startup of emergency system 18% - electrical 24%
- non respect of operating rules 37% -instrumentation 18%
- other causes 10% -human 37%

Thanks to analysis of these incidents, it appears that about:

— half the incidents are attributable to faults in design or fabrication which have been since
corrected;

— a quarter is associated with methods of organization in reactor operation. They
nevertheless have mostly occurred during shutdown;

— 1/8 can be attributed to faults in equipment or human error;

— the remaining 1/8 are due to methods and organization of commissioning.
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Health physics. Plant operating results since fuel loading and particularly during reactor
operating periods have confirmed a feature specific to fast reactors, i.e. a low exposure to
radiation of personnel who run and maintain the installations as shown in the following table:

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Total dose 0,5* 15 18 11 11 29 20 7,5 13

(manxmSv)
* over 5 months

There are about 1000 to 1200 people (plant staff and contractors) working on Superphenix.
The total dose received in 1987 is mainly due to investigations on the storage drum while that
in 1990 corresponds to replacement of primary purification cartridges.

10.1.2. Experience

Core. Sub-critical approach, criticality and the different core rearrangements have shown very
similar measurement results to initial calculations.
Operational features of the core stabilized by feedback coefficients (Doppler, temperature,
etc.) were confirmed. This neutronic stability together with important thermal inertia makes
reactor control trouble-free. Particularly at low power uncoupling followed by recoupling of a
turbogenerator set is performed without affecting the reactor.

However, larger variations than expected in measured sodium temperatures at subassembly
outlets, particularly from fertile and fissile subassemblies on the core periphery, due to sodium
recirculation in the hot plenum called for specific measurement campaigns and the adaptation
of monitoring methods for these subassemblies.

Reactor block. The behaviour of the reactor block was on the whole in line with estimates.
The main problem was the appearance of oscillations in the internal structures during the first
build-up in speed of the pumps: this gave feedback for further theoretical knowledge on the
questions of fluid-structure coupling.

The use on two occasions of the MIR robot and the excellent correlation between the
measurements carried out during fabrication (1979) and those taken by the MIR showed the
feasibility of reactor vessel in-service inspection.

Numerous primary circuit components were handled with special flasks within the framework
of tests or maintenance operations, thus confirming the maintainability of components in the
sodium environment of the primary circuit.

Knowledge of primary circuit behaviour has in fact been improved on the one hand thanks to
natural convection tests which showed that it was established in the core in about 5 minutes,
and on the other hand in relation to the risk of gas ingress thanks to tests carried out on the
reactor and on several water mock-ups including one simulating the whole diagrid at 0.36
scale (SUPERPANORAMIX).

Lastly, the primary sodium pollution incident led to the installation of a chromatograph on the
reactor argon circuit to monitor chemical purity of the primary argon. Besides, this incident
gave the opportunity of further knowledge on the chemistry of sodium (new tests on the
Cadarache loop), on the behaviour of integrated cold traps and on the workings of plugging
indicators.
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Large components. Experience feedback on large components remains significant in spite of
the short operating period. Primary and secondary pumps total more than 50 000 hours on
main motor, and the continuous improvement of maintenance operations has allowed an
increase in reliability and availability. As far as the steam generators are concerned, the
sodium/water reaction detection systems have been improved on the basis of validated
calculation codes through experience. The startup tests have led to review of the SG
decompression-isolation sequences with a view to reinforcing the safety criteria applied.

Circuits. Numerous draining and filling operations (more than 30 for the secondary loops and
more than 20 for the decay heat removal emergency circuits (RUR) have allowed validation of
the corresponding procedures.

Monitoring of sodium circuit piping displacements has only shown up abnormal behaviour on
the RUR circuits where displacements, considering its considerable flexibility, differed from
predictions and for which a specific follow-up has been implemented.

Sodium leak wire-detection has shown problems of spurious earthing, and embrittlement of
the nickel wire in the long run; this has meant several interventions with, notably, a change
from nickel to stainless steel. This wire detection system has been further reinforced on
secondary piping of over 200 mm diameter by sandwich-type detectors.

Apart from the storage drum leak of no external consequence, three sodium leaks which did
not cause fires, have occurred in the last ten years:

— in 1985 a leak of a few cubic centimetres on the weld of a secondary loop thermocouple
support due to vibration;

— in 1990 a leak of about 10 1 on a T-connection weld on a secondary loop auxiliary
circuit due to thermal fatigue;

— in 1991 a small leak on a temperature measurement thimble on a secondary loop
plugging indicator due to inadequate preheating procedure.

These incidents gave irreplaceable experience concerning monitoring techniques,
interventions on sodium circuits and the dismantling of sodium installations.

The storage drum incident has, on the one hand, considerably increased knowledge of 15 D3
ferritic steel. In addition practical consideration of sodium spray fires in the secondary loop
rooms has led to progress in modelling the phenomena involved in the event of sodium leak.
Spray fire tests with and without partitioning have been carried out with flows reaching
230 kg/s.

Based on the Safety Authorities' submission of a favourable report for resumption of operation
issued on 18 January and which confirms that the Creys-Malville plant is as safe as the
54PWR in service in France, the French government decided, on 22 February 1994, to
continue with the regular procedure for a plant restarting, in particular with a view to
acquiring knowledge in the two fields which are at the present time priorities, i.e. the burning
of plutonium and the destruction of long-lived radioactive waste.

It was concluded that SPX plant was successfully commissioned in January 1986 and
operated, but not without difficulty. The most long outages of SPX reactor were caused not
only and not because of using of sodium as a coolant. The use of sodium had no bearing on
the failure of the turbine hall roof caused by snow load with extensive damage to the steam
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plant, or to the vibration of water/steam piping system resulted from the water hammer. There
were also some other incidents in the BOP. As regards sodium systems, a crack appeared in
the wall of the spent fuel storage vessel in March 1987. Although there was no sodium leak
outside and its ignition (leak into the cavity under the guard vessel), this and second incident
(an air leak into an auxiliary circuit causing pollution of the sodium) in 1990 had a large social
response because in that time anti-nuclear sentiments raised by Chernobyl in some social
groups and governmental structures were too strong. With downturns in energy demand and
political changes in 1998 the French Government finally decided to discontinue the operation
ofSPX.

10.2. PRE-DECOMMISSIONING OPERATIONS

10.2.1. Introduction

The ministerial decree ruling the start of the Superphenix decommissioning was issued on 31
December 1998. According to this decree the following operations can be carried out, after
specific agreements of the safety authorities:

— core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage water pool,

— removal from service of non-required systems,

— primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium.

Progress achieved on these topics in 1999 is summarized hereafter.

10.2.2. Core unloading

Beginning 1999, detailed safety studies on the selected option of unloading the core without
the use of dummy subassemblies have been completed together with the final definition of the
unloading plan, from the periphery (breeders) towards the centre of the core (fuel and absorber
subassemblies). These studies have enabled the establishment of the required set of safety
documents, specific to the core unloading operation: the safety report and the general
operating rule reports. All these reports have been submitted to the approval of the safety
authorities end of June 1999.

After completion of design studies and of material procurement during the spring, the new
electrical heating system has been installed on the outer wall of the safety vessel and equipped
with its thermal insulation. The system has been tested in August and put into service
beginning of September: it is capable of maintaining the primary sodium in the liquid state at
180°C without the use of the primary or secondary sodium pumps. All sodium pumps have
been shutdown and all secondary circuits have been drained. Thus the operational and
maintenance costs for sodium pumps, secondary loops and related auxiliary systems have
been drastically reduced.

Before starting the core unloading, further works were needed on the fuel handling facilities.
These facilities had not been fully commissioned and were only designed for standard
refuelling. Therefore they had to be adapted to the particular conditions of the complete and
definitive core unloading of some 650 subassemblies. Set up works and qualification tests
were carried out during 1999, but during the pre-operational tests a malfunction was detected
on the lifting winch chain in the reactor handling transfer chamber. The subsequent repair
caused a delay of two months, so that actual core unloading started only on 1st December
1999.
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Core unloading consists in transferring each subassembly from the reactor vessel through the
reactor handling transfer chamber into various corridors and cells, allowing in particular
sodium draining and then residual sodium cleaning in a washing pit, before transfer to the
water pool.

At the end of 18 December 1999, the breeder subassemblies had been successfully transferred
and stored in the water pool. However the feedback of these first unloading has led to the
decision to improve the sodium draining procedure and the subassembly washing equipment.
The implementation of these modifications will cause an additional delay: the achievement of
core unloading is now anticipated for beginning 2002 (6 months beyond initial schedule).

10.2.3. Removal from service of non-required systems

The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in order to ensure that future dismantling
operations will be carried out in the best conditions of security and costs. Several systems and
components are no longer required, in particular those related to the electricity production
facilities.

Throughout 1999 an increasing number of systems and components have been removed from
service. Examples of these are two out of the four diesel generators and almost all the
equipment housed in the turbine hall: motor and turbine-driven feedwater pumps, water/steam
circuits, feedwater and condensate plant, both turboalternators with their auxiliary circuits,
etc.

These operations require a very good knowledge of the facilities and a rigorous preparation:
electrical cables are disconnected and insulated from the components, pipes are cut or
isolated, circuits are drained, products such as industrial oils are evacuated. Finally each
operation is recorded by updating the plans of the facility and the database.

The increasing number of systems and components removed from service as well as the
shutdown of sodium pumps and circuits have enabled operational and maintenance
requirements to be further reduced. One important consequence is the departure of 96 people
from the site during 1999; this brings up to 300 the number of departures since the decision of
the final shutdown of the plant. After end 1999, 401 people remained in the site staff.

10.2.4. Primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium

Secondary sodium is already stored in the solid state in existing storage tanks; primary vessel
draining for solid sodium storage is in principle authorized by the decommissioning decree,
however:
— residual storage capacity on site is below the primary sodium inventory;

— the decommissioning decree specifies that a new decree will have to be issued for final
disposal of both primary and secondary sodium.

Pending the next specific decommissioning decree and the related political decisions, only
strategic studies are being performed. These studies will continue with the comparison of
alternative solutions and will focus on the following strategy:

— maintain the primary sodium in the liquid state in the primary vessel for several years;

— design and construct on site a sodium destruction plant based on the proven NOAH
process, already applied for Rhapsodies and PFR;
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— treat first the secondary and then the primary sodium in the new plant by transforming it
into sodium sulphate and releasing into the Rhone river the equivalent of 2.5 t of sodium
per day;

— Considering the absence of fission products (no clad ruptures), the radiological impact
for the most exposed individual would be 1 pSv/year and during only two years, i.e. ten
times less than the IAEA "trivial" threshold (10 pSv/year) below which the risk for
health is considered negligible.
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11. DECOMMISSIONING OF THE EBR-II COMPLEX

11.1. DESIGN FEATURES, HISTORY OF OPERATION

The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) was a sodium cooled metal-fuelled
liquid metal research reactor located in the south-eastern portion of the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). The EBR-II was a 62.5 MW thermal
reactor that began operations in July 1964, and when fully operational, was capable of
producing- 19.5 MW(e).

Plant capacity factors typically exceeded 70% and have approached 80%, even though the
reactor supported an extensive testing program while simultaneously producing electricity as a
complete LMR power plant. The following key characteristics common to LMRs make
reliable, safe operation feasible: low pressure sodium coolant, limited thermal stress, limited
corrosion of components, and simplicity of layout in both the primary and secondary sodium
systems.

The EBR-n had operated for 30 years, the longest for any LMR power plant in the world.
Given the scope of what has been developed and demonstrated over those years, it is arguably
the most successful test reactor operation ever. Tests have been carried out on virtually every
fast reactor fuel type, and the reactor itself has been extensively characterized. The most
dramatic safety tests were conducted 3 April 1986, when it was demonstrated that an LMR
with metallic fuel could safely accommodate loss of flow or loss of heat-sink without scram.

The EBR-H before closed was operated as the IFR prototype, demonstrating important
innovations in safety, plant design, fuel design, and actinide recycle. The ability to passively
accommodate anticipated transients without scram has resulted in significant benefits related
to simplification of the reactor plant, primarily through less reliance on emergency power and
by virtue of not requiring the secondary sodium or steam systems to be safety-grade. These
advantages have been quantified in a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) conducted for the
EBR-n that demonstrated considerable safety advantages over other reactor concepts. The
uranium-plutonium-zirconium alloy metal fuel is fundamental to the superior safety and
operating characteristics of the reactor.

From the results of assessments, analyses, and tests, indications were that the reasonable
expected technical lifetime estimate for EBR-n was well beyond 30 years and possibly
50 years or more before approaching any aging limits. The plant-life extension program was
refocused to build on the original results of the plant engineering and operational assessment.

The The EBR-ITs long, successful operating history provides an important source of
information on the long-term reliability of LMRs. Major programs conducted in the EBR-II
included metal fuel irradiation testing and demonstration of the inherently safe response of a
metal-fueled, pool-type LMR.

The EBR-n also served as an important test bed for key features of innovative LMR designs,
such as flexible pipe joints and materials and improvements in instrument and control
systems. Other major tests conducted included those to determine the efforts of running
beyond cladding breach, and the response of oxide fuel to operational transients in a joint
U.S./Japanese program.



FIG. ILL Experimental breeder reactor (EBR-II) complex
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The EBR-n complex, as depicted in Fig. 11.1, consists of the reactor and reactor building, the
Sodium Boiler Building, the electrical power plant, reactor cooling towers, water chemistry
laboratory support facilities, and the Cover Gas Cleanup System. The EBR-II reactor building
is connected to the Fuel Conditioning Facility, a large inert atmosphere hot cell facility. The
EBR-II reactor building, a cylindrical structure with a hemispherical domed top, has a steel
containment shell with an inner diameter of 24.4 m (80 feet) and a height of 42.4 m (139 feet).
The bottom and sides are 2.54 cm (1 inch) thick steel plate and the dome is 1.27 cm (1/2 inch)
thick, lined with a 10.2 cm (4 inch) concrete missile shield.

The reactor was a test facility for fuels development, materials irradiation, system and control
theory tests, and hardware development. The EBR-II core and blanket subassemblies were
contained within the reactor vessel (Figs 11.2 and 11.3) prior to defueling. The 1.70 m
(67 inch) diameter vessel and its shield are immersed in a sodium pool within the 7.9 m
(26 foot) diameter by 7.9 m (26 foot) high primary tank. The primary sodium contained within
this tank represents the primary cooling system (Fig 11.3) for removal of the heat from the
reactor core. Liquid sodium, with a boiling point of approximately 927°C (1700°F), has
excellent thermal properties and is thus an optimum coolant. The primary system contains
about 330 m (87 000 gallons) of sodium, and transferred heat to the secondary sodium system
(about 50 m (13 000 gallons)) through a sodium-to-sodium intermediate heat exchanger
(IHX). The secondary sodium was circulated in a closed loop through superheaters and steam
generators outside of the reactor containment in the Sodium Boiler Building. The high
pressure steam produced in the steam generator drove a turbine-generator to produce electric
power [1].

The EBR-n termination activities began in October 1994 with the commencement of fuel
removal from EBR-IL All the fuel has been removed, the steam plant has been placed in lay-
up, and the secondary sodium has been drained to the secondary sodium storage tank.
Subsequently, secondary sodium will be converted to sodium hydroxide at the Sodium
Process Facility (SPF), currently undergoing startup testing at ANL-W. The primary sodium
will be drained and similarly converted, and final residual sodium deactivation actions will be
taken [2].

11.2. SODIUM PROCESS FACILITY

The Sodium Process Facility, currently undergoing startup testing at ANL-W. The primary
sodium SPF [2] was designed to process the sodium to sodium hydroxide. Sodium is injected
into a nickel reaction vessel filled with a solution of sodium hydroxide. Water is also injected,
maintaining the reaction rate by controlling the boiling point of the solution. The product
is > 70 wt% sodium hydroxide, which is solid at temperatures < 60°C (140°F), and is a waste
form acceptable for burial in the state of Idaho as non-hazardous, low level, radioactive waste.

The sodium is reacted with water to form sodium hydroxide per the following chemical
equation:

Na + H2O > NaOH + 1/2 H2

This exothermic reaction is performed in a nickel reaction vessel and controlled by controlling
the temperature of the > 70wt% solution of sodium hydroxide in the vessel. The sodium
hydroxide is then loaded in 270 1 (71 gallon) barrels where it solidifies for disposal. The
Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory, a Subtitle D landfill, will be used as the disposal site.
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The caustic facility was originally designed and built in the 1980s for reacting
the 77 000 gallons of Fermi-I primary sodium to sodium hydroxide. The hydroxide was
slated to be used to neutralize acid produced in the PUREX process at the Hanford site. Due
to a change in the PUREX mission, the hydroxide was no longer required and the caustic
facility was never started up.

With the shutdown of the EBR-II, the necessity for a facility for reacting sodium was
identified, hi order to comply with RCRA requirements, the sodium had to be converted into a
waste form acceptable for burial in the Radioactive Waste Management Complex, a low-level
radioactive waste disposal facility located on the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory. Liquid sodium hydroxide is a RCRA regulated waste. It was
decided to convert the sodium to sodium > 70wt% sodium hydroxide, a substance that is not
RCRA regulated since it is a solid at room temperatures. ANL-W Engineering and Operations
Divisions undertook the task of upgrading the caustic facility [2].

The sodium will be processed in three separate and distinct campaigns; the 77 000 gallons
of Fermi-I primary sodium, the 13 000 gallons of the EBR-II secondary sodium, and the
87 000 gallons of the EBR-II primary sodium. The Fermi-I and the EBR-II secondary sodium
contain only low levels of radiation, while the EBR-II primary sodium has radiation levels up
to 50 millirem per hour at 1 meter. The EBR-II primary sodium will be processed last,
allowing the operating experience to be gained with the less radioactive sodium prior to the
reacting the most radioactive sodium. The sodium hydroxide will be disposed of in 71 gallon
drums, four to a pallet. These drums are square in cross-section, allowing for maximum
utilization of the space on a pallet, minimizing the required landfill space required for
disposal.

11.3. CLOSURE PLAN FOR EBR-II

The closure plan [3] presented herein for EBR-II is that contained in the Environmental
Assessment (EA) for the Shutdown of Experimental Breeder Reactor-H at AN-West. The
items presented herein have been presented to the public for comment period and have been
discussed at public meetings. The EA is currently awaiting a Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) from the United States Department Of Energy (US DOE).

Reactor Defueling/Configuration. All fueled assemblies were removed from the reactor as of
December 1996, and replaced with non-fueled assemblies identical in configuration.

To provide openings in the reactor vessel's grid plates for gases generated during the reaction
of residual sodium after the primary tank is drained, selected non-fueled assemblies located in
the reactor vessel's outer blanket region will be removed from the reactor vessel. Three such
assemblies have been identified, and will be placed in the storage basket internal to the
primary tank.

Remove Major Primary Tank Components. Major primary components, such as the primary
pumps and the Intermediate Heat Exchanger, will remain in the primary tank until ultimate
reactor decontamination and decommissioning (D&D).

The secondary sodium within the IHX will be pumped into the primary tank. An unremovable
heel of sodium (< 100 gallons) will remain trapped in the bottom of the lower head. This
sodium will be passivated in place.
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Liquid metal Na-K alloy is present in the shutdown coolers and the primary purification
system. The NaK will be transferred into the primary tank to be processed with the primary
sodium, or placed in suitable containers for future disposition. The two shutdown coolers will
be flushed, purged, sealed, and retired in place. The primary purification system will be
flushed, purged, and sealed.

Prepare Pnmary Tank for Draining. To prepare the primary tank for draining, the sodium
remaining within the primary purification system, fuel element radiation detector (FERD)
system, and radioactive sodium chemistry loop (RSCL) will be transferred into the primary
tank to the maximum extent practicable. These are locations that will not drain freely into the
primary tank.

It will be necessary to design and install a system for removing the primary tank sodium. An
annular linear induction pump (ALIP) will be utilized in a system designed to pump the
primary sodium to the drain primary tank.

Sodium Process Facility. An ALIP is a small diameter three-phase electro-mechanical pump
that requires no external cooling and may be fully immersed in the hot sodium. Since the
ALIP will lose suction prior to completing the draining operation, a method is under
development for removing the remainder of the sodium to the maximum extent practicable,
using differential pressure and intermediate storage for the transfer.

The primary cold trap will be removed and placed in the Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility
(RSWF) at ANL-W. Since this item is highly contaminated it will not be immediately cleaned,
instead it will be removed and stored until final disposition is determined.

Drain Primary Tank. The sodium in the primary tank, along with the secondary sodium, will
be pumped thru a transfer line to the SPF for reaction to sodium carbonate. This heat traced
transfer line is constructed per ASME B31.3 requirements and consists of 1-1/2 EPS, schedule
40, 304 stainless steel piping that runs from the secondary storage tank in the sodium boiler
building to SPF, approximately 900 feet.

As stated above, the primary draining will be accomplished using an ALIP. The transfer rate
will be approximately 15 gpm, requiring less than a shift to transfer the 5000 gallons required
to fill the sodium storage tank at SPF. The transfer line is sloped to the secondary storage
tank, and will drain to the tank. The line will be cooled after each transfer.

Passivate Residual Pnmary Sodium. Following the draining of sodium from the primary tank
there will be a residual of sodium remaining. This residual sodium will be passivated in place
within the primary tank to form a layer of sodium carbonate on all exposed sodium surfaces.
This approach will provide a stable in-tank environment that will support a long-term
surveillance and maintenance operational state that will minimize the required amount of
personnel involved and will support future D&D activities by placing the primary tank
components in a stable and known state. Argonne is currently in the process of developing the
passivation method for the primary sodium residuals. Methods for passivation of the residual
quantities of sodium include a moist carbon dioxide purge, forming a sodium carbonate layer.
The hydrogen generated will be vented.

Secondary Sodium Systems. The secondary sodium system will also be transformed into a
stable, environmentally safe configuration. Currently, the secondary sodium has been drained
to the secondary sodium storage tank and allowed to solidify. The sodium will be remelted
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and pumped to SPF for processing through tank drains and the transfer line previously
discussed using existing ALIPs in the secondary system.

The cold trap (which contains uncontaminated NaK) was removed and replaced with a spool
piece. The cold trap will be cleaned at SCMS and disposed of. Installation of the spool piece
will allow purge gas flow through that portion of the system during the reaction process, as
well as aid in the draining of the primary sodium.

Residual sodium within the secondary system will be reacted in place using a moist carbon
dioxide purge. It is anticipated that all the exposed sodium surfaces in the secondary system
will be reacted to sodium carbonate. Upon completion of the passivation, the system will be
maintained under a carbon dioxide blanket.

Final Reactor Building System Deactivations. The purpose of reactor building system
deactivations is to secure any plant systems that may still be unsafe after individual system
components have been removed. Deactivation may include electrical/mechanical equipment
removal, tagging of electrical breakers, and system purging and/or sealing. Deactivation will
be applied to selected portions of the reactor building heating/cooling systems, but not to the
primary tank purge system or any other systems, or equipment, deemed necessary for support
of personnel entry into the EBR-II reactor building. It is suggested that since the Reactor
Building's main polar crane and associated electrical controls might be utilized during D&D,
they should be maintained.

The major Reactor Building systems to be deactivated include the Primary Purification
System, Fuel Element Rupture Detection System, Radioactive Sodium Chemistry Loop
System, Liquid Metal (NaK) Dump System, Cover Gas Cleanup System unless used for
primary tank purge system, Argon Cooling System, Thimble Cooling System, and MET-L-X
System.

Removal of Hazardous Material. In order to maintain an industrially and radiologically safe
condition, all hazardous material will be removed from the EBR-II complex. Hazardous
materials to be removed include lead used for shielding, or ballast such as in the fuel transfer
arm counterweight, depleted uranium also used as shielding, primary auxiliary pump batteries
and ACS batteries stored in the Power Plant Building. The station batteries (UPS), also stored
in the Power Plant Building, will be retained for site power backup. Other hazardous materials
include sulfuric acids (if any remains), hydraulic oils stored in pumps and motors, silicone
(used as a heat transfer medium), Dowtherm (used as a heat transfer medium), and asbestos
(Reactor Building, Sodium Boiler Building, Power Plant Building, and Main Cooling Tower).
Removal of flammable material will be worked in conjunction with the building system
deactivations.

Installation of Reactor Building Penetration Cover. Completion of this section will help
establish control of personnel and equipment into, and out of, the reactor building. To provide
permanent isolation between the Reactor Building and the Fuel Conditioning Facility, the
equipment air lock (EQUAL) cover will be installed. Since personnel will still be required to
enter the reactor building, the penetration covers for the personnel airlock (PERAL) and the
emergency personnel airlock (EMRAL) will not be installed. A fourth entrance, for transfer of
large components into and out of the building, is normally bolted in place and will not require
a separate cover.
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Deactivation of Remaining EBR-II complex Buildings and Related Facilities. Any remaining
building systems that are no longer required will be deactivated. Deactivation may include
electrical/mechanical equipment removal, electrical breaker tagout, system purging or sealing.
All systems shall be deactivated, except those necessary for minimal personnel entry, such as
abbreviated lighting, heating and ventilation. Equipment that may provide some excess value
shall be evaluated for transfer to the appropriate facilities. Facilities included in the EBR-H
complex are the Sodium Boiler Building, CGCS Building, Experimental Equipment Building,
and the Cooling Tower. Related facilities include the Sodium Components Maintenance Shop
and the Sodium Processing Facility.

11.4. CONFIGURATION CONTROL

The entire process of closure and deactivation will be controlled by use of a controlled
procedure for generating and executing lay-up (closure) plans [2]. Every system, component,
and facility will be covered by a lay-up plan. The first part of the plan provides for an
assessment of the defined system, component, or facility against closure criteria that provide
specific definition for industrially and radiologically safe and adherence to applicable portions
of US DOE orders for transition to D&D.

The result of the assessment will define the specific closure actions to be taken. Completion of
these actions plus archival of system drawings, procedures, and status documents (surveys,
etc.) as well as tagging the system isolation boundaries with a special lay-up tag system will
complete the closure. Also, part of the final documentation archive will be a draft D&D plan
that will detail the recommended D&D approach for the future.

11.5. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the deactivation project is to maintain EBR-II in an industrially and radiologically
safe condition, posing little or no risk to the environment or to persons, while requiring
minimal maintenance and surveillance activities until final D&D of the facility occurs.
Current schedule and milestone commitments place the EBR-II facility in the final
deactivation configuration by March 2002. Actual D&D could occur decades into the future
pending budget availability and allowing for maximum radioactive decay of activated primary
tank internals.
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12. KNK DECOMMISSIONING

12.1. INTRODUCTION

The KNK(Compact Sodium-cooled Nuclear Reactor Facility, Fig. 12.1) is an experimental
nuclear power plant of 20 MW electric power erected on the premises of the
Karlsruhe Research Center (FZK). The plant was initially run as KNK I with a thermal core
between 1971 and 1974 and then, between 1977 and 1991, with a fast core as the KNK II fast
breeder plant. Full power [60 MW(th), 21.4 MW(e)] operation started in March 1979.The
KNK II core was a two-zone core, the test zone of which was equipped with Pu/U MOX fuel
surrounded by a drive zone. The reactor core of was arranged in an unpressurized, thin-walled
reactor vessel roughly in the middle of the containment (Fig. 12.2). Sodium was used as the
coolant [1,2]

A comprehensive experimental programme has been under way since 1979 at a fast
irradiated test facility to gain experience on fast reactor fuel, and of in-core instrumentation,
for plant monitoring, reactor chemistry, and general sodium-cooled fast reactor technology.

The KNK II reactor core had attained a maximum burnup of 100 000 MWd/t; some of fuel
elements had been reprocessed in the pilot reprocessing plant of FZK, and the recovered
plutonium had been recycled. In the course of reactor operation, occasional argon bubbles
entered in the sodium coolant. Special experiments helped to detect a vent line as the main
source of gas entering the sodium and defect was repaired [3].

After the termination of the SNR-300 fast breeder reactor project by government, KNK-n
was shut down for good in August 1991. Under the decommissioning concept, the plant is
to be decommissioned completely to green field conditions in ten steps, i.e. under the
corresponding ten decommissioning permits. To this day, nine decommissioning permits
have been issued, the first one in 1993 and the most recent one, number nine, in 2001.

The decommissioning and demolition activities covered by decommissioning permits 1 to 7
have been completed. Under the 8th Decommissioning Permit, the components of the
primary system and the rotating reactor top shield are to be removed by late 2001.

As a result of a competitive tendering exercise, AEA Technology at Dounrey won a contract
to dispose of sodium from the KNK II reactor. To fulfil this contract a sodium disposal plant
has been designed, constructed, commissioned and put into operation to dispose of the
88 tonnes of sodium from this reactor. This sodium comprises of 36 tonnes of "primary"
sodium containing traces of caesium-137 and sodium-22 and 52 tonnes of lightly tritiated
"secondary" sodium [4].

At the present moment the entire nuclear fuel and all movable core internals have already
been disposed of. The sodium coolant has been removed except for some residues clinging
to inner surfaces and in inaccessible locations. The tertiary systems (water-steam loop with
the turbine) and the secondary sodium systems, including the associated auxiliary systems
and buildings, have been taken out and demolished, respectively. The ventilation system, the
electricity supply facilities, and the reactor entrance and exit lock have been adapted to the
requirements of the decommissioning steps to follow. The primary system was dismantled
including the primary sodium dump tank and the fuel element store. Till the end of 2001 the
rotating reactor top shield of the reactor vessel is to be removed. The work conducted so far
has been based on eight decommissioning permits.
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FIG. 12.1. Experimental fast reactor KNK 11
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All activated and/or contaminated materials are transferred to the Central Decontamination
Department (HDB) of the Karlsruhe Research Center, which processes them in line with its
permit under the Atomic Energy Act, and holds them in temporary storage.

Under the 9th Decommissioning Permit, the reactor vessel with its internals, the primary
shield, and the biological shield are to be dismantled. A European wide limited tendering
procedure was first run for these activities, and the contract was given to Westinghouse
Reaktor Germany.

The difficulty involved especially in dismantling KNK, on the one hand, is posed by the
residual sodium in the plant. This determines the choice of techniques to be used in
disassembly and, in addition, the material must either be removed or converted by chemical
means after component disassembly, as components bearing sodium metal cannot be
delivered to HDB or stored in a repository.

Another difficulty is caused by the depth of activation by fast neutrons, as a result of which
not only the reactor vessel proper, but also the entire primary shield (60 cm of grey cast
iron) and large parts of the biological shield must be disassembled and disposed of under
remote control.

Under the 1 Oth and last Decommissioning Permit, the remaining auxiliary systems (sodium
washing plant, ventilation plant, liquid effluent system, gaseous effluent system, etc ) are to
be dismantled and any buildings remaining are to be decontaminated, measured for
clearance, and then demolished, if necessary. Then the site is to be recultivated.

12.2. DISMANTLING OF THE REACTOR

12.2.1. Initial condition, disassembling concept

After completion of the first eight decommissioning permits, the only remnants of the plant
still in existence are the reactor vessel with its internals installed in the primary shield and the
biological shield. These components are located in the middle of the containment in the
reactor building, building No 741 (see Figl2.3). The reactor vessel is inerted with nitrogen
and closed with a lid. Other installations still in place are the ancillary plants building, the
control room building, and a storage facility. They contain some systems important in the
decommissioning process, namely the ventilation system, the washing system for components
wetted with sodium, and the moderator store, which must be converted into a buffer store.
The reactor building and the ancillary plants building are part of the controlled area

The residual sodium volume in the reactor vessel was estimated to amount to approx 30 I.
The maximum Co-60 activation is on the order of 107 - 108 Bq/g, the maximum dose rate in
the middle of the vessel was measured in April 1997 to be 55 Sv/h.

Before dismantling of the reactor vessel is begun, the interior space of the vessel is treated
with a wet gas. For this purpose, the nitrogen is added humidity so that any particulate sodium
deposits can be immobilized. Then the vessel is dried. The dismantling work is to be carried
out under a nitrogen atmosphere.

The reactor vessel with its internals, and the primary shield, are to be disassembled within the
existing shielding, i e the biological shield. For this purpose, a shielding enclosure will be
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erected at runway level above the reactor vessel, which will be equipped with a handling cell,
an intervention cell, a double-lid lock and a transfer lock for building rubbish, and all the
necessary auxiliary systems (lifting gear, rails, lead glass windows, manipulators). The
enclosure must have a shielding of 35 cm of steel required for radiological reasons, on the one
hand, and ensure separation from the containment in terms of ventilation, on the other hand

Because of the hazard of sodium fires, only mechanical cutting techniques, such as sawing,
milling, drilling, or cutting, may be used to dismantle the reactor vessel and its internals.
Abrasive cutting and thermal cutting techniques may be used only with components free from
sodium, such as the primary shield, or the reinforcement in the biological shield. The
machines required for dismantling are to be mounted on a carrier that can be positioned
variably inside the vessel and the biological shield, respectively. The necessary support
systems and devices/auxiliary tools are to be harmonized and, as a consequence, minimized in
number.

To minimize the exposure dose to the personnel disassembling these systems, and to minimize
the number of transports, the radioactive components to be demolished will not be moved to
HDB in larger sections. The packages to be used for nearly all metal components are 150 I
drums or, for components wetted with sodium, the corresponding 150 I baskets, which will be
packed in 200 I drums through a double-lid system and placed in shielded casks for transport
to HDB. The components wetted with sodium must be transported first to the washing plant in
a shielding bell to be cleared of sodium before they can be packed in 200 I drams. Shielded
type-It KONRAD containers will be used for the concrete rubbish. The number of packages
produced is to be optimized in order to save costs of interim storage and final storage

12.2.2. Disassembly of the reactor vessel

The table below provides data about the geometry, mass, and activity of components:

Component

Reflector
Thermal shield
Thermal shock liner
Other internals
Internal vessel
External vessel

Height (mm)

2310
2310
6500

-
10500
9500

Thickness/
diameter (mm)

70-170
80
12
-

16
12

Total

Mass (Mg)

11.8
7.8
3.8
2.8
11.8
4.8

42.8

Max. activation on
Jan. 1,2001 (Bq/g)

3.1 E+7
4.8 E+6
4.2 E+6
1.2E+9
4.0 E+6
2.2 E+6

As a rule, the activation was calculated on the basis of a cobalt content of the steel of 200
ppm. The stellite bushings of the cladding tube plate, have a much more high cobalt content,
so they show a maximum activation of 10 Bq/g.

The internals of the reactor vessel are to be demolished inside out. The internal vessel and
the external vessel must be demolished from bottom to top because they are suspended from
an upper flange. The design of the reactor vessel can be seen from Figs 12.4.

A central mast manipulator is to be introduced into the reactor vessel for disassembly
purposes; it can be positioned in a variety of locations and will achieve self-bracing at the
level of the cutting position. The manipulator must be designed so that it can handle, by
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means of a carrier system, all tools needed to disassemble all internals and the vessel proper.
All cuts must be made so that the parts can be packaged in 150 I drums or baskets. In
disassembly, special attention must be paid to the cladding tube plate with the stellite
bushings and to the double-walled pipe joints cut out of the reactor vessel.

After disassembly of the metal components, the thermal insulation made of fireclay around
the reactor vessel must be removed. This can be achieved either by cutting, as mentioned
above, or by chipping, as in the later demolition of the biological shield.

12.2.3. Disassembly of the primary shield

At the level of the reactor core, the primary shield made of cast iron with lamellar graphite,
GG-20, is situated in a niche of the biological shield outside the thermal insulation.

The total mass of the primary shield is approx. 90.5 mg. Of this, 9.2 Mm is due to the
conical part, whose four segments are approximately equal in weight. The triangular
segments of the cylindrical section each have a mass of approx. 3.7 Mg, while the square
ones have a mass of approx. 16.6 mg. The maximum activation is 1.55 x 106 Bq/g.

Prior to demolition of the primary shield, the biological shield is removed above the
primary shield as far as the outside diameter of the primary shield. This makes the primary
shield freely accessible from the top and from the inside.

The primary shield is demolished by remote operation from the enclosure. Below the
primary shield, a platform is installed in the reactor cavity on which parts of the primary
shield can be deposited. The parts of the primary shield are disassembled by means of a
saw, which can be carried by the crane; it is applied to the component, braced, and thus
allows horizontal and vertical cutting (Figs 12.5a,b).The parts cut off are attached to the
crane by means of force-locking mechanical grabs, and are lifted to the runway level. The
parts are filled into 200 I drums through the double-lid lock, and are then taken to HDB in
shielded shipping casks.

12.2.4. Disassembly of the biological shield

The reactor core is surrounded by a block of concrete of very high density (density
4.14g/cm3), the biological shield, which was also activated by the neutron radiation
emanating from the reactor core. The specific Co-60 activity of the concrete achieves a
maximum of 8 x 105 Bq/g, which means that most of the disassembly work must be carried
out remotely.

The depth of demolition of the biological shield is determined by the depth of activation of
the concrete. According to the new German Radiation Protection Ordinance, a clearance level
for Co-60 of 0.09 Bq/g must be observed for the unrestricted clearance of building rubbish.
However, above the primary shield, the biological shield must be demolished to the depth of
the primary shield because of the envisaged concept for removing the primary shield.
Probably, a total of 330 Mg of very-high-density concrete must be disposed of as radioactive
waste.

Chipping will be the method of demolition (Fig. 12.6). For this purpose, an auxiliary platform
variable in height is to be positioned in the reactor cavity, on which a small excavator will be
placed. The concrete rubbish is to be sucked through a hose right into the type-11 KONPvAD
container set up at the building rubbish transfer lock of the containment. The reinforcement
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FIG. 12.6. Demolition of the biological shield
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bars in the concrete must be cut mechanically or thermally at the same time and disposed of
in 200 I drums through the double-lid lock.

12.3.BALANCE OF THE RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Type of residue

Steel
Fireclay
Grey cast iron
Very-high-density concrete

Mass (mg)

approx. 43
approx. 28
approx. 90
approx. 330

Max. activation
on Jan. 1, 2001
(Bq/g)

3E+07
9E+04
1 E+06
7E+05

Total activity
Co-60 (Bq)

1.7E+14

2.5E-M3
6,2 E+12

The residues steel and grey cast iron will be packaged into 200 1-drums and stored in the HDB
interim storage for ILW-Waste. After some halflifetimes of cobalt and packaging the drums
into a shielded container, the waste fullfill the KONRAD repository requirements.

The residues fireclay and concrete will be directly packaged into shielded KONRAD
containers and stored in the HDB interim storage for LLW-Waste, ready for final disposal.
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